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One bridge too many 
The deadly collapse of a rail 
bridge was inevitable, says a 
survivor\NEWS A3 
They remembered 
Terrace turned out Nov. 11 .in 
honour of those who fell for our 
country\COMMUNITY B1 
Coach search extended 
One last chance to nominate a 
deserving person for Coach of the 
Year\SPORTS B7. " " 
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By JEFf NAGEL 
SKEENA CELLULOSE shut down all logging oper- 
ations over the weekend to buy more  time for negotia- 
tions underway between the province and the banks. 
The company is once again on the verge of bmh'upt- 
cy because the Royal and Toronto Dominion Banks 
and the provincial government have beer/ unable to 
agree on who should pay an extra $40 million needed 
• for operating costs. 
Negotiations were continuing Tuesday. 
The logging shutdown will help preserve what mon- 
ey the company has left. 
It's the second time a deal Worked out this fall to save 
the troubled company has been in danger of 
unravelling. 
The problem this time is the company was shut down 
through the summer when market prices were some- 
what better and reopened just as prices were diving and 
the Asian market was collapsing. 
The result is ihat the company has already eaten up 
nearly $93 million of its operating line of credit and 
SC! halts logging to buy time for talks 
creditors owed between $15 and $18'million. a little longer. 
[] Chilly spot to sleep 
court-appointed monitom are warning that either more 
money m~t be put in or operations must be halted. 
Royal Bank officials aid last week they are no long- 
er prepared to put more money into the company and 
want the province to buy out their share of the 
operation. 
Negotiations have centred on that possibility. 
The province has said it will agree to pay 40 per cent 
of the $40 million, in line with the already established 
40-60 split between the province and banks for extra 
investments. That would mean another $16 million 
from the province and $24 million from the two banks. 
That extra $40 million is also to include an amount 
that would provide atiny cash settlement for unsecured 
creditors inthe northwest. 
"My feeling personally is they're going to need more 
than the $40 million if the markets stay poor," says 
Repap B.C. Creditors Group chairman Justin Rigsby. 
"They're probably going to need twice that, 
realistically." 
Rigsby's group represents about 30 northwest area 
once. "We know they haven't got a place to stay," 
she says. Sho's .~sking for donations of warm 
blankets and coats. However, staff at the Terrace 
TranMlion House says they haven't had to turn any- 
one away. "They've just recentiy started winter 
hours, opening their doom at 5, Instead of 9 p.m. 
HARD TIMES are having an impact on ~e city's 
po(xast It appears some,0ne hem been sleeping on 
~is mattress behind a dumpster, behind Terrace 
Anll.Poverbj's new offices in the Gobind mail. 
Roseanne Pearce, ofTerraco Anti-Poverty, says 
that at least ten people have come to the office late- 
"It appears fairly grim," Rigrby said. "At this point it 
appears that it could go into bankruptcy on Nov. 28. If 
that happens a lot of people are going to be left high 
und&y." 
Coopers and Lybrand; the court-appointed monitor, 
says it'll soon put the brakes on the company rather 
than let it run out of money and leave behind yet more 
unpaid bills. 
"We're not going to carry on in business and have 
these commitments out there if we suspect we can't 
meet hem," said Coopers and Lybrand official Martin 
Hyatt. "We're going to blow the whisde when we think 
we're getting to that level." 
He said Monday he is "using a stopwatch rather than 
a calendar" to gauge how quickly the company is 
reaching that cut-off point. 
Monitors had expected to make an announcement of 
impending shutdowns a  early as last Friday. 
But the prospect of continued talks prompted them to 
hold off and make Skeena Cellulose's cash flow stretch 
'The company has deferred making an announce- 
ment about a shutdown," he said. "It doesn't want to 
announce a shutdown prematurely because that can 
have all kinds of implications and consequences 
involving customers, suppliers and employees." 
"But there's a time past which you can't work and 
you have to either do a deal and.get on with life or not 
do a deal and get on with life." 
The measures being taken by the company include 
deferring purchases, buying the minimum quantifies 
necessary tocontinue and trying to b6ng in accounts 
receivable early. 
"You can do that i~ the short erm but there's no way 
you can do it to the end of November," Hyatt added. 
The logging shutdown was the latest measure todef- 
er coSTS. 
The Terrace mill has enough wood in the yard to 
operate until mid-December without  logging. 
But that could be irrelevant if the monitors can!t file a 
restructuring plan by a Nov.. 28 deadline. 
Churches lead, 
batt.le again,st 
casino co.,n,cept 
By SALWA FARAH : 
aud JEFF NAGEL 
INCREASED BANKR~,  depres- 
sion and even suicide will be the social 
price to pay if a cas/no is allowed to open 
here, say opponents of file idea. 
A standing room only crowd that in- 
duded church ministers, anti-poverty advo- 
cates and a recovered gambling addict 
urged city councillors Nov. 14 to reject he 
cono~pt, 
They were countered by a smaller con- 
tingent of chamber ef commerce r presen- 
tatives and bingo-dependent charities that 
support acasino here. 
This is the second meeting in which city' 
council has heard opinions on casinos. 
That's because it has to tell the provincial 
govemmen! soon whether it wants a casino 
inside city limits. 
Christian Reformed Church Pastor Pieter 
Hcudriks questioned how local charities 
particularly those that seek to help the dLs- 
advantaged - -  can support casino gam- 
bling. 
"How can charities ever be in support of 
sn industry that Creates poor and needy 
• people'/" he demanded. "We cannot do 
justice on the shoulders of injustice." 
"Charities will be part of an industry that 
creates social victims, which conl/adicts he 
very purpose of their existence." 
Two typos of casinos are possible. One is 
a charity casion concept in which charities 
get a piece of the profits and the other 
* A local pro.canine backer 
cbailengu the city to put thaw 
gambling Issue out to 
referandum. 
* And a'local group has beers 
given money to hire a gam- 
bling addictions counsellor. 
See Page A14. 
Church, she'/alliance Chureh, Knox United 
Church, S t  Matthew's An~iesn Church, 
Sacred Heart Parish, and the Selvat.tom 
Army. 
• Lieutenant Norman Hameiin from the 
Salvation Army said the provincial govern- 
meat has caved in to the temptation of ex- '  
panded gambling. 
"They're saying there's no~tng we can, 
do about addiction, hstesd of making a 
stand agaimt it, lets get a cut from i t . "  
Hamelin says that's the same argument 
used to try rand legalize prostitution or 
drugs. 
"Such logic does -ot provide for the 
people I ~vill see in my office who are 
broken, who are literally deslroyed and 
~oming apart at the seams," Hamelin said. 
"Why create a problem and then tzy to 
solve it?" asked Father John Smith. "Cram- 
which blends gambling with tourism-r bling is a sophisticated form of legalized 
related draws in whichmunlcipal govern-, stealing." 
meats get dome benefits. In both cases, the One man who said he was a former gam- 
province is in line for a hefty ehnnk of bling addict also came forward to uqge 
restraint. 
money. " I  used to be s pathological gambler in 
Headriks aid city councillors hould not 
just be considering economic factors when my early 2On," said Rob Browning. " I  
they make their decisionby the end of the lhink the council should show some moral 
year to either approve or reject he develop- " backbone and say a flat no to this casino." 
meat of a casino here. 
"At stake is not our fmancial health but 
our moral and m~ntal health," Hendriks 
said,  
Several' other church' leaders spoke ,  place disruption, and actual medical ni l -  
aga ins t  the prospect of a casino~ represent- ments resulting from the stress of gambling. 
tag the Terrace Pentecostal Assembly, the 
ly, asking for blankets. That's a first In her exped- That might explain the need for blankets. Lutheran Church,. the Evangelical Free Cont'd Page A14 
I 
Bears settle down after a' good year 
Helga Kenny from TerraceAnti-Poverty 
Society, in opposed to a casino, saying it 
will result in higher numbers of 
banlmzptcies, depression, suicide, work- 
NORTHWEST BEARS have fmnlly, in Smithers. He says the low death toll Were from Terrace. betas wereallfgtmulheppy." But h'e says nine times out of 10 the 
settled own for a long winter nap after was likely because of a combination of Eut that's a far cry from 1996, when And Shsrpe says that when beam are bear is jmt passing through, and it's not 
filling their bellies on s bumper crop of Iv'3 factom - -  the good crop of natural 645 complaints resulted in 44 dead beam fat and happy they tend not to be a prob. a threat. ' 
natural food. food and fewer people complaining and only two relocations, lem. "You don't have to be paranoid," he 
It's been a good year forbears. Early abontbears for fear of them being ldlled. It's also a lower death toll than in "It's not like bears are out ofcon~ol says. " l int .me common sense. Make 
this year there was an initial scare that "It might have worked s little bit both 1995, °when 357 coniplaints led to 38 or there's too many of them," he says., sure there aren't any attractants, keep 
there wasn't any money available from ways,,' he says. "And in the end we bears hot and 27 relocations. " " I t ' s  just that. when they get in more your dog and children inside 'until the 
the environment minisW/to do reloca, managed to scrape together some fends Sharpe says the biggest factor in the desperate smite their hunger overrides bear leaves -  that k i~ of thlnS," 
tions. However, far fewer bears actually for grizzly relocation." lower numbers this year was likely the 'their fear of people." Sharpe says he frequently has bean 
ended up being shot by conservation of- In the northwest, conservation officen "crop of natural food. Shaq~e says that most of the 0tile; puts thtmugh is backyard in Smtthen. 
flcem this year than in the paevlous two received 441 bear complaints this year. "We had good sining conditions and a received by consolation 0~cers me "They move on if ~.¢re's nothing to 
seasons. That ~esuited in 23 beaus being shot md" good berry crop. P in  there were some • fxom people who see a bear in their keep them the~"  he mtyg. 
Sesn Sharpe is the senior wildlife 12beingrelocated, stxon 8 sockeye rims," he says. "The backymrd or on the strcet and get somd. 
biologist with the environment ~t ry '  Ncady :50 per cent of these compla: 
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STOP Press  
Fish guides hurt by + 
gOvernment indecision 
Taxpayers Federation 
pulls back from recall 
DON'T COUNT the Canadian Taxpayers Federation 
(C'TI~ out of the Crash Helmut campaign just yet. 
It will still be holding a pro-recall training seminar here 
this weekend and will be involved in work leading up to the 
start of any signature gathering campaign, its B.C. execu- 
tive director said yesterday. (See arlier story, PageA11). 
Troy Lanigan made the comments in responding to news 
reports the federation is abandoning the pro-recall field in 
light of criticism by anti-recall forces. + 
Those anti-recall forces, the Skeena Taxpayers 
Association, spent the last week painting the CTF as an 
outside group meddling in the northwest. 
"We said all along we wouldn't be involved during the 
petition period. It is going to be up to the local group to get 
those signatures," said Lanigan. 
What the federation won,t be doing is going ahead with 
advertising during the 60-day period in which pro-recall 
forces have to get enough signatures to remove Giesbrecht 
from office and force a by-election. 
"We have become such an issue that it has tamed into a 
referendum on the CIT and it was one we couldn't win," 
said Lanigan. "If anything, the issue can now focus solely 
on the performances of the MLA and of the government." 
Lanigan dismissed one criticism of the Canadian 
Taxpayers Federation - that it pays a 30 per cent commis- 
sion to salespeople to raise operating money. "Everybody 
has overhead in raising money whether you do it by direct 
mail or telemarketing or whatever," he said. 
Local recall chairman Lose Sexton declined to say if the 
anti-recall forces won a tactical victory by putting the spo- 
tlight on the taxpayers federation. 
"We wouldn't be where we are - we wouldn't have the 
(recall) forms - without 1"toy and the federation down there 
in Victoria," he said. "We're just a local group andwe're up 
against the NDP. It's not a level playing field." 
Sexton also said that regardless of the taxpayers federa- 
tion involvement, local people and money are financing the 
Giesbrecht recall effort. 
The CTF spent $11,500 on recall to date and had planned 
to spend another $14,800 up to next March. 
Park site search goes on 
THE LOCATION for a proposed $200,000 skateboard 
park here remains up in the air. 
But the city is now scouting around for possible private 
land to buy in or near the downtown core. 
That's the decision councillors came to Monday night 
after hearing from more than 30 skateboarders, the 
Farmer's Market Association, and a new society committed 
to raising money for the skateboard park. 
Council had asked city staff to look at possible locations 
because the originally proposed site - behind city hall - 
might interfere with future expansion of the fire hall 
City parks and recreation superintendent Steve Scott had 
reviewed six sites already owned hy the city and recom- 
mended the skate park be built on vacant elty land adjacent 
to Riverside Park. " "' 
But the skateboarders urged council to look for a sl~e 
closer to the downtown core. 
"It's quite isolated, it's a gravel drive in there and it 
seems like we're being tucked away in a comer there," said 
skateboarder Mike Talstra. 
Because of the remoteness of the location, he suggested 
unsavoury elements could cause trouble there and the ska- 
teboarders could be blamed for whatever t anspires. 
One of the other sites discussed was the Farmer's Market 
site on Davis Ave. Councillors wondered whether the 
market might wish to relocate. 
Market representatives said they view their present loca- 
tion as ideal and want to ensure they don't lose any space. 
And skateboarders also voiced opposition to that idea, 
saying they don't want to "barge in" and create hard feel- 
ings with another group. 
"It feels like we're being asked to step on the toes of oth- 
ers in the community and create resentment," Talstra said. 
"We don't want to annoy other organizations in the 
community." 
In the end, council asked staffto determine what suitable 
privately owned land might be available for purchase. 
Council is committed to building the skateboard park, 
and councillor David Hull said it will be worthwhile to take 
a few extra weeks and make sure they end up with the fight 
site. 
Also at Monday night's meeting was Ron Craig, spokes- 
man for the Terrace Youth Action Society. 
The group is a newly incorporated society comprised 
mainly of volunteer parents who aim to raise $60,000 to 
help complete the skateboard park. 
"If it's as far out as Riverside it just won't get patronized 
the way it should be," said Craig. "We don't want to create 
a park that's worth a quarter of a million dollars that's just 
stuck out somewhere." 
Two-week shut planned 
WEST FRASER will halt all of its logging and sawmill 
operations for two weeks over Christmas, company offi- 
cials said Monday. 
The Skeena SawmiU operation i  Terrace will shut down 
on Dec. 19 and re-start on Jan. 5, said West Fraser,s north- 
west operations manager Brace MacNicol. 
MacNicol said a longer shutdown so far isn't being con-  
LOCAL ANGLING guides and outfitters 
are once again being left in the dark by the 
provincial government. 
The environment ministry still hasn't 
decided whether or not nora-resident angling 
licence fees will increase to $40 per day next 
season. 
And that has many guides and lodge own- 
ers wondering what to tell their customers. 
"It (fee schedules) hould have been out at 
the end o f  October," says Kermodei Bear 
Lodge owner Irene Walker. "Booking has 
already started in Europe and customers are 
calling to ask us how much licence fees are 
going to be, bat I can't ell them." 
Last spring the environment ministry pro- 
mised stakeholder consultation, after a del- 
uge of protest when the fees were raised 
without warning. Some of that promised 
consultation has occurred m the form of con- 
ference calls between the ministry and sports 
fishing representatives. But months later, no 
decisions have been made. 
"It's not looking real good," says Steelhead 
Society vice president Brace Hill. "They've 
dithered so long that it's too late for some 
people. Resorts and tackle shops are in a sus- 
pended state. All their plans are on hold." 
Hill says that stakeholder ecommenda- 
tions arising from discussions with the rnin- 
istry say to keep the rates at current levels. 
"The government has not done any cost- 
benefit analysis of these increases," he says. 
"They have no idea what the results might be 
and they could be economical ly  
devastating." 
Jim Culp of the Sports Fish Advisory 
Board also says the discussions have gone on 
for too long without answers. 
"No one knows where we stand," he says. 
"There's a glimmer of hope that fees could 
stay where they are, but for some people it 
may already be too late." 
City council has also expressed concerns 
about he lack of government decisions. 
"I think it's absolutely appalling that we've 
gotten into this situation again after all the 
outcry we had in the last year," said council. 
lor Val George at a meeting Nov. 10. 
David Hull echoed that sentiment, pointing 
out that "in one foul swoop," the province 
could kill an industry that locals have spent 
decades building up. 
Skeena MLA Helmut Giesbrecht says he 
too doesn't know where the ministry stands 
on the issue. 
"It's still up in the air. I haven't heard from 
the minister on what she plans to do." 
Giesbrecht says he's told environment 
minister Cathy McGregor that ff the ministry 
has to get more revenue, not to get it out of 
local anglers. And if they go after foreign 
anglers, to do it in a way that doesn't inter- 
fere with the seasonal planning of guides and 
outfitters, 
But Assistant Deputy Minister Don Fast, 
who is in charge of the consultations, ays 
the ministry hasn't made any decisions yet. 
"We've had discussions with local people 
and we are getting feedback," he says. "We 
are aware of the concerns." 
However, Irene Walker says the lack of a 
response indicates to her that Victoria 
doesn't care about he situation. 
"Maybe the issue isn't very important in 
Victoria, but it's important here," she says. 
. + 
+ YANA'S liAR S 
AUTHENTIC EAST INDIAN CUISINE z 
(Located at The Kalum Motel) 
5508 Hwy. 16 West Ph: 635-2362 
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I f  he won't  do his Job, then we must do ours. 
Recal l  He lmut  Giesbrecht 
1997 The Committee To Recall Helmut Giesbrecht 
www.kermode.nePrecallskeena/ Emil: crash.helmut@kermode.net 
Phone/Fax: (250) 638-7739 
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Skateboarder hit by van .| +2so ,K249[~r i le  
A SKATEBOARDER stack by a minl-van at the inter- ql 
section of Lakelse Ave. and Sparks St. is in hospital with a i Kr  
broken leg. 
Terrace RCMP said the youth was crossing the street Dressinn | St~s Lost! A against the light when he was hJt by the minl-van, 
The skateboarder was first taken to Mills Memorial 
Hospital and then transferred to Kitimat General Hospital, 
where he was treated for a compound fracture of his left 
tibia. 
Grant for Anti-Poverty 
TERRACE ANTI-POVERTY will receive $50,000 from 
the provincial government todevelop an affordable hous- 
ing strategy here, 
The grant is part of HOMES BC's Community Housing 
Initiative. HOMES BC is a provincial program aimed at 
developing affordable homes in the province, 
The money will be used to develop strategles toincrease 
lhe number of households in Terrace with adequate and 
affordable housing. It can be used to help build partnerships 
that would help communities deal with housing problems. 
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Chair 
returns 
8HERI LONG'S stolen 
~heel~air was returned the 
~y after a story about it ap- 
peared in the Nov. 5 Ter- 
race Standard. 
" I  ~vas shocked," said 
Long. "I never expected to 
'see it again." 
: The wheelchair was 
;returned anonymously to 
'.Milh Memorial Hospital. 
:Staff at the hospital noticed 
'.a chair which didn't belong, 
;and when they saw the story 
',in the paper, they realized it 
:might belong to Long. 
:i They phoned the RCMP, 
~and were told the chair 
".matched the description of 
~the one stolen from Long. 
Long's chair was taken 
from outside her Davis St. 
~ome in September. It's the 
~eoond wheelchair stolen 
from her in two years. 
:The first time her chair 
.was stolen it was recovered 
y few weeks later in a ditch, 
~maged beyond repair. 
' This time Long's whcel- 
ichair fared much better. 
,Two small hub-caps are 
~missing from the wheels and 
rubber foot-pad is gone. 
i Long is thrilled to have it 
back. It Weans she can go 
back to doing many of the 
_activities she was involved 
', in around the community. 
Long suffers from cerebral 
i patsy, and had been using a 
loaner chair since the theft. 
" I  just wanted to say 
thanks to the community for 
finding it," she says. 
WHEELCHAIR RETURNED m Shed Long is thrilled to have her wheelch=~ir 
back. It was returned anonymously, after being stolen from outside her Davis St. 
home in September. 
Book celebrates local history 
* A LENGTHY labour of love by local resident Nonna Ben- 
inett has turned into a book on the history of the area. 
', Pioneer Legacy. Chronicles oJ the Lower Skeena River 
; is the story of native settlement and later on, white settle- 
; ment up to 1920. 
i Bennett began assembling her history of the lower 
~, Skeena from a wide variety of sources after her interest in 
the history of the area grew upon moving here in the late 
1950s. 
She coaxed stories from early white pioneers, compiled 
stories of the resident Tsimshian and painstakingly 
gathered rare photos of the early 'days to complement the 
tales of thosewho lived along the Skeeata River. 
Once completed, Bennett began leoldng for a publisher 
and soon forged a rdationship with a group of local 
citizens. 
From there the idea grew cf publishing a volume With 
the sale proceeds to go toward the Dr. R.E.M. Lee Hospital 
Foundation which raises money for equipment for Mills 
Memorial Hospital. 
The result is 2,000 copies of a 240-page volume contain- 
ing approximately 80photographs ata cost of $30. 
Shipment to Terrace is expected the first of December, 
making it not only an addition lo the written history of the 
area but also as a choice for a Christmas present. 
The book will be solffat:Misty River Books and other 
locations. 
More information on hew to order will be available soon. 
Here's how to help 
out at Christimas time 
THERE COULD be a lot more people 
needing help this Christmas because of 
ongoing forest industry problems, says 
Salvation Army Lieutenant Norm 
Hamelin. 
He'll know the extent of the situation 
when the Terrace Churches Food Bank 
holds its first distribution of the season 
this week. 
It'll also give Hamelin a handle on ex- 
pected emand for the Anny's Christmas 
hamper l~rogram. It takes the place of the 
food bank for the month of December. 
"We're seeing more families this 
year," Eamelin says of the family ser- 
vices component of the Salvation Army. 
"Work just hasn't been enough to carry 
them through. A lot of people are just on 
the border of making it." 
This year people can sign up for 
hampem Nov. 24-27 from 1-3 p.m. at the 
food bank across from the Salvation 
Army church on Walsh. 
Typically the Salvation Army distrib- 
utes about 450-500 hampers. 
IN ORDER to put food in those 
hampers, the Salvation Army kicks off its 
Red Kettle appeal next week. 
Volunteers will be shaking the familiar 
bells at the liquor store, the Skcena Mall 
and Canadian Tire. Hamelin hopes 
$12,000 to $15,000 will be raised. 
Lions and Rotary dub members have 
volunteered for kettle duty. Those also in- 
terested can contact the V61unteer Bureau 
or Christine Simmons at the Salvation 
Army thrift store. 
The Salvation Army will also be start- 
ing its letter appeal soon to local 
businesses. This typically brings in about 
$20,000 to $25,000 and helps the Salva- 
tion Army run throughout the year. 
When asked if he expects the level of 
donations to remain the same this year, 
Hamelin says, "sometimes when things 
get a little tougher, donations will in- 
c Iease , '  ' 
IF YOU'D like to contribute a gift 'to 
those Salvation Anny hampers, you can 
drop one off at the Skeena Broadcasters 
office on the corner of Lazelle and Emer- 
son beginning Dec. 1. 
The Salvation Axmy is looking for 
for children ranging erom new- 
born to about 16 years old. Toys and 
gifts should be new and unwrapped. In 
demand are gifts for teenagers. 
The l~oadmnnen motorcycle group got 
a jumpstart on that toy appeal. 'Members 
donated alarge number of toys during the 
annual toy run in September. 
* * ,k ,k,k . 
The Terrace Child Development 
Centre's Tree or Lights will brighten the 
Skceaa Mall starting Nov. 28. 
Children from the child development 
centre will decorated the tree that day, 
This is the l lth annual Tree of Lights 
put up by the child development centre. 
Each year approximately $6,000 is raised. 
The money goes to help the centre 
deliver programs for special needs chil- 
dren. The centre offers therapy, education 
and support. It also sponsors prenatal pro- 
grams to expectant mothers, giving babies 
the healthiest art possible. 
Both individuals and corporations are 
asked to purchase a light for the tree. 
Costs are from $2'$50 for individuals and 
$10-$100 for businesses. 
If you'd like to make a donation before 
Nov. 28, you can do sc at the centxe. 
The Terrace Anti.Poverty Group is 
delivering toys for children again. 
Asnd organizer Rose, anne Pearce fears it 
could be a bad year. Already she has 
nearly 90 children registered. 
"We've never had so many kids by this 
time," says Peareo. She also puts the 
blame on the foresty industry crisis, 
"We're seeing people we haven't seen 
before. A lot of families." 
In order to get the names of needy chil- 
dren out to the public, Terrace Anti- 
Poverty works with both KMart and the 
Terrace Co-op. Eoth stores put up trees 
decorated with tags that list a child's age, 
first name and gender. 
Pearce says Terrace Anti-Poverty is 
bumping up its schedule to deal with an 
anticipated increased emand. 
She'll be accepting applications for 
gifts until Dec. 15. And for people who'd 
like to buy gifts, Dec. 19 is the cut-off 
date to get those gifts back to the trees. Or 
they can be dropped off at Anti-Poverty's 
new offices at #6, 4717 Lakelse, next to 
Video Update at the Gobind Mall. 
Terrace Anti.Poverty is also trying to 
make this Christmas a bit of a cheerier 
one for parents by including small gifts. 
Individual hot chocolate or tea-bags in a 
mug, bath beads, socks and other 
stocking-stuffer type of items would be 
appreciated, says Pearce."We tend to 
forget he adults can be kids, too." 
The office is also looking for volunteers 
to help wrap and deliver gifts. , . o ..... 
• " i  
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From clearing sidewalks to tnoving heavy snowdrifts, 
WHIT,I~, Iff snow throwers can handle every job you 
might face, with remote control shute operation and a 
. . . .  " . . . . .  Drive" 
all with 
lip control 
with a 
Warranty 
s & labour 
?hp 
r,298 
1.5 hp i 
r,399 
~is Season 
3hp 
1,998 
See us today! WH IWE)~.f 
Before the snow falls! 
I£.--  (~ '~:~~- . . - _ -  ....... 
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STANDARD 
Coach of the Year 
Nomination Form 
Note: C~ch must reside in area served by this newspaper. Deadline for entry has been 
extended to November 21, 1997 
Name of Coach: 
Sport: 
League:. 
Nominated by: 
Telephone: 
Coach's profile. Please provide, a brief history on 
the nominee, outlining such elements as years of 
coaching, successes, meaningful coaching 
achievements, etc. 
Note: Individual must have coached at bast mo 
years. 
| 
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Gory subject 
THERE'S SOMETHING perversely lattractive 
about recall organizers' vision for a brave new 
~vorld of politics in which leaders are constantly 
responsive to local interests. 
In that vision, the general election campaign, 
perfectly timed and spanned by the government 
to maximum advantage, takes on much less im- 
portance. Instead of once every fo/~r or five 
years, the government has to react to local inter2 
ests throughout he term. 
Fail to do so, and recall campaigns could booi 
government MLAs and steadily erode a govem- 
rnent's majority to nothing. 
Because individual MLAs are the ones with 
guns pointed at their heads, it's expected they 
~ill shuck off the traditions of party discipline 
and force greater accountability on their leaders. 
Eeegad, responds Premier Glen Clark. Per- 
petual elections. Chao/;. Big trouble. Maybe so. 
The recall enthusiasts here take an anything, 
goes view of recall. If 40 per cent of voters in a 
riding want toget rid of their MLAbecause his 
eyesare green, that's fine. To them, there's no 
need for evidence of gross incompetence or cor- 
ruption to justify a recall campaign. 
New Democrat I-Ielmut Giesbrecht was re- 
elected Skeena MLA in 1996 with 40.3 per.cent 
of the votes casL What's interesting here is that 
federal Reform MP Mike Scott barelY topped 
that total to win the federal Skeena riding with 
42 pe r cent of the vote. So if there was recall 
federally, Scott would theoretically be just as 
vulnerable as Giesbrecht because the majority of 
the voters didn't want him as their MP. 
What's really ironic is that those now part of 
the Giesbrecht recall campaign backed Scott in 
the last federal election. Which proves the old 
saying, it all depends upon Whose ox is being 
gored. . . . . . . . . . . .  ' . . . . . . .  " 
R OM T H E CA P I I 'rA 
Bring the loot 
WHETHER you love or hate the prospect of 
recall, there's one big bonus: the gravy train 
corses through more than once every four years. 
Recall already appears to be having an effect on 
governraent action• "The Premier's Summit on 
Northern Jobs and Development is one example 
of Victoria's heightened interest in the north. 
Tradition says that elections are when 
politicians dole out the goodies, and the time in 
between votes is reserved for building up the 
piggy bank and getting real ~0rk done. Mid-term 
is also ~hen governments do difficult things like 
major cost-cutting exercises. 
Does recall lid~it the government's ability to do 
what's necessary? 
Does it mean more efforts to buy votes in be- 
tween elections? 
And if a recall campaign does bring govern- 
ment money into a constituency in between dec- 
tions, wouldn't everyone want to have one? 
Yes, yes and yes." 
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Recall called a stupid idea 
VICTORIA - -  When David You, of all people, have no threat, and want money from 
Stockell got the green light 
from B.C. Supreme Court Jus- 
lice Bryan Williams to file a 
class action suit against the 
NDP for alleged fraudulefit 
pre-election claims, Premier 
Glen Clark' said in so many 
words he was looking forward 
to beating np on the Kelowna 
printer in court. 
Stockell is the guy who felt 
.that he was had by the NDP's 
election promise of a balanced 
budget. He's  pretty sure the 
premier knew very well that he 
couldn't deliver a balanced 
budget, so he lied to the public 
to get the NDP elected for a 
second tenn. 
Well, the premier may have 
been ecstatic about the 
forthcoming court scrap, but 
Brian Gardiner, provincial sec- 
retary of the B.C. New Dem0- 
cratic. Party, is less, than 
thrilled about it. 
In a three-page l tter to NDP 
members, old Erian shows 
himself a bit of a whiner. Ap- 
pealing to NDP supporters for 
"immediate help," financial 
that is, Gardiner accuses op- 
ponents of refusing to accept 
the defeat voters handed them 
in the last election. 
"They are going to extreme 
ends, taking an obviously 
partisan case to the courts to 
try to win from a judge the vie- 
S i',!!;! !i!ii3ill 
HUBERT BEYER 
tory B.C. voters denied them." 
God forbid that anyone ex- 
cept the NDP become partisan. 
Why, we would end up with 
political politics, which as 
W.A.C. Bennett said, is the 
worst kind. 
Gardiner also, goes on at 
l length about he evils of recall 
legislation, which "other out- 
side interests" are using to 
"lr~y to defeat our MI.As and 
instil the Liberals in govern- 
taunt." 
Brian, my boy, I'm one of 
the few British Columbians 
who has a right to call the 
Recall and Initiative Act one of 
the most stupid pieces of legis- 
lation ever introduced, because 
I called it that even when it 
was put before voters for their 
opinion. 
right to whine about it, because 
it was your party that brought 
it in, not because it considered 
recall another step along the 
road of evolutionary demo- 
cracy, bat because it was 
politically expedient. 
lquch as been said about 
whether the legislation was 
meant o give voters chance to 
recall an IVU.A for gross mis- 
ccmduct or as little as a percep- 
tion that he or she isn't really 
representhg the interests of the 
constituents. I 've got s bucket 
of e-mail letters, explaining 
just why Helmut Giesbrecht 
and Paul Ramsey should be 
recalled. 
,As far as I 'm concerned, it
doesn't matter. Recall is a 
stupid idea. That's my story 
NDP supporters to do so. 
I believe it would be very in- 
teresting to see the recall initia- 
tive succeed, be*cause from that 
moment on, polities in British 
Columbia, which is already a 
blood sport, would be elevated 
to new heights. 
Those who now live by the 
sword would surely die by the 
sword. If Giesbrecht and Ram- 
sey are recalled, the NDP's ~ 
slim majority will be down the 
tube and a general election will 
almost certainly follow soon. 
Assuming that the Liberals 
win that election, a whole 
squadron of their membem 
would stare their own recall in 
the face 18 months after the, 
election. And it would serve 
them right. 
and I 'm going to stick by it, no Recall should never have 
matter :how mgnyl |¢~.A'S iI lg~,~,, i .b~.~n ~tr.oduqed. Once in..t~. > : 
trying to convince me that it's 
the best thing since the king 
stopped beheading members of 
parliament. 
I 'm quite content to use regu- 
lar elections to voice my I 
opinion on the conduct and ,  
performance of my MLA and 
the government That System" 
dnced it should never have 
been invoked. Now that it has, 
there's little chance to get rid 
of it The ultimate problem 
with the legislation is that only 
extraordinary courage or naked 
fear could prompt any govern- 
ment o scrap it. 
It sure feels good to be able 
has sewed us just fine and will " to say, I told you so. 
continue to do so. Buyer can be reached at: 
']'hat isn't to say I support Tel: (250) 920-9300; Fax: 
Brian Gardiner and his crew (250) 385.6783; E.mail: 
who are now desperate ly  hube~oolcom.com 
trying to fend off the recall 
Life's jangling nerve ends 
UNTIL SATURDAY, whist- 
leblowers lurked, poised to 
pounce, but I wasn't aware of 
then/. 
I began Saturday entering the 
public library through one of 
its two, new security gates, an 
experience that gave me an un- 
derstanding of how ranch 
animals probably view vac- 
cination chutes. 
In the future, ff anyone tries 
to leave the h'brary carrying am 
item not checked out by the 
computer scanner, everyone in 
the building will kn6w's thief 
is sneaking out. 
Next I combed a craft store 
for something to occupy visit- 
ing grandchildren. Last week 
the youngest told me, 
"Grandma, recently visiting 
your house is boring." 
Waiting my turn atthe cash 
register, clutching a handful of 
wooden cut-outs and squares 
of yuletide felt, I spotted an in. 
teresting display on the side 
open to the mall. I leaned over 
for a better view and triggered 
a series of piercing beeps, 
Seems I had breached the 
CLAUDETTE SANDECKI 
store's electronic shoplifter 
barrier. 
Craft supplies paid for, my 
dignity restored, I strolled 
along the mall past a bagpiper 
fingering a chanter, to the 
Lotto 649 outlet. As the com- 
puter printed a winning ticket, 
the kilt,wearer tested kis tooter 
at furl volume. Had I known 
sign language, it would have 
come in handy for further 
transactions. 
Then it was outside, across a 
parking lot, to a convenieaee 
store. My husband wanted to 
try its takeout chicken and 
fries.' 
He ordered; I browsed maga- 
.zincs. That's when I looked up 
to discover, on an overhead 8 x 
10 inch TV screen, I was 
watching myself. 
I was happy to return home. .• 
To soothe my jangles nerves, I 
set about sampling the books 
I'd borrowed at the l~rary. 
Pierre Button's 1967, "The 
Last Good Year" began by 
telling how Bowsman, 
Manitoba, 250 miles northwest 
of Winnipeg, kicked off the 
centennial year with a biffy 
bonfire. The town's 500 resi- 
dents chose to celebrate in- 
stallation of their new sewage 
treatment plant. 
In "Everybody's 
Favourites", Canadians 
most of them well known - -  
talk about books that changed 
tteir lives. Moat take a page or 
two. But Alex Tilley, of Tiiley 
Endurables, says only "Oh 
God, why do the Bobbsey 
Twins keep springing to 
mindl" 
The third book, "Kids are 
WorOi Id",  is written by an 
American who lives in 
Colorado. She compares 
parenting practices in an enter- 
raining fashion. Eat one line in 
Barbara Coloroso's book upset 
me so much I spun a letterhead 
into my Royal instantly, intent 
on blowing a whistle of my 
• own. 
On page 234 Coloroso 
quotes "Roy Bonesteal, a 
commentator for Canadian 
Broadcasting Company." 
CBC is a corporation, not s 
company. And Roy Bonesteel 
- -  not Boncsteal ~ is far more 
than a CBC commentator. He 
hosted "Man Alive" for 22 
years winning two ACTRA 
awards, the Gordon Sinclair 
Award for Excellence in 
Broadcast Journalism, and 
Best TV Host in Canada. He 
holds honourary doctorates, 
the Order of Canada, and two 
of his own published books. 
Even an American writer 
should know how to look him 
up. 
I. , , I 
City out co,,,s,o,o,,c,,o,,,, 
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to lunch The 
on raves Ma i l  ]3ag 
All night dances are far 
safer than 'pit part=es' 
Ikar  Sir:. 
Re: "City k~oshes raves" (Terrace Sta~fard, 
Nov. 5, 1997). 
I shake my head in disbelief at our city in general, 
and Steve Scott in particular. I frequently attend 
these 'raves', in fact, I have yet to miss one. 
Not 0nly do I attend the ones held in Terrace, but 
als0 tu Prince Rupert, and I have traveled ss far ns 
Vancouver and Victoria for the more advanced 
raves, with sponsors and professional DJs. 
I agree with Steve Scott on one point, that there is 
currently a wave of raves. It is not often that so 
many youth from all of our surrounding cities are 
all riding upon the same wave. 
Finding a place to hold a rave is often a problem, 
as it usually starts around 9:00 or 10:00 p.m. and 
ends around 6:00 or 8:00 a.m. Most halls schedule 
their cleanup at an earlier time, and is the main rea- 
son why the recent Halloween rave was held in 
Rosswood. 
Obviously Steve Scott knows little about raves, 
and acts based on assumptions. Adult chaperones 
are not necessary, for the people that put on these 
raves are over nineteen years of nge and 
respons~le. 
People who have been drinking are turned away 
from the dance, and to drink alcohol at these func- 
tions is frowned upon, no matter what age. 
Drags, like ecstasy, surely are available if you 
look hard enough, but a rave is not based around 
the use of it. In Terrace, drugs are available at 
schools, private parties and other social functions, 
including raves. Do we shut down all youth 
facilities because of a minority that ake drugs? 
Mr. Scott also mentions lots of electronic dance 
music, and the key word is dance. People attend 
raves to dance all night. 
Yes, raves are different than the usual dances. For 
one thing, there is more preparation with hair and 
dress attire. Instead of supporting the local cold 
beer & wine and liquor stores, we support clothing 
stores, drug stores and others, buying clothes, glow- 
slicks, sparkles, glitter, and hair products. 
The atmosphere at a rave is caring, loving and 
friendly, there is no violence. There are fancy 
lights, glowsticks everywhere and lots of water 
bottles, containing water (dehydration is a concem 
when dancing all night). Over hnlf of the people are 
still dancing after 8 to 12 hours, and in the morning 
head home to bed, exhausted. 
Obviously Mx. Scott has not ever danced for any 
How many police complaints or intervention 
have there been during or after raves? How many 
teens hospitalized ue to assaults, drug or alcohol 
overdoses? Compare that to "pit parties" where 
teens are drinking and driving, fighting and being 
hurt. (Two teens killed recently in Prince George.) 
How many years have teens asked for a youth 
center? Here we are, years later, still waiting. M[r. 
Scott's attitude is demeaning. The City of Terrace, 
and the adults that live here are always quick to 
criticize, but they never want to do anything for us. 
So don't start whining when the youth go to take extended period of time, otherwise he would realize 
that lhere is no energy leR for misbehavior. Whi le these jobs upon ou.rselves, young people in Terrace 
dancing, young people are not ~ and driving, are isolated geographically and culturally, .and 
when they organize activities themselves, Scott 
raises obstacles and barriers rather than providing 
constructive alternatives. The negativity towards 
and dislike of young people by many Terrace adults 
is astounding. 
We try to organize safe, fun events, and that's the 
best we can do, and so far have had no Inoblems. 
No fights, no alcohol, no vandalism, just happy 
people dancing. 
We cannot afford paying a commercial rate, as 
the money to hold these raves comes out of the 
pockets of young people. To hold a rave is ex- 
pensive ($2,000 to $3,000), renting the music unit, 
hiring DJs, renting the space - -  all of which sup- 
ports the local economy. 
Proft is not the concern, it is breaking even, and 
making sure that everyone has the best time pos- 
s~le. There is no major fund raising or advertising 
for raves here in Terrace, and to pay a commercial 
rate would mean losing money. 
Businesses and the City of Terrace are bitter 
towards giving teens money to throw such events, 
so if a commercial fee is to be paid I will personally 
come to your door, Mr. Scott, because I know you 
will be eager to help ouL 
Throwing a rave in Terrace is difficult as it is, bnt 
now Steve Scott has made it that much harder. 
Again it is the teens that are given the short end of 
the stick thanks to Mr. Scott. 
Rosa Mikaloff 
Terrace, B.C. 
having sex, f~hting or vandalizing property. 
No one gets hurt and no crime is being com- 
mitted, unless dancing fully dothed to "electronic 
music" has suddenly become one. Ravers are aged 
between 16 and 25, averaging 19. There are no bul- 
lies looking for a fight, or older people pushing 
drugs, as this is not tolerated at raves. 
The raving generation is similar to the hippie gen- 
eration, who listened to music parents despised, 
wore their hair in strange ways and dressed iffer- 
enlly. Judging from news clips, movies and becks, 
there were many more drugs at their dances and 
music festivals than at raves. 
But dancing is the most popular activity that 
many generations ofyoung people have in common 
over time. If  you are under the age of 19 in Terrace, 
there is no place to go and just dance, as all the 
dance facilities erve alcohol. And you wonder why 
half of the people in the bars are underage. 
Private parties are not good dance facilities due to 
lack of room and noise complaints from neighbors. 
When I travelled to Costa Rica at 13, teens were 
the majority in the discos, but they were not served 
alcohol. Needless to say, vandalism, loitering and 
violence was unheard of, as they were all having a 
good time, dancing inside the discos with their 
friends. Parents would pick up the teens at various 
curfevTs, or be there for an evening ouL 
Ravers are not interested in drinking, just danc- 
ing. By curtailing all-nlght raves, a safe, legal op- 
tion of dancing all night and having fun is removed. 
Four myths of recall 
DenrSlr: 
Comments in recent letters to the editor, as well 
as quotations from the Premier and Helmut Gins- 
brecht are creating some confusion about recall. 
Here are four myths about he recall ~rocess. 
Myth #1 ~ Recall was intended only for the 
removal of an MLA for gross misconduct 
Not true. There are other laws on the books that 
deal with illegal acts by MLA's. The Chief Elec- 
toral Officer of B.C. has stated that he will accept 
whatever wording a recall proponent advances as 
the reason for recall. 
This is a clear indication that the Recall Act 
places no controls over the reasons for recall - -  that 
is left slrictly up to the electorate ojudge. 
Eoth Glen Clark and Heimut Giesbrecht voted for 
the law in its present form and should know that. 
Consider the following quotation from the legisla- 
tive debate on the Recall and Initiative Act from 
July of 1994. 
"No longer in B.C. can any politician of any 
imrty simply say: 'Too badl We're here for four or 
five years; we'll do whatever we want, and you can 
defeat us four years from now.' With this bill, we 
now have to be conscious of the wisdom of our 
constituents .... We have to have faith that he voters 
of B.C. have the wisdom to make decisions, and all 
of that wisdom certainly does not lie in this cham- 
ber" • 
The speaker? None other than Glen Clark him- 
self. 
Myth #2 - -  Recall in Skeena is partisan and is 
sour grapes by those who lost the last election. 
Again false. This is a grass roots initiative and in- 
dudes voters from across the political spectrum, in- 
£]uding many who have never before been involved 
No matter who wins the by-election 
to replace Helmut, the new NILA will 
be responsive to ths voters and will 
represent the riding in a manner ac- 
ceptable to the electorate. 
in politics. The motivation for recall in Skeena is 
shnply to make our representative accountable to 
the voters. 
No matter who wins the by-election to replace 
Heimut, the new MLA wil lbe ~spo~e'  t6:;the 
voters and will represent the ridin~ in a manner ac- 
ceptable to the electorate. 
Myth #3 - -  We will have perpetual elections in 
B.C. now that we have recall. 
The electorate of Skeena simply would not 
endorse recall unless it is used for good reason. 
People who think that recall will become com- 
monplace do not have an appreciation for the 
amount of work that goes into a recall campaign. 
Further, only one election for any electoral dis- 
trict may be held under the Recall Act during the 
period between general elections. 
Myth #4 ~ The Canadian Taxpayers Federation 
(CTF) is spending on recall either "Tens of thou- 
sands of dollars" to quote Glen Clark or 
"Hundreds of thousands of dollars" says Joy Mac- 
Phail. 
While thee is nothing wrong with ~.ceiving out- 
side help (all of B.C. will benefit from a successful 
recall), the CTF has spent only $694 on our local 
campaign. It would be interesting to know hew 
many taxpayers' dollars the current government has 
spent on countering recall. 
The CTF's motive for being involved in recall is 
to hold the government sceountable for the budget 
lies during the last election. In Skeens although 
many agree that the government should be held ac- 
countable for having mislead the public, theg are 
nuraemns other reasons to be displeased with Cur 
current representation. 
Lorne Sexton, Chairman 
Committee to Recall Helmut Giesbrecht 
Spare us this expense 
Dear Sir:. 
Terrace Standard news item tells us that the 
Nsnaimo RCMP and the City of Nanaimo have 
charged Karl Simpson $2,993.00 to cover police 
costs when she spoke in Nanaimo. 
Ms. Simpson brings a message of intolerance and 
held a meeting here which was available only to 
persons with a ticket. Therefore the meeting was 
not open to all the citizens of Terrace. 
Why are the people of Terrace paying for Ms. 
Simpson to give a private lecture7 Ms. Simpson 
knows well how unwelcome her message is yet she 
expects the laxpayers here to pay he: expenses. 
If she intends to get a grant from the City of Ter- 
race to cover her bodyguards' costa why doesn't 
she apply for a grant like other groups do? I, as a 
homeowner in Terrace, would not choose to give 
Karl Simpson $3,000. 
Recently, when Marilyn Manson was to appe~ in 
an Albertan city, no public hall would rent to the 
band because of the incidents which often attend 
the band's public performances. That city was 
spared subsidizing costs of the band's bodyguards. 
If councillors intend to subsidize residents of the 
Lower Mainland such as Ms. Simpson, please noti- 
fy voters of this at an all-candidates meeting. Then 
we can vote for people who will net squander tax- 
payers' money on speakers giving private lectures. 
Marguerite Clarkson 
Terrace, B.C. 
Of bears and fish 
Dear Sir:. 
I would have responded sooner to Rob Brown's 
column "Conflicts and Interests in B.C. Bear Man- 
agement (Terrace Standard, Oct. 8, 1997) but I 
have been busy reviewing Mr. deLeeuw's paper. 
First, Tony Hamilton is the bear expert for the 
Ministry of the Environment, not Mr. d~uw.  
Mr. deLeeuw's article is full of his personal 
beliefs and not based on fact or proven inventories. 
In fact we do not have proven inventories for all of 
B.C. Mr. deLeeuw even contradicts himself. 
He states that trophy hunters only take animals 
which offer the greatest challenge (page 32) while 
on page 29 he states that "killing this animal is rel- 
atively simple." 
The only reason that the province chose to go on 
province-wide limited entry hunting is driven by 
politics and not because of a province-wide conser- 
vation concern. 
If Mr. Brown believes in Mr. deLeeuw's expertise 
then he must also agree with Mr. deLeeuw's fishery 
paper "Contemplating the Interests of Fish: The 
Angler's Challenge". 
Here he slates "However, applying their principle 
of humane trcalment of animals to all aspects of 
their sport, including angling, spells doom to all 
sport fishing because the humane treament of fish 
clearly precludes their being hocked, played till ex- 
hausted, landed, and finally killed or released. Sear- 
ching for a suitable justification for the cruel treat- 
ment of fish in angling, while at the same time re- 
/, qu~,~e ~htmm~ealment of game n hunting, 
oldy tightens the noose around the necks ofbo~ a~ 
tivities." 
Gii Payne, Past Regional Prmident 
B.C. WUdlife Federation 
Terrace, B.C. 
Fair play for who? 
Dem- Sh': 
In the Nov. 5th issue of the Terrace Standard, 
Mr. Alec Robertson of the B.C. Treaty Commission 
is attempting to define the words "fair play". I 
don't think he's takes the time to lock at it from 
every angle. 
This is what it looks like when you're on the bot- 
tom of the pile, Alec. 
The third party is the party that is directly affected 
by the outcome of the treaty negotiations for all 
time. Yet they were given little or no voice at all in 
the treaty process. We were only handed two but- 
tons in this vicious game ~ the yes button (do 
nothing) and the maybe not button (referendum). 
There is no other choice. 
Are you trying to say we should push the yes but- 
ton just because the negotiations have taken a long 
time and cost a lot of money? 
There could be a hangman's noose attached to 
that button Alec, you'd better have another good 
look. Or maybe you'd rather go back and rewrite 
the rules? ' 
I Joyd Brinsou 
Nasa Camp, B.C. 
Life of northern pioneer .unfolds in book 
HISTORY CAN be pretty W//dernss very readable is  dedicated to my grand- 
dry unless told through the .-  . .  Jack Shelford's sons,in children, and all young 
words ofthosewho lived it. From War To V~qlder. way of writing his descdp- people coming out of 
So that's why Cyril Shel- hess  Cyril Shelford. tions of his new country and schools, in order to show 
ford's From Warto Wilder- $19.95. Available in Ter- new wayoflife, them that there is a bright 
~s  is a welcome publics- race at Coles and Misty Tales of winter travel and future for them - -  providing 
Ii0n. River Books. of the first days on the they develop clear goals and 
It's a collection of letters homestead are readily ab- strive towards attaining 
his dad, Jack, wrote to tam- sorbed and leave the reader them." 
sly members covering his with a keen sense of events. "Goals in life seldom 
departure from England to Jack Shelford joined a cal- Of particular interest are come easily, which makes 
fight in the Boer War in vary regiment in March the mutes of transportation them all the more rewarding 
Sonlhem Africa in 1900 to. 1990 and shipped out to used by Eumpem settlers once achieved." 
his settlement at Ootsa South Africa barely a month before the railway and be- That last sentence could 
Lake, south of Burns Lake, later, fore the modern road system easily be the motto for the 
in 1916. It was there he met several we now enjoy. The Skeena Shdford family. 
Through Jack Shelford's Canadians who seemed to River acted as s water high- From Ootsa Lake the fan- 
:words we get a personal lea- have influenced the decision way and a n i l  to Bells sly grew up and outward in, 
" son in the foBy of war, the to come to this part of the Cools acted as a main con- influence and size. Family 
: expansion of the British world when his military ser- dutt for Francois Lake and members fought in the Fhst 
: Empire and of the European vice was up. Ootsa Lake set, era. World War, Second World 
: settlement of this part of the "People in Canada work Cyril Shelford It's clear that Cyril Shel- War and established them- 
: world' together in small corn- ford assembled this book as selves in business and in 
' The letters take us to some munities," wrote Jack Shel- in England, where all the a tribute to his father and to politics. 
: of theworstf ightingofthe ford. "They can obtain land good land is owned by his uncle, Arthur, who Cyril Shciford is best 
." Boer War, into the United as a preemption they claim sonseone." shared in lhe adventure o f  known as a northern advo- 
:~ States through New York, and with hard work they can While that kind of broad settlemenL case during his lengthy set- 
: across the continent and up  build a cabin of logs out of statement comes under the But it's also clear that vice as a Social Credit MLA 
• toAlaska, down into British the forest, clear a few acres " category of easier said than Cyril Shelford means for and agriculture minister in 
; Columbia and up the Skeens of land, and then get full done, it provided Jack Shei- this book to be a guidepost two northern tidings. 
~- River and lhen overland to a title in a very short ime." foul with the basic frame- for today's young people. Shelford's also written his Wood/, about he province's also published We 
". hommtexd stOotsa Lake. " I  fail to see how it will work for the reat of hts life. He says as much in his own memoirs, From Snow. most vital resource. With P/oaeendabouteaflyltfeat 
,Aearpenterbyprofesslon, be possible for me to do this W~at makes From War to dedication: "This book is shoes to Polit~cs, andThl~k his uncle Arthur, Shelford OotsaLtke. 
d 
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Many reasons for recall 
Premier's words haunt him 
" .a i l . . im.  II- An open letter re: 
The Skeena Taxpayers Association 
Dear Sirs: 
I apologise for reacting with anger to some of 
the things your organization, and your NDP 
MLAs and leaders have said and done in this 
recall campaign. I am referring to my call to the 
Rare Mair show. Though I believe that what I 
said was true, how I said it was not. 
I sm dedicated Christian and a pastor, which 
means I am committed to some "very founda- 
tional ethics and principles. One is to honour 
and support those in authority, which includes 
Premier Clark and Hr.  GiesbrechL I have taught 
our church to live this way. We pray regularly 
for all those in authority in our land, including 
Mr. Clark and Mr Giesbrecht. 
But there are moral limits to what we can 
obey and support, because there are higher laws 
than the laws of  men. Where the laws and ac- 
lions of men violate the laws of God, we can no 
longer obey and support. 
• The higher laws include things like love, 
mercy, truth, justice, purity, and right living as 
defined by God. All men will give an account o 
God for how they have obeyed His laws, includ- 
ing me, and you, and including Mr. Clark and 
Mr. Giesbrecht. 
And so it is, that I must confront Premier 
Clark, Mr. Giesbrecht, and now you, with what 
I believe is a very damaging and misleading lie 
regarding recall. 
This is that recall was designed to throw out 
an MLA acting unethically, in a corrupt fashion, 
or for illegal acts or for serious misconduct or 
CORRESPONDENCE 
FOR THE TERRACE STANDARD 
The 
Mail Bag 
for criminal activity. 
That this is a lie can be easily seen listening to 
Mr. Clark's own words in his 1994 speech in 
the legislature defending the recall legislation. 
Mr. Clark said it was intended to "empower 
British Columbians to make change, indepen- 
dent of what politicians ay.'No longer in B.C. 
can any politician of any party simply say, 'Too 
bad[ We're here for four or five years; we'll do 
whatever we want, and you can defeat us four 
years f~om now.' With this bill, we now have 
to be conscious of the wisdom of our con- 
stituests... We have faith that the voters of B.C. 
have the wisdom to make decisions, and all of 
that wisdom certainly does not lie in this cham- 
ber." 
According to Mr. Clark, the intent of recall 
was to set in place a counter balance to the 
tendency of politicians to act toward their 
people in a way that says to them, "we'll do 
whatever we want" in total disregard of what 
the voters want. This legislation is intended to 
make politicians more responsive and accoun- 
table to the people they were elected to 
represent. 
I f  the wise voter's judgment is that the MLA 
is doing whatever he or his party wants, rather 
than what the people want, they are empowered 
to make a change, namely, they may change 
their elected representative. 
There not one statement in the recall legisla- 
tion that says it was intended to deJd with il- 
legal, unethical, or corrupt acts, serious mis- 
conduct, or crimins] activity. There are many 
just reasons people may wish to recall an MI..A, 
therefore, the legislation, rightly, puts no restric- 
tions here. This decision is left entirely up to the 
wise voters. 
We already have a very comprehensive law 
aztd justice system that deals with illegal acts, 
conflict of interest, and corruption on the part of 
politicians and all other citizens. 
1No thinking government would ever create 
recall legislation for this purpose, because it 
would open the door for people to lake th'mgs 
into their own hands that are to be handled by 
the justice system. It would also bypass all the 
checks and balances that make for the fair and 
just treslment of all citizens under the law. 
'When you manufacture a lie like this one, I 
am left tO conclude that your purpose can only 
be to deceive the people of this comLmunity so 
that they will not support he recall of Mr. Gies. 
brecht. How can you expect people to lrust you, 
or this government, when you are willing to do 
this to keep him in power. 
Pastor Mike Rosenau, 
Full Gospel Christian Fellowship, Terraee 
Nowthat it's time to close your 
RRSPs, you probably have a 
thousand questions. 
"Where can I get hel , ? "  
should be your first. 
Regardless o£ when you choose to retire, all RRSPs that 
you hold must be closed by December 31st if you are 
turning 69, 70 or 71 this year. The range of options can 
be confusing and, needless to say, this is no time to 
• ]eoparclize what you've worked so hard to attain. 
With my years of experience, ] can hdp guide you 
through the process by offering a free, no-obligation 
consultation. Closing your RRSPs needn't be troubling, 
as long as you know the facts. Please call to set up an 
appointment. We'll work together so you get the 
answers you need. 
Lyle Harvey, CLU 
Sales Manager 
Willy Schneider, CLU 
Senior Representative 
306-4546 Park Ave Terrace 
Ph: (250) 635-6146 
Fax: (250) 635-6112 
SPECTRtlM UNITED 
MUTUAl .  FUNDS 
Skaters  . . . . . . .  _ _ _ ,  
[ Spend The Weekend at Prince Ruperts Best Choice 
need , 
more 
parks ' ' " '  
I Present his ad on Check-ia and receive I 
% So~e time [ wondered , an upgrade to a Harbourv iew room' " 
• what  happened to the skate [ ! (m~d~ a~ail~bilin; so~ restrlc~ions apply, restorations commemhd~ [ [ 
board proposal forms that I Ca l lTo l l F ree  1 -800-663-8150 I 
were sent out to Terrace and . ww'.v.cmsthotel.lx:.ca in.fo@cresthotel.bc.ca 
surrounding area home i . . . . . . . . . . .  .J 
owners ome time ago. 
I congratulate Terrace city 
councillor Rich McDaniul ( Fresh, 
for letting the future young 
leaders of Terrace know Home 
where their skat  b°ard park I M a I 
is going to be located, how- de Taste  
ever narrow minded. 
But nevertheless there will | ~ ~4;:~.3~ ~'~. (,i " Join us fof Supper and savollr |
be at least One place where .... ~,.,',, ~,>,~ ,:. . ,.,. I ,~:~, : ...... :, ~ . ,  ~eOavouroffabuloushomel the teens can indulge at their ~ ~:: . . . . .  ~!~ ~: . ,~  ~, , , 
favoured sport, skate board- I ~ ~  ~, , , , ,~  made fresh daily morel I ~ ~  ~hanagreatplaceforlunch,,. Ii 
ing" i ' " ~ ~  A super place f°r supper' l Lets look at that proposed 
location of the skate board . 
p'rkali=°cl°s°r'Veryfew I CO~~_T~~ I~~ I skate boarders live down 
town. From the south side it 
will be quite a task to get to 
George Little Park How- / ~ 4702 Lakelse Ave., Terrace / 
ever, from the Uplands area, ~ Ph: 635-6302 • Fax: 635-6381 ~ '  
ing.  
whizzing down Kalum Hill 
will be great fun to get to 
the skate park. 
Skate boarders f~om 
Thorahill, the Kirkaldy, 
Woodland Heights and 
Queensway areas will set a 
daily Olympic record to get 
to the skate park 
Now, if those teens could 
get our regional district 
dkectors involved maybe 
they could enlighten those 
teens with a skate park at 
every populated place. 
Especially where they llve 
and llke to play after being 
safely delivered by bus ~om 
school. 
I hope our t, egtonal district 
directors are not so narrow 
minded and let Terrace dry • 
hall plant only one - -  an- 
other very popular recrea- 
tional facility smack .in the 
middle of Terrace. 
Bader, 
Th0r~hll~ B.C. 
~1 'EPILEPSY 
CANADA 
w ra ~ra  f~tv  ~a Jm 
1 800 860-5499 
i ?:!) 
• . ; L  ~ 
q i: ))5 
i i  r 5i - ." 
. . / . ' .  
, ' ,  . : .'i 
5.  .{ 
i.; :Ni 
.. ) ' .  
"T READY'JFOR , i 5v , ,q  
INTER! 
FOR ONLY 
(~ '  / 1 [ ,~, '~ [ D |1 ~ ~1,~ ¢ Oil change andlube ~ / A I I I'~ | ~ I ~ I ~ *on most cars & light trucks 
] / 4 1 1 ~U | ~ i~J l  ,/ Tire Rotation 
/ ~ 1 \ 7...,\/!i ~ . ~  ~ . ....¢'.. Ch6~ki!@rak~:.L..ining':'{7~'~i 
[ ~ .~  ~ ' /' ' ~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  / r  Check*antifreeze level& 
I 1 ,.-"'L~ B ' ~ condition• 
\ i /~  I~  ~ ~' Jr " .~_ '  ,/ Check lights 
.... ~:~'. I 1 \ ,~  " ~" 4' Check changing system 
/ :  ~ ~ " ,¢" Check starting system 
_.,,,!~. ,/ Check belts 
AUTOMOTIVE & INDUSTRIAL SUPPLY 
Y ~  4641 KeithAvenue, Terrace, B.C. • 635-6334 I 
We'll Pick-u 1, and Deliver Your 
Christmas 
Faster Th 
Speeding 
Reindogs! 
: A i lphcab le  la  
0vqfs lZu  pac  ~ 
YOU CAN HAVE IT BOTH WAYS. 
At the Forest Alliance 
of British Columbia, we don't see 
environmental piotection and economic ! 
stability as mutualiy exclusive! And were t i 
not alonel Fact is, the vast majority .~ 
of Br tish Columblans upport. 
the direction forest 
i i  
management has taken in recent 
years. And support is,growing for a 
balanced approach toward the issue;But 
~j~ we need your help, Join uS.And haVe a voice 
~,  in the most important issue facing : 
British Columbians todayl : 
Call 1,800-576,TREE (8733), 
• b 
FOREST ALLIAN 
0[ BRITISH COLUMBIA 
Coml,,on sense. Co,,mum ground, wvvw.foresl.org 
Forms, training.focus 
of recall campa,gn 
THE GROU~ that wants to throw Skeena 
NDP MI.,A Hdmut Giesbrecht out of office 
is adding the nuts and bolts to its campaign. 
After weeks of waiting, the Crash Helmut 
group has received all of the official paper- 
work it needs from the provincial chief 
electoral officer. 
And itrs gatherin 8 together this weekend 
a group of volunteer petition gatherers for s 
training seminar. 
"We're getting ready to file our peti- 
tion," said campaign chairman Lorne Sex- 
ton of the'apprcac~ing flint date when the 
campaign can take the first recall step. 
That first step can take anytime after Nov. 
28 and is the f'ding to the chief electoral of- 
ricer of a 200-word petition stating why the 
group wants to recall Gieabrecht. 
Once the petit/on has been checked and 
retumed, recall campaigners theo have 60 
days to collect he signatures of 40 per cent 
of those people on the voters list in the last 
provinchl election. 
In Skecna, that 40 per cent works out to 
approximately 7,600 people, 
If the campaign is successful, Glesbrecht 
is removed f~3m o~ce and a by-election is
then heJd. There's nothing to prevent Gies- 
brecht fzom rumui~ again. 
Sexton anticipates a small army of more 
than 300 people will fan out over the riding 
to collect sigatture~ 
He said that people from Smithers and 
Prince ]Tmpert hzve said they want to help 
collect names here. 
The Crash I-Iehnat campaign will also go 
over the poll by poll results from the last 
provincial election to gauge where its first 
efforts hould go. 
"We'll be looking for polls that voted 
against Hehnut - -  they'll be a good place 
to start r'' said Sexton. 
This weekend's training seminar will be 
conducted by Bruce Hallsor, a former Ter- 
race resident who is now a lawyer in Vic- 
toria. 
He's regarded as one of the leading ex- 
perts on recall in B.C. 
Giesbrecht bites back 
at those oppose him 
SKEENA NDP MLA Hel- 
rout Oiesbrecht has joined 
battle with those who want 
to recall him. 
In a mail out to NDF 
members and supporters late 
last week, Giesbrecht asked 
for monetary and other help 
for the Skcena Taxpayers 
Association, local group 
which supports him. 
"Highly financed, special 
interest groups fzom the 
~um are backing this recall 
effort," said Giesbrecht in 
referring to the Canadian 
Taxpayers Federation. 
While C-riesbreckt said he 
supports the idea of recall, 
he added the local Crash 
Helmut effort is abusing the 
righL 
The same mail out con- 
Helmut Glesbrecht 
satiation outlining Gies- 
brecht's record. 
It states Giesbrecht was 
involved in the power deal 
getting Forest Renewal B.C. 
money and in getting morn 
money for the school district 
to cover lo~v enrollment. 
The pamphlet also asked 
those interested in helping 
Giesbrecht by supporting or 
joining the NDP to contact 
the local constituency orga- 
nization. 
** 'k  "k "k 
Crash Helmut chairman 
Lorne Sexton says those 
who oppose recall are 
wrong in singling out the 
Cznadim Taxpayers Feder- 
ation as am outside group. 
He said there are local 
people who belong to the 
federation. 
The fodcrat/on is helping' 
set up recall campaigns here 
and in Prince George but 
tanned a pamphlet ffo=n the 
local NDP comtituency as- 
TI 
fr 
signed between Alcan and :says it won't involve itself 
the province this year, in  with petition gathering. 
Get a' 
Scay'n 
you to five of British Columbia's 
most popular vacation destinations at 
irresistible getaway prices. Enjoy two 
nights in a comfortable, cosy room plus 
continental breakfast for two. D is coo,as A \ \ \ \ \  
are also available for local shopping a.d 
dining at some locations. One night ~tagqn 
packages also available, 
5ave. 
, O#~d~_t . ,¢  ,_~rv'J) o Q ~ I N N S  
Baby's Name: Betty Shannon Davis 
Brody I~')~nond McRpm Date & Time of Birth: 
Dale & Time of Birth: Oct. 31, 1997 i 1:08 a.m. 
October 21 at4:43a.m, V/eight: 71bs 15o7- Sex: Female 
V/elgh~ 8 Ibs. 9 oz. Sex: Male Parents: Kaddeen Derrick 
Parents: Trevor& Moses Davis 
Lods,~ McBry~ 4' 
• Baby's Name: 
Baby's Name: Dirk Alexander Puge 
Samud Patrick Ell Chr~an~n Date & Time of Birth: 
Date .& Time of Birth: Oct. 29, 1997 2:19 a.t~, 
Oct. 29/1997 at ll:19p,m. Weight: 7 Ibs 11 oz. Sex:Male 
~/elght: 7 Ibs 2 oz. sex: Male Parents: Kds & ~yte Puge 
Parents:/Jan & Sherelyn 
Chrlstiansea 4) 
• Baby's Name: 
Bab)'s Name: ~lllm Nell Gowe 
Blane Datren C, hlsh01m Date & l~me of Birth: 
Date & TlmeofBlrth: Oct. 30,1997, 11:53 am 
Oct. 31,1997 at 3:30 Weight: 71bs 10.5 oz, Sex: Male 
WelgJhl: 9lbs9 oz. sex: Male Parents: Barb & Ran Gowe 
Parents: Joe & CaMgha Chisholm Wtanlchuk 
Get A 
Free  
Baby Gift. 
(Simple, huh?) 
' Just see our service desk for more information 
Overwantea I 
AND $TlUOK£ 
i FOUNDKnON 
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Box 22, 
IMPROVING Terrace, B.C. Major Credit Cards 
YOUR VBG 4A2 Accepted 
ODDS 
AGAINST Anrie Evans Your donation is
CANADA'S 638-1966 tax deductible 
#1 KILLER 
I Your In Memoriam gift is a lasting tribute. Please send 
your donation to the address above, along with the name 
and address and the name and address of the next-of- 
kin, for an acknowledgement card. 
? 
i!:. ~ Looking For Something 
' ~ A UUle Different For Your 
,' Children's Birthday Party 
• [ I~C lUO ~S:< ~ ill:,: :~ ::i i:: ::: ::i : ~ : ; '  I 
I , *  1% I lOOm In bat t ing  cage  : : :.~.[ 
¢ ~ I ,&hc u: In:~w,~ s!mu!at= : i, ¢=~d~ q5  i:.i3 
I:~- hot ;togsi Peps!:& snacks:::: ~i: ! .: V iq~v.  :~ :7/ 
• 
oi ~ " "~ t:B°°k Your Christmas Staff Party Today 
0, .,-..-g'~,l ¢ .~:o~ MULUGAN'S HOMERUN ~; ;  
f 4818 H~n,I. 16, Terrace 
~'= ~ (Behind Home Hardware) ~[~ 
2 
: 7 : i ! : : , :~  I :~ 
A 
=:  _ 
NO - f ,_ 
$40 
Factory Rebate 
$40 
On Selected 
MAlrI'AG 
Dishwashers 
on Selected 
Washers 
James W, Radelet 
RADELET & COMPANY sa,i~ s Solicitors 
Tax Law, Trusts, Corporate. & Commercial 
1330-1075 West Georgia Street Vancouver B C V6E 3C9 i = • , 
Phone: 604-689.0878 Fax: 604-689.1386 
Victor P. Hawes O.D. 
Optometrist 
Wishes to announce that he will be 
in his Terrace Office on 
Wednesday, Thursday & Fridays 
for visual examinations. 
This schedule is effective 
as of November 1997. 
For an appointment please phone 
250-638-8055 
New office hours will be: 
Tuesday to Thursday 9:30 am- 5:30 prn 
Friday 9:30 am - 7:00 pm 
Saturday :1.1:00 am - 4:00 pm 
~ (  io/kz, oood  ,o.,/, /o- ,,'h~r.,'e. 
• D> " "  
1.9fo,,oo,oo, l 
professional """" 
quality portraits "°I"°'"~ 
Package offer: 
f i i~ ' z.s,,,,T"* $ 
' • 16 wa l le t  
size (=xz*) I i 
.,.0. 0..,,.o,.,..0o, ,,0p,e,,t0,.. 
S l le ( l i0n  ( I  po |e )  on  Paid al rime of photography. 
4or included in affveflized offer, , traditional batkgroor:d. 
W Limit one special offer per subject(s). 'Portrait sizes approximate. All ages 
welcome, minors under 18 years must be accompanied bya parent. 
Salisfaction guaranteed. Additional porlraits available atreasonable prices. 
SAAN 4645 Greig Ave 
Terrace B.C. 
J m 
Man Tues Wed 
Nov 24  25  26  
11~5 10-5  10-5  
. Call for appt: 635.2786 ,,~i 
A 
Introducing 
Wor ld ' s  F i rs t  
LOadSensor"  ,~ 
• . . . . .  a " r Agmtato . . . .  
il ' ' .  ± 
f idgets  b ig  . . . .  
C leanW|thgent le l  i 
--.. tough loads  ! 
.... ~ ~:~ '~ c lean ing  fo r lSmal l  ~ ~ 
~ ~ de l i ca te loads l :~ i  ,; 
k~ EE 
;  ARE SYSTEM"  
O ....... 
I 
ShO 
Factory Rebates on 
all AMYTAG 
19 cu Refrigerators 
$100 
Rebate on select. 
MAYTAG sde X side 
• Refrigerators 
t h 
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BUS NEss REVIEW • 
Airport lands soon 
open for business 
City boundary extension may be next step 
By JEFF NAGEL 
THE AIRPORT lands should be available 
for light industrial development by spring, 
say city officials. 
An industrial subdivision of the land 
around the airport should be completed by 
B.C. Lands in the next few weeks, says city 
economic development officer Ken Veld- 
man. 
It's expected to give another location for 
industrial, transportation a d warehousing 
operations to set up shop, helping relieve 
pressure on scarce land inside city limits. 
The land will be owned by WLC Devel- 
opments Ltd., a government-owned land 
marketing firm. 
But what happens to the revenue that 
comes in from leasing the land is still up in 
the air. 
The city had hoped the province would 
simply hand over title of the land around 
the airport. That would have given the city 
a source of revenue with which to support 
its anticipated takeover of the airport from 
the federal government. 
Council felt that was only fair, since most 
other municipalities taking over airports in 
B.C. have inherited all the land around their 
airports from TransportCanada. 
Instead, says Veldman, the province has 
indicated it will keep ownership of the land 
and share the money coming from the 
leases. But the formula for doing that has 
not been determined. 
The city is also contemplating anapplica- 
tion to extend city boundaries taking in the 
airport lands. 
That would ensure that any development 
• there is added to the City of Terrace tax 
base and would give the city the ability to 
exempt the airport itself Jom taxation. 
"We haven't made a formal move yet," 
Veldman said. 
Extension to take in the airport is the 
most obvious boundary change, but there 
are other poss~ilities as well. 
One that's been discussed in the past is 
adding the Dubose Indus~al site south of 
Lakelse Lake to the city boundaries. 
That was most relevant when Orenda 
Forest Products had plans to build a paper 
mill on the site. 
"We could look at anything from going 
north to lool~ag at different parts of Thorn- 
hill," Veldman added. 
But any boundary extension that takes in 
areas with significant numbers of homes 
would require another referendum. 
He predicted the city will raove quickly 
on the issue in the wake of the defeated 
referendum to amalgamate Terrace and 
Thornhill. 
"Now that the referendum is out of the 
way it moves it back to the top of the 
priority list." 
Meanwhile, a local non-profit airport 
authority is close to being put in place to 
operate the airport. 
Veldman said the city, regional district, 
the Terrace and Kitimat chambers of com- 
merce will likely each appoint adirector to 
the body. Another three directors would be 
appointed through an at-large nomination 
process. 
CLEAR 
THE AIR 
Reduce air 
pollution 
from residential 
~.e/" wood smoke 
and aulo emissions with tips 
from the Association. 
~ BRrTISH COLUMBIA 
LUNG ASSOCIATION 
" Box 34009, Slatioa D 
Vancouver ,  B ,C .  V6 J  4M2 
~1~ (Adl~lti;larlPartta~altdb~lhbP~blltall~)~'~ 
I I  Love of wood 
ANTIQUE FURNITURE refinishing and repair is now 
being done by Murray Tomklnson under the name of 
Northwest Antiques. He's started doing work out of a 
small shop at the rear of Bandstra Transportation on 
Blakebum Rd. If business grows, he hopes to open a 
storefront location buying and selling antique, and 
used furniture. Tomkinson handles a lot of dresser 
and wooden chair rebuilds~ but says he's also got his. 
eyes open for anUque .pianos and pool tables. 
I 
Out & About 
• ! 
Construction picks up 
CONSTRUCTION In Terrace mounted a late fall come- 
back o. the fieels of a deal to save Skeens Cellulose. 
The City of Terrace issued building permits worth $1.12 
million in October. 
That was more than the construction started in August 
and September combined - -  two of the worst summer cow 
struction months in many years. 
Octoberrs slam included four single-family houses, 
several garages and residential sdditions and four commer- 
cial additions or renovations. 
But the month's tally still came in lower than the same 
month in 1996, when $1.8 million, including seven houses, 
were started before ~eeze-up. 
The total consuuction for 1997 to the end of October 
stands at $19.6 million-- an anemic year in comparison to
the $23.8 million started to the same point in 1996. The 
city hasn't seen a butld~g season this slow since 1993. 
Housing starts are a sluggish 47 ,so far this year, com- 
pared to a more typical 70t0 80 single-family homes built 
a year. 
New owners 
Someplace E/so Restaurant at the Desiderata Inn has 
changed hands. 
Bey and Paul Stevemon have bought he secluded in- 
ner spot from former owaex Larry Gee~ 
No major changes are planned but they may begin open- 
ing for hmch as well s~dhiner in the near future. 
~i::::i~i ~¸ ~!i!!iiii 
You have a chance to win 
great prizes when you try 
to put the puck in the net 
at Canada Safeway in 
Terrace only 
SHOTS $ 
FOR 
OR 
1 SHOT 
FOR $1 
ALL PROCEEDS GO TO THE CHILD DEVELOPMENT CENTRE 
- ~anuck Shirts 
'ucks 
lats and More 
 veryone Wins.**. 
 Mark Messier 
 )ckey Jerseys 
Value of $300 each. 
SAF EWAY 
FOOD & DRUG 
WHEN YOU USE YOUR SEARS CARD ON ALL MAJOR APPLIANCES 
Only s498 
Save S101 on Kenmore 5-cycle dishwasher 
~vith 'Ultra Wash Plus' and 3 wash levels. 
#~565~. Sears reg. 599.99. 
Black console also available 
• ~, . :  ..i!~;~i;~ ' /  , ' , ,  
}~, , : ,  , , 
Only 349 ~9 
JVC ® 3-CD compact 
system with 44 watts total' 
output, ,4,'28728 
lib 
l:n 
Only s898 Only *198 
Save $201 On Kenmore ® 18.0-cu. ft. 
top-mount refrigerator with 2 clear crispers. 
#'618B2. Sears reg. 1099.99. 
Almond-on-Almond also available 
~ - .-:' i ]~! !  
i 
Only 499"  Only 319" 
Zenith 25" colour TV has Save $30 on Zenith 4-head 
clark glass high contrast Hi-Fi stereo VCR. 
picture tube, AN input jacks, It's exclusive to Sears. 
Save $51 on Kenmore Special Edition 
upright vacuum with powerful 12.0-amp 
motor.//37113. Sears reg. 249.99. 
¸ 
Save =150 
CRAFTSMAN" 11,0-hp 
snowblower has full operator 
panel chute controls. #52730, 
Sears reg. 1499.99. 1349.99 
Locally 
owned and 
operated by 
Brian 
Mclntyre  
"For all major appliances, deferred offer ends Saturday, December 6, 1997. 
tDon't pay until January 1999, on all home electronics. Deferred offer ends Saturday. Novernber 22. 1997. 
"'For all tractors and sn0wUowers, deferred offer ends Saturday, November 22 1997 
For all deferred offers: On approved credit, with your Sears Card. Minimum $200 purchase. $35 deferral fee and all 
applicable taxes and charges are payable at time of purchase. Catalogue purchases are not included. Ask for details, 
i *  t .  , q g P ,  . I  ~ . 
At Seam, we are big enough to have what you want... 
but small enough to care who you are. Authorized Sears Dealer 
V8Q 21(1 
Mon - Wed 9:3earn. 5:30pm 
Frl & Sat 9:30am. S:30pm 
11humday 9:30am. 8:00pro 
11940 
Copyright 1997. Sears Canada inc, 
Balancing is the key 
in creating new parks 
TERRACE RESIDENTS 
got s chance to give their 
views on the future of 
B.C.'s provincial parks last 
week. 
The province's Parks 
Legacy Project held an open 
house at the Coast Inn of the 
West Thursday evening, 
Dozens of people attended 
the open house to find out 
more about B.C.'s parks, the 
project and give their input 
on the process, 
The project is led by a 
panel appointed by the en- 
vironment minister. The 
goal of the open houses is to 
educate people about parks 
and the status of B.C.'s pro- 
tected areas trategy, as well 
as collect public views to 
help guide the futuLre of 
parks in the province. 
Gerald Amos of Kitimaat 
Village is the local represen. 
tative on the Parks Legacy 
panel. He says he's excited 
about he process. 
" I 'm encouraged by the 
make-up of the panel," he 
says. "Many of the mem- 
bers have been vet  vocal 
about their own environ- 
mental perspectives. I think 
that's a comment on the 
government's eominitment 
to the project." 
Amos himself has also 
been very outspoken in 
terms of creating parks in 
the province. He was one of 
the key people involved in 
protecting the Kiilope Val. 
ley. 
"This is kind of a 
DOZENS OF interested local people turned out to the 
Parks Legacy open house held here Nov, 13. Those 
attending received information on B,C.'s parks and 
had a chance to voice their opinions. 
change," he says. "Usually 
I'm on the other side, yam- 
meting at the government, 
Now I 'm here to listen." 
,Amos says the big chal- 
lenge is to balance the pres- 
sure for resources with the 
need to protect more land 
and a shrinking budget. 
That's a major challenge, 
but Amos says the project 
will at least make sure pub- 
lic concerns are heard. 
The panel is due to release 
their draft recommenda- 
tions, based in part on pub- 
lic input, in the summer of 
1998. 
Three want garbage work 
THREE COMPANIES want to take over 
the city's residential garbage service. 
The three fh'ms - -  some of which are 
#om out of town - -  responded to the city's 
recent call for proposals, aid city administ- 
rator Bob Hallsor. 
Those expressions of interest are now 
being analyzed by the city's public works 
department and will come back to council 
in the weeks ahead, I-Iallsor said. 
City councillor Val George says talk of 
privatizing residential garbage collection is 
Kithnat-Terrace District Labour Council 
president Norm Lavalle critic/zing the idea. 
Lavalle predicts private p's~kup costs will 
rise after city equipment is sold off, with 
taxpayers paying more in the end. 
"We're still in the very preliminary dis- 
cussion stages," said George. 
Councillor Rich McDaniel said the idea 
came from city staff in response to coun- 
cil's request hat all city departments at- 
tempt o cut their ex-ponses by five per cent. 
"This is a concerted effort by our man- 
still in its early days. agers to show where they can save five per 
He was responding to a leiter-~fr6m ' cent," McDantel said. . . . . . . . . . . . .  
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SATURDAY DROP IN FOR COFFEE, DOUGHNUTS, TREATS, BALLOONS FOR THE KIDS 
=. *DRAWS EVERY HALF  HOUR 
SINGLE FQ~:h~TTRESS:!.!!:!!:~LLs6 : : ' :  ;I 
TI 
Phone:  638-0555 
~1 LAKELSE AVE TERRACE 
Heimut Giesbrecht's record speaks for itself 
• No representation in Victoria 
• Broken promise for new Kitimat Hospital 
• Broken promise for new Skeena High School 
• Lack of support For independent schools 
• Supports teaching of values to children that are against those 
taught at home. 
• Supports anti-family legislation 
• Kemano Completion Cancellation 
• No new jobs at Alcan 
• 42% reduction in beds at Mills Memorial Hospital 
• Political appointments to Community Health Councils 
• Refusal to fund Mills Memorial as a regional centre 
• Lack of funding for medical equipment 
°• Willing member of government that misrepresented budget to 
get in power 
• Sport fishing industry fiasco 
• Cancellation of courses at North West Community College 
• Highwoys budgets slashed in Skeena 
• Abrasive letters to the editor 
• Slashing of municipal budgets 
• Outright refusal to listen to citizen's concerns 
• Public ridicule oF some of Terrace's finest citizens 
• Punishing stumpage rates 
• Lack of understanding of forestry issues 
• Unemployment in woods industry 
Can we afford 3 1/2 more years? 
mmm mmmm mmm I l l  mm m m mm m mm mm m ~ j ~  mm Im mm m ml  mmm 
i 1 WANTTO HOLD HEI_MUT G IESBRECHTACCOUNTABLE I 
I I 
I I WILL: i 
I SIGN PETITION I---'--I 
CANVASS FOR SIGNATURES [---'-"1 I 
I HELP WITH PHONING ~ I 
I DONATE 
I $5oo ~ $250 F- - ' - I  l 
$1oo 7-- -1 $5o ~ I 
I 
I Other ~ $ 
I 
PLEASE MAKE CHEQUES PAYABLE TO: 
I CRASH HELMUT CAMPAIGN 
I 
NAME: 
I :  
IADDRESS: " , 
CITY: 
DAY PHONE: 
OPTIONAL: 
CODE: 
EVE PH: 
WHY DO YOU WANTTO SEE HELMUT RECALLED? 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
. I  
I 
I 
I 
I 
I I 
I MAIL TO: RECALL CAMPAIGN I 
I BOX 435, TERRACE, B.C. V8G 4B1 OR DROP OFFAT: 
I RECALL OFFICE - 4519 LAKELSE AVE, TERRACE I 
PHONE/FAX (250) 638-7739 I 
I . . . . . . . . .  :~  . . . . . . . .  j 
•: : ~:;::~i;i:ii;il i:::!:!::::;:!iii!i:!!~i ;:i ;!~i!)T:i!:~i!:;~:: • 
,RECALL HELMUT GIESBRECHT 
AIO - The Terrace Standard, Wednesday, November 19, 1997 
News In Brief 
. Fire set under mayor 
SOME VOTERS may want to set a fire under Mayor 
Jack Talstra, but a couple of local youths actually did it 
last week. 
Firefighters had to go less than a block during noon 
hour Nov. 12 to deal with a fire that erupted in shrubs 
immediately below the mayor's window at his law 
firm, Talstra and Company, on the comer of Eby and 
Lazdle. 
Fire chief Randy Smith said two youths on their way 
to school came across a'road flare and decided to light 
i t .  
"I guess they found it a fairly boring thing to have so 
they tossed it into the shrubbery and a fire ensued." 
Firefighters quickly extinguished the burning 
evergreens, and Smith said it's anticipated the youths 
will pay restitution to replace the shrubs. 
Car plunges down hill 
TWO PRINCE RUPERT residents were taken to hos- 
pital Nov. 11 after their car went down a 20-foot em- 
bankment about 20 kilometres west of Terrace. 
Fire chief Randy Smith said it took firefighters ome 
time to extricate the two occupants Urapped inside the 
car .  
Consider childs' rights 
TOMORROW IS National Child Day. It's the anniver- 
sary of two historic United Nations events - -  the adop- 
tion of the Declaration of the Rights of the Child in 
1959 and the adoption of the Convention of the Rights 
of the Child in 1989. 
This year the theme in B.C. is about children's right 
to be heard and considered. 
That's one of a group of four fights that the conven- 
tion says children should have. 
The other three sets of rights are: children reaching 
their potential, with an emphasis on the importance of 
education, family and culture; children living weil, 
meaning the right to basics such as food, shelter and 
standard of living and health; and finally, children 
being free from harm, including abuse, neglect and 
economic exploitation. 
m 
Red.light cameras loom 
INTERSECTION SAFE-'TY cameras being tested this 
fail around the province could find their way to Terrace 
next year. 
The cameras monitor intersections and take pictures 
of ears running red lights. A ticket is then mailed to the 
offender, similar to the process of photo radar. 
Attorney General Ujjal Dosanjh says the cameras are 
not a tsx-grab, bet a safety device aimed at curbing 
red-light runners. There were about 13,000 red-light in- 
tersection crashes in B.C. in 1995, resulting in 
hundreds of injuries and 21 fatalities. 
During the next six weeks, several different ype.s of 
cameras will be tested at sites around the province. 
Next spring, one of those types will be chosen and 
cameras will be p~clmsed, to be rotated through high- 
aceide~t rate thte~ld~"th/b~ghoat'~.~. 
The sites chosen will depend on local RCMP and 
municipality concerns. Kate ThompsOn of the attorney 
general's ministry says Terrace could receive a camera 
if the city thought i would help curb accidents. 
"A lot of municipalities have been very enthusiastic 
about he program," she says. "People have been en- 
couraging it for a while." 
Trustee by-election set 
A BY-ELECTION to replace school board trustee 
George Neumann from Kitimat will take place Satur- 
day, Jan. 17. 
Neumann was one of nine trustees on the Coast 
Mountain School board, and was also its chair. He 
resigned from the position at the end of October. 
The newly elected trustee will represent the areas of 
Kitimat, Kitamaat Village, Kemano, Klemtu, Butedale 
and Cable Car subdivisiou. 
Nominations for the position will be accepted up till 
4 p.m., Friday, Dec. 12. 
Wage to rise 
B.C.'S ~ wage is gohg up by 15 cents an hour 
to $7.15 next April 1. 
Premier Glen Clark said the increase reflects inflation 
since the last time the wage went up in Oct. 1995. 
He said the increase will benefit an estimated 100,000 
people, about 60,000 of whom are under the age of 25. 
At 40 hours ofv¢ork a week, the increase gives minimum 
wage workers an additioml $6 a week. 
"This modest increase will provide real economic bene- 
fits for workers at the lowest end of the pay scale," Clark 
said. 
Studies indicate that 14 per cent of minimum wage 
earners are single parents and that 60 per cent are women. 
The Alberta minimum is now $5 an hour, in the Yukon 
it's $6,86 an hour and in Ontario it's $6.85 an hour. 
Live-in home support workers also get an increase - -  to 
$71.50 a day with a maxhnum room and board deduction 
of $325 a month. 
One group which supports minimum wage increases, the 
Canadian Centre for Policy Alternatives, said workers in 
this category fall below the Statistics Canada low-income 
cut-off level. 
It said an increase of 35 cents to 50 cents an hour would 
have a greater impact on poverty and inequality. 
Custom Designs 
Ball Caps, Jackets,. 
• Sweaters, T-shirts 
much more/ 
LARGE SELECTION 
BOOK EARLY! 
|t's your move... 1
Call 1-900.451-4733 Ext. 21 
To listen to these area singles descr ibe 
themselves and  to leave them a message. 
At a charge of $1.99 per minute. 
You must be 18 ,/ears or older to use this service. 
CAN WE TALK? NO GAME PLAYERS NO GAME PLAYERS 
SWF. 21. 5'7". b~ue eyes. SWF. 30. 5'I". blonde holt. SWM. 44. 5'I0". 2001bs.. 
student, enjoys going out. blue eyes. ennployed, security guard, enjoys 
seeks truthful, outgoing, coring, loving, fun. flshlng, hunting, comping. 
fun SWM. Ad#.7846 humorous, enjoys read. t,avelln G, seeks honest. 
ing. horseback riding, slncere SF. Ad#.2000 
SAVETHE DAYI outdoor actMlles, seeks 
SWM. 23. 5'7*. 1501bs.. caring, honest, dncere NICESMILE 
medium build, brown SWM. Ad#.9986 Outgoing SWM. 47. 5'10". 
brown . holt/eyes, 
holt/eyes, fun.loving, I'M $;I1LL WAITING employed, enjoys the 
employed, eHoys fishing, SNCM, 35, logger, enjoys outdoors, writing, moun. 
camping, seeking Inter- Iolklng. v/elks, long drives, lain biking, gum, seeks 
estlng, fun, active SF, seeks nice, hon6st, Intelligent, Independent, 
Ad#.7294 otffoctlve, easygoing adventurous, humorous 
SWF. Adl.9592 SWI:. N/S. Ad#.9382 NAPPY a OUTGOING . . . . . . . . . . .  
SWF, 30. 5'1", full.flguled, SW mon~ 42. 5', ~unetle, GOOD DRESSER'/ 
blonde halt, blue eyes, blue eyes, athactive, 
loving, coring, enjoys employed, humorous, SWF, 48 ,  5'7". 1101bs., 
creative, enoys outdoor attractive, kind, outgo- 
horseback riding, 4. octMtle~, mudc. movies. Ing, humorous, enjoys 
wheeling, outdoors, seek- . dancing, wolkt booting, sewing, knitting, dancing. 
Ing faintly.oriented SM, seeks honest, humorou~ singing, seeking an 
who loves children and personable SWM, NIS,  otttoctive, well-groomed, 
animals. Ad #.9053 Ad#.~I6.S5 humorous SM. Ad#.5789 
Call 1-800-995-6909 Ext. 21 
to place your FREE ad in Touch Tone Personals, 
a dating column for today's successful singles. 
Questions? Call "customer service at 1-800-647-3782 
See the Touch Tone Personals each 
week in the Weekend Advertiser 
LU~GLI~U I I I  t l l l~  I~,eUGIOL I I I I I  U I  L I I~ ;  I~ I~OL 
r 
1997 Dodge Extended Cab Short Box 
. Air Conditioning 
e am/fro cassette 
. Tilt Steering 
• Cruise Control 
.4 Wheel Drive 
• Low, Low kilometres 
• Like New 
$28,999. °° 
200Airmiles w/every ~ 
purchase ~': 
Dealer #7262 
~ C l a s s i f i e d  A d v e r t i s i n g  S e r v i c e  ~ 
• 2! 
ii!~ ...... <::i~!~:~!!!~i!~! ::!¸ 
iiiii!ii:ii!ili!i~!~!~:~!~!::,:.. 
Best Buy Opt/ons... 
Per Insertion 
25 Words ea. add'I 
BC's Interior $80. $1.67 
Vancouver Island $80. $1.67 
The Lower Mainland $80. $1.67 
. - - - - - -n .m . - -mN~- -mm--~.  
All of the Above $199. $500 
40 Newspapers with a combined 
circulation of 794,860!! 
t, ~i!!i 
The 
LoWer ', ::::::: 
I For more information please contact: TERRACE STANDARD 638-7283 
Tax surprise 
at bottle depot 
THE CITY is benefiting by 
an unintended $2,500 in 
property taxes thanks to a 
piece of provincial legisla- 
tion. 
And Terrace Bottle Depot 
owner Shirley Middleton, 
who will pay the money, 
isn't happy. 
The story begins last year 
when a southern company 
won an  appeal against the 
B.C. Assessment Authority, 
saying pollution abatement 
equipment it had shouldn't 
be taxed. 
That appeal set a prece- 
dent by reducing property 
taxes applied to pollution 
abatement equipment for 
businesses across the pro- 
vince. 
In Terrace the only 
qualifier •was the' Terrace 
Bottle Depot because it 
recycles bottles and is con- 
sidered a pollution abate- 
ment business. Its 1997 
property taxes were reduced 
accordingly. 
Local governments were 
told this was to be only a 
blip for 1997 and was  to 
change for next year. 
But the province then 
brought in legislation 
wiping out the effect of the 
appeal for 1997. 
An amended tax assess- 
ment was then sent to R. 
Price and Sons which leases 
space to the bottle depot. 
And since the depot's lease 
calls for it to pay property 
taxes, it will have to pay the 
money. 
Alfreda Price fzom R. 
Price and Sons calls the 
amended tax assessment un- 
fair. 
" I f  we gave somebody a 
credit and six months down 
the road we said we 
changed our mind, we 
couldn't do it," said Price. 
"But that's what the 
government is doing." 
She said the province 
should live by the original 
appeal and not have retroac- 
tively wiped it out. 
Shirley Middleton said the 
revised tax assessment is not 
only unfair but that 
businesses such as hers 
shouldn't be subject o taxa- 
tion in the f'wst place. 
"What we're doing is 
cleaning up the streets," 
said Middleton in adding 
her depot ships out three to 
four semi loads of bottles 
and other recydables a 
week. 
The depot handles 
cardboard and paint cans as 
well as bottles and drink 
cans. 
Middleton's asking for 
support from people who 
use her depot. 
Keith Norman, the 
treasurer for the city which 
collects taxes set by the as- 
sessment authority, 
sympathizes with the Prices 
and Middleton. 
" I  can feel for them. It 
was clear this was to be only 
for 1997 and that it was to 
change for 1998. The 
f 
Get!ing 
eas ie r  
THE UNIVERSITY OF 
Northern B.C. is malting it 
easier for its transfer college 
students to enter into a de- 
gree program. 
Nearly one third of the 
student body at UNBC is 
made of college transfer stu- 
dents. 
Students with an associate' 
(two-year) degree will have 
the opportunity to transfer 
all 60 credits as a block 
towards earning a UNBC 
degree. 
UNBC is the first univer- 
sity in the province to ac- 
cept block transfers of asso- 
ciate degrees. In the past 
students would have to 
worry about course-by- 
course transferability. 
UNBC is also giving 
priority admission to stu. 
dents with associate degrees 
from BC colleges. 
And for students wh0've 
done three full years at other 
post-secondary institutions, 
UNBC is accepting up to 90 
credits. That means tudents 
can complete a UNBC de- 
gree program after studying 
for three years at another 
university. This move is 
Idm I first for B,C. 
government ecnld have said 
we made a mistake for this 
year," slid Nonmn. 
The result is that the city 
will benefit fiom $2,500 it 
didn't budget for when it 
drew up income and spend- 
ing plans for this year, he 
added. 
Norman theorizes that 
some larger municipalities 
regarded the one-year loss 
as expensive and so asked 
the province to take action. 
City council has asked its 
administrators to look into 
the bottle depot's problem 
and report back with op- 
tions. 
' I  don't think this issue 
should be taken lightly," 
said Councillor Tim Down 
in adding the depot provides 
a service to the community. 
But other councillors 
wondered how far the city 
could go in helping a private 
business. 
And one, Dav id  Hull, 
questioned some of  Mid- 
dleton's tactics in gaining 
attention. 
"She's threatened to 
deposit recycling materials 
on certain councillors' 
lawns," said Hull. 
TERRACE BOTTLE DEPOT owner Shidey Mid- 
dleton, pictured here with employee James Taylor, is 
unhappy with an unwelcomed revised tax assess- 
ment she'll now have to pay. 
i 
Elvis Presley Was Not 
The King of Estate Planning. 
E 
lvis Presley is generally regarded as the 
King ofR.ock 'n 1Loll, but he turned 
out to be aU-too-hu,nan when it came 
to estate planning. When he died in 
1977, his gross estate was worth $10 nfillion. 
A~er taxes and setdement costs, the net estate 
was $2.8 nfillion. Bad estate planning resulted in 
a loss of 72% of the estate's valud 
It is important to recognize that death 
may trigger substantial liabilities such as 
capital gains tax, U.S. estate tax and 
probate fees. Proper estate planning ensures that 
estate passes effectively toyour intended heirs. 
To help you in planning your estate, RBC 
Dolniniou Securities hm a new financial 
planning service called COMPASS. The 
COMPASS tlnancial plan is a comprehensive 
planning tool that organizes your estate and 
retirentent planning; your cash management and 
budgeting; your tax and investment planning. 
COIV!PASS i s c!'~.e~t}t,fro.m_=fi!aanci~,plans 
offered by 0tl/er instimddm bec'ause it is:both 
comprehensive and objective. Its analysis and 
recomtnendations will ensure your estate 
Visit our internet site: 
~m~v.rbcds,com 
these liabilities are mininfized and that your objectives are achieved. 
For a complimentary Compass brochure, please call: 
Investment Advisor Richard Stanton 
Terrace: 635-8000 Idtimat: 639-9281 
or 1-888-834-3311 
~ RBC DOMINION 
SECURITIES W~ 
Professional Wealth Management 
THE 
 ORTHERN 
SAVINGS TEAM 
Fast, friendly service 
When it comes to service, 
Northern Savings has all the bases 
covered. Our team of 
service specialists 
can help you with all 
your banking 
transactions, on 
everything from 
investment advice to 
providing financing 
for a new home or car. 
Meet the team that knows how to 
play the service game, Drop into 
Northern Savings today. 
FREE FAHNY 
PACK 
Open a new account 
b¢[b,'e December 3,1997 
and as a gesture of out" 
appreciation we'l! give 
you a handy Northern 
Savings fasmy pack. Meet 
the team today.* 
*Cannot be combined with other 
promotiomrl Offei's: 
NORTHERN 
• SA V INGS 
i 
Terrace Community Branch • 4702 tezelle Avenue • 638-7822 
'N 
,w and cold 
ather are now 
arriving and 
Polaris 
makes it 
easier than ever for you 
to buy Polaris and ride the best this winter. Purchase 
your Polaris 98 Super Sport, Trail Touring, Indy 
440, XLT Limited, XLT Classic, XLT Touring, 600 
XCR, 700 XCR, or Storm and receive $650 in 
savings, buy a 98 Late, Late Deluxe, 500 RMK, 
Classic Touring, Or Ultra and receive $500 in 
savings. Purchase any other '98 Polaris model and 
receive $125 in free garments and accessories. 
But hurry this offer ends November 30, 1997 
*Offer good only at participating dealers and subject to model availability. See your local par- 
ticipating dealer for details. Not available to principals or employees of Polaris Industries 
Inc., authorized Polaris distributors, racers, government fleets or rental fleets. ** Free financ- 
ing available on approved credit through Polaris StarCard, at participating dealers only. For 
your nearest Polaris dealer, visit our web site at http://www.polarisindustries.com 
POLRRIg  
RIDE THE BEST 
You BE THE,JUDGE 
Who Said Waterskiing Was 
"1 can't wait to get to the boat and do 
some waterskiingl" Cindy's blong hair flew 
in the wind as the white Land Rover 
bounced over the country road. Her four 
friends, just out of college, young, healthy 
and tanned, held on for dear life. 
"Hold on to your seats," yelled Chris, 
the owner of the Rover as he turned 
sharply into the marina where his 25 foot 
speed boat was moored. The Rover 
lurched to a stop. 
"C'mon guys," Chris called out. "If  
you're here to do some serious waterski- 
Ing, grab the jet ski and the slalom ski 
while I get the boat ready." Once in the 
middle of the lake, Cindy yelled out over 
the wind. "Anchor the boat, Chris. This Is 
a great place to start waterskling. And I 
want to be the first one. Got a few trick 
moves I've been practicing which I want to 
show you. Get into the jet ski, throw me 
the line, and I'll take off from a stationery 
start siring on the stern of the boat." 
Cris started the motor of the jet ski, 
eased into the start slowly, gained 
momentum, and a cheer went up. Cindy, 
with her feet hugged into the rubber mold 
on the slalom ski, had made Itl 
"Strut you stuff, Cindy, let's go round 
the speedboat while you slalom" The girls 
back on the. boat tried not to look too fed 
up. "To tell you the truth, Cindy gets me 
fed up. I know she's a great waterskier 
but dues she have to shove it in our face 
every time she's out there. Just look at 
her weaving..." 
• BY CLAIRE BERNSTEIN 
ACTUAL 
CASES 
Before the girls could get another 
• w°rd out, they heard a terrifying scream. 
It was Cindy. "Oh my lord, I'm heading 
Straight into the boat...AAgh" Cindy would 
never water-ski again. A broken right 
knee and a type of palsy whtch caused 
her to drag her foot. She sued Chris for 
damages. Cindy was in tears. "Your 
Honour, the accident IsOhris's fault. If 
he hadn't towed me so close to the pow- 
erboat, I never would're crashed Into It. 
He should've known that I was doing ski- 
ing maneuvers. I always do. I'm one of 
• the best skiers around here. If Chris had 
used his common sense, I wouldn't be 
handicapped. Make him payl" 
Chris had a different story. "Your 
Hcnour, I know I have to be careful when 
I'm towing skiers. But I kept Cindy a safe 
distance from the boat. What Cindy Isn't 
telling you is that she was trying to 
splash our friends. She tried to get too 
close to the boat and lost control. The 
accident wasn't my fault. Don't make me 
pay for her mistake. 
Should Cris be responsible for 
Cindy's accident? 
Youl Be The Judge, Then look below 
for the decision. 
SPONSORED BY 
LV-- 
~v% ~ LAM/YERS ~0 
"Helping People Cope with the Legal System" 
#2 4623 Lakelse Ave., Terrace, B.C. 
• Criminal Law 
• Divorce & Family Law 
• Child Custody 
• Personal Injury 
• Adoptions 
• Impaired Driving 
• Immigration 
• Wrongful Dismissal  
• Wills 
• Small Claims 
638-1764 
Fax 638-7249 
YOU BE TI IE JUDGE - DECISION 
"Cindy, you[ injuries are your own fault," the Judge said• "Chris attempted to keep you safe, but you tried to get 
too close to the boat," 
YOUI BE THE JUDGE is based on actual court cases, Today's decision Is based on the facts of the case end the 
law or the province of Ontario. If you have a similar problem, please consult LINOSEY & GRUEGER. Claim Bernstsln I Ie 
Montreal lavqar and syndicated columnist. Copyright 1997 Italka EnterpriSes. BIl-tSV 
i 
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Receiver Disc Player 
STRDE 415 CDPCX50, • 
• Hi-R Receiver • Dolby Prulogic • 50+1 Disc "Jukebox' CD Changer 
• 4x100 Watts • Headphone Jack • Multie Disc Programming 
• RepeatModes 
SON~ 
32" TV 
SO~ 
Discman 
DE 301 
• 10 Second E.S.R 
• Digital Mega Bass 
• 12 Hour Battery Life 
27" TV 
KV27S22 
. . . . . . . . . .  ~ ......  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . ANImput 
i "  Ciock Timer 
~ ~  ~ • Matrix SurroundSound 
~ i ~  HE ° 2 Chaneel Blocks 
~;] lp~TI  P I L  
Mini Stereo 
MHC 771 
• 50WattsX2 .3  WaySpeakers 
• 3 Disc Changer . DualAuto Reverse Cassette 
KV32S22 
• Dynamic Picture 
• Clock/timer 
• Matrix Sound 
• Remote Control 
,t } 
. 
Oiscman 
~,~..,,! ~,. CDP635 
" ~ • 10 Sec Anti Skip• 
• Rechargeable Battery 
• Par  i f  i t  InP_hwl~d 
Portable 
..:::~i~iii~]~i;ii~-"..:~i~!ii~!i~.~i~::>... - ' ~ ~:""~". 
..::~i~!~i i ii!i~ i~ i~ ~;!ili~:: . : ! !~i~!;~' .  ""~'~! .~.~ .,~:iiii!i~ii!iiiiiii, ili!i !iii~i!ii,i~  ,~,,~: --• 
ililili:iii~.. :. 
~' . . . _2~: - - -~__  _ ::"-' --~:~-- . . . .  
VCR 
:; CHRM 217 
• 2 Head Mono • Auto Tracking 
• Universal Remote . ,Quick Timer 
• .Index Search 
Cord less  Phone  
CLT 1861 
• Comander Plus Features 
• Handsfree Handset ' 
Portable, 
MCDZ 250 
• CD Remote • LED CD DisPlay 
• AM/FM Stereo • FullAto Stop 
• Bass ExpanderSeund 
Cassette P layer  
MGR 737S 
• 3BandE~l 
• AuteReverse 
: VCR 
SLV675 
• vHS Hi-Fi Stereo 
• Multie'Brand Reraote~ 
SONY 
Portable 
CFDV 30 " 
• AM/FM Tuner • Remote Control 
• Cassette Deck • CD Player 
• Powerful Bass Reproduction 
iiiili!i!i~i~i~ :~: ~ :::i ~ i~ 
25" TV 
CDPCX50 
• 25 i"n coiorTV • RemoteControl 
: A/V Inputs • Surround Sound 
Cord less  Phone  
Cl_'r 1561 
• 23 Channel 
• 14 Day Stand ByAny KeyAnswer 
• • 25 CH Auto Scan 
MCDS 730 
• Cassette • Detachable Speakers 
• CD Player • Bass Expander 
' • Illuminated Handset/Keyboard ' • Mini Speakers Included ~, ' 
" j . . . . .  
Portab le  I O iscman ] Por tab le  S tereo  Mi ra  S tereo  
Stereo I SLSW205 I RXDSI,1 i SCAI~0 ' 
RQSW 70 ' l • Shock Wave I • Extra Bass System , • ; 5Disc CD Changer 
• AM/FM Tuner ' • Dual Cassette With Auto Reverse 
; Sliockwave • • Auto Reverse J , • Resistant , J • CD Player , " • Wireless Remote 
. "Xtra Bass . . . . . . . . . . . .  I . . _  • 3 Sec Anti Shock ] ' • Cassette Recorder . •, 60 Watt Totai Power 
I ave I ave 
II Portab le  Stereo I Por tab le  S tereo  S,am~m _ ~.. . _ _ 
= .~o.o, . .~o~oo 0m, .  k't [ t l .  i ! [{  J~]g'l o J t l~' I I i IO~--'1 
| .55Wa,s .3co ].AM/FMTuner.CDP/am.,~= C°"t~°l Sfm(' " "~ 'AH-IyER~RYi - "  ,1963.1,9,, 
635 5333 632 5000 635 4948 
t 
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-b-e-= d-g 6 PROBE CONTINUES, wS er questi ,.' )ns safety I " : '  [ 
By DAVE TAYLOR kept on coming," he says "then everything just went being lifted into place at the time of the accident weighed 
WORKERS WHO were on the railway bridge that col- snapnls. It was the womt ldgg l~ve ver felt in my life. '' 25 tonnes, Spencer disagrees, lICENSING 
lapsed near Terrace last month say the comlncttoa crew's 
safety was compromised tosave money and lprevent the in- 
tenuption of train service. 
Glen Hickey, who lost a leg in the accident, says the 
work site was "chaotic" as crews rushed to replace 
wooden beams with steel before the next mi~ ~ .  
"We were often doing five things at once," he said Sat- 
today from a Vancouver hospital bed. "A lot of things 
were  in  chaos . "  
Hickey, 25, had been at the Terrace job site for six weeks 
before the accident. He says the whole proce~ of repairing 
tlhe aging bridges instead of rebuilding them from ground 
up was seriously flawed and likely done to save CN 
money. 
"CN was dealing with people's lives," 1he says. "I'm 
lucky to be here. My back's broke and my leg's gone 
hard shape because of a stupid bridge." 
Hkkey was working for Scott Steel, an Edmonton firm 
contracted by CN to do the work. On Oct. 27, he was on 
the bridge, helping guide a steel beam into place when the 
structure collapsed. 
According to I-Iic~ey, every move is normally watched 
carefully and the beams are slowly put into position. But 
when the accident occurred, Hickey says, the beam "just 
flew in there" without any prior radio communieatiun. 
"All I remember was the screeching of the brakes, but it 
Crane opentor William Canton was killed in the accident 
and John Marti of Telkwa died on the way to the hospital. 
No local workers were se.zlously injured in the collapse. 
But Terrace first aid-attendant Shane Spencer had to jump 
from the side of the bridge to save his life. 
Spencer disagrees with some of the allegations of unsafe 
work practices t the site. But he agrees that the whole 
method of repairing the bridges instead of rebuilding them 
was dangerous. 
"I've been working on bridge sites for three years and 
this site was one of the safest," he says. "We were doing 
everything we could to ~ake sure this kind of thing 
wouldn't happen." 
But Spencer admits ome of the five previous bridges he 
had worked on between Terrace and Kifimat were quite 
nerve-wrackJng. One win nearly three times as long and 
higher than the one that collapsed. 
"When the crane rolled onto that bridge, the whole thing 
creaked and shook," he says. "It was pretty scary." 
Spencer says a CN safety inspector actually came out to 
the accident site the day before the collapse and com- 
mented on how safe it seemed to be. 
Spencer also says the crew 1held regular safety meetings, 
and as soon as a ~fety problem was discovered, "it was 
fixed instantly." 
And while it has been suggested that the steel beam 
"That's a bunch of crop," he says, arguing that he beam 
probably only weighed 11 manes. 
But Spencer says the bridges ought o have been com- 
pletely rebnllt, rather than just fixed. 
"I had been doing it (working on the bridges) for so long 
that I was used to it," he says. "But that bridge probably 
should have been replaced years ago." 
CN communications officer Christine Shervin disagrees. 
Shc says the bridges were perfectly safe. 
"If  we hadn't ou~ed it, it would have been fine," she 
says. "~e weren't there to fix anything. We were upgrad- 
Lag it to handle grester weight." 
Shervin says the accusations of safety problems are 
"very Uoubli~g." We're really hard-pressed to under- 
stand so~e of these allegations," she says. 
John Marti's widow, Letty Mussche, is contemplating 
legal action against CN because of her husband's death. 
She clairas that files detailing safety infections at the Ter- 
race site have gone missing from his computer. 
But CN denies any knowledge of that incident. 
"To imply that CN absconded with the files is complete- 
ly wrong," Shervin says. 
Investigations by CN Rail, Workers Compensation a d 
Transport Canada are continuing. Shervin says the bridge 
is expected to be opened again tomorrow. 
• :!.'i " ! i :  • -• /  :Z : : !i L 
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Watch this space next 
week When we announce 
the winners of the weekly 
draws and the Grand Prize 
winner. 
4.  
5.  
Simply unscramb!e the names 
the business on this page. 
Clip out entry form and mail or 
bring into the Terrace Standard, 
3210 Clinton St. Terrace. 
Draw made each week for first 
correct entry. $25 shopping voucher 
i il i:i:i! !iii !!i!iii~  ! :i i i~: 
i i ! :  ~ 
m 
5 ANSWERS: 
Terrace Builders 
redeemable at participating merchants on 
this page. shop voucher !~1 Grand Prize draw Nov. 21, 1997 for $500 ping 
redeemable  at the participating merchants on this page. Central Gifts 
All entries are the property of the Terrace Standard. Terrace 
Standard employees & families not eligible to enter. 
I "  
WORKSHOP 
includes infarmation on 
w~en licensing is 
required, and how to 
license your family 
child care home or 
child care centre. 
7:00 p.m. 
Wednesday, 
November 26 
at The Family Place 
4553 Park Ave. 
facilitated by 
BARB MAHON 
Chief Licensing Officer 
Information on providin 
LNR (licence-not-re< ~) luire( 
child care will also be 
avoilable. 
Please prs-register 
by calling 638-1863 
Terrace Carpet One I 
North America's Leading Carpet Retailer. I 
Super selecUon oh I Tes~res 
Patterns I 
eer#em I 
~ulti-Colours I 
Saxonies I 
Flushes I 
~rraLaCee ICa rApetTe?arlee 
Tel: (250) 635-8145 I 
Toll Free: 1-800-8gg-4759 
! 
~IGRAND.  TOURI NGI SE 
It's nature's show. 
Here aide the best seats. 
In Ihe touring snowmobile class-the Ski-Dog Grand Touring" SE 
sled is best el ils class• The industry's only long-travel suspension 
wilh a pneumalic leveler system. ••driver aud passenger hand 
warmers, electric start, reverse and much more• A powerful, 
699cc Rutax Ihree-cylinder engine will take two people on an 
,,~orge,a,,y . . . . . . . . .  ~sk i -dozz  comlortable trip• 
TERRACE EOUIPMENT SALES LTD. 
4441 Lakeise Ave. Phone: 635-6384 
 'TERRACE C0.0P 
. In Terrace since May 14, 1945 
. Locally owned 
. All profits stay in the community 
. Voluntary and Open Membership 
. Concerned for the community 
. Supports Local Minor Sports 
& Service 
~,  '~:~ 
sis, S~a~i~ oPZ., :.:, ::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::!?.: 
::J 
~EN I 
Many new itom s in stock/ 
Great Christmas Gifts! •.  
4639 Lakelse Ave. 
635-1700 
Totem's .  Cou  nt~wide  
Furniture & Appl iance 
501LakelseAve. qTm VMim,/um,r ,  evar~b~er"  
Terrace ~ / 
1-800-813-1158 ~ ~ ~,~1 
~'11[R . . . . .  
I gift for someone special;t 
Stop by Central G i f t s  
where friendly is mere 
than a word and choose 
from a wonderful array 
of gifts. 
106- 471(; ~ ~ ~ ~35-3~ 
NEC READY 
• Factory Direct. Exclusive To Ikon 
• Serving ]'he N0~west for Over 25 Years 
Designed for family, 
entertainment and
home office use, Ready 
MulUmedia PCs are fully 
configured systems l~at 
are ready to use right 
out dlhebox, 
|K ON 4552 LakelseAve Ph: 638-8585 ice Solutions 
Terrace Builders 
Friendly, courteous and 
knowledgeable sales support staff. 
Serving you for over 16 years 
,,¸  i!i 
Shown - Sales Ren- Sales 
Paint Power Tools 
]3e eente¢ 
3207 Munroe St. Terrace Ph: 635-6273 
I 
Dania  Down 
Quilt Sa le  
* White goose down 
* Superior balled box construction 
* 15 year guarantee 
* Rec ieve two  Queen size feather  
p i l lows w i th  the  purchase  of  a 
double,  queen or  k ing  size qui l t .  I 
$52.00 Value 
136 Queen oz ~ 262  B 
• Q,.,. 0z $ 2 ! 6 
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Gov't antes up the money 
to hire gambling counsellor 
PROVINCIAL GOVERNMENT officials are leeeping fair. 
ly quiet about he hiring of a gambling addictions coumei- 
Ior here. 
C-reg McQuarrie, a well-establlshed drug and alcohol 
coumell0r with Northwest Drug and Alcohol Services, is 
now to start working with a different kind of addict. 
The move comes just as communities ILke Terrace are 
grappling with the issue of whether to allow casino gain. 
bling 'within their boundaries. 
E~e Kusnick, Skeena area manager for ~e alcohol and 
chug services branch of the Ministry of Children and 
Families, which provided the money for McOuarrie, 
refused to comment on whether there is already a problem 
wi~ gambling in Terrace. 
Nor would she give a response when asked if there is any 
connection between the new position and gaining expan- 
sion. " Ihave nothing to say," said Kusnick. 
But Clift Ewasiuk, a spokesman from the ministry, said 
the government is not anticipating an increase in gambling 
addiction fiom expanded gaming in the province. 
*'It's no secret hat the governmeAt announced the $2 
million program when it announced gamheg expansion," 
said Ewasink. The $2 million refers to the amount o be 
divided up between 20 regions across the province for 
gambling addictions counsellors. 
He said there is no evidence to indicate the number of 
"It's almost as if it's to mollify us into believing that 
somebody really caress" Kenny said of the new addictions 
worker position in an emotional speech to council Nov. 15. 
"Gambling has been going on a long time. Addiction has 
been going on n long time. And nobedy's been doing any- 
thing about it, s' Kenny told city council who gathered to 
hear opinions about expanded gambling. 
Peter Clark, chairman of the Lotteries Advisory Com- 
mittee ~ the committee respom~le for evaluating the 
proposals ~ was in Terrace two weeks ago at a council 
meeting explaining the govemmentrs position on casino 
expansion, 
He said that gambling addicts are only a marginal part of 
society, about 3.5 per cent of the population. 
Of that figure, about 2.4 per cent fail into a problem 
gambling category - -  those who experience negative con- 
sequences ~ and the remaining 1.1 per cent are consider- 
ed pathological, orcompulsive gamblers. 
" I f  we banned gambling tomorrow, we Would still have 
gambling addicts," said Clark, adding there is no correla- 
tion between expanded gambling facilities attd an increase 
in the number of addicts. 
Jeannette Anderson, a mamager at Northwest Alcohol 
and Drug Services, the agency which got the gambling ad- 
dictions money, said gambling is siready well established 
in Terrace. "People have been gambling in the community 
gambling addicts will increase with extra facilities, for years," said Anderson. 
But Helga Kenny ~om the Terrace Anti-Poverty Society "We have been given an opportundty o provide aservice 
questio~ what she says is curious government thning, for people who have a problem," explained Anderson. 
From fro~t . . i : , 
Anti-poverty group adds volce 
to casino opposition debate 
"Tuereas going to be more cards. Bates replied there ' are money from bingo, wants a 
problems and nobody is Among those supporting a mixed feelings on the issue, charity casino.to ensure .the 
going to give me a grant to charity casino was chamber "Our members represent charities conunue to gel a 
do anything about it," said of commerce past president the community as a whole cut of future casino gam- 
Kenny, adding her organize- Skip Bates. Bates, a banker, and the community as a bling revenue. 
said one-third of chamber whole is divided oti the is- tion will be the one to deal 
with the problems resulting 
firom gambling. 
V4hfle Terrace Anti- 
Poverty Society is a regis- 
tered charity with the local 
bingo hall, Kenny argues 
bingo is not the same as 
casino gambling. "Nobody 
is going to put $500 and 
lose it in a flip of the 
members who responded to 
a survey were 60 per cent in 
favour of a casino here. 
Councillor Vnl George 
asked Bates whether cham- 
ber members, realize ex- 
panded gambling is "a zero 
sum game" that would like- 
ly take money away flora 
their businesses. 
They're concerned that a 
sue," he said. different ype of casino 
Terrace Bingo Association called a destination easino 
president Pat Smith, who is ~ might spring up else- 
in charge of bingo revenues where in the northwest. 
for the Royal Canadian Destination casinos pay 
Legion here, spoke in money only to their open- 
favour of a charity casino, tars and the provincial 
That group, representing overnment - -  not to 
37 local charities that get charities. 
Gambling backer wants 
vote to settle issue 
PI!.EPSY ** EPILEPSY' , EPILE'PS 
CITY COUNCIL should 
call a local referendum on 
whether to allow a casino to 
open here, says one of the 
backers of the idea. • 
• Gordon Oates, who 
represents Tenmce Little 
Theatre and other charities 
that rely on gaming revenues 
called on coun~ors to put 
the i~ue to a vote of the 
people if they can't pet 
aside ~cir own personal 
views. 
"Why not let the people 
decide ~vhat hey want in- 
stead era lot of political and 
personal biases on coun- 
ell?" he demanded. 
Oates fears council will 
reject a charity casino here 
no benefit to the region's 
charities would spring up 
somewhere n arby. 
He said he ~vould hold 
councillors accountable at 
the polls in the next 
municipal election if that 
happens and local charities 
lose much of the $1.4 rail. 
lion they now take in 
through bingo. 
" I  don't hink they can re- 
place that money," Oates 
said. "And co[no next elec- 
tion I'll make sure every- 
body knows how each of' 
them voted." 
Oates argues the 
government.hmposed dead- 
line of Nov, 28 to respond 
should be ignored, predict. 
and a destination casino of Lug the govemmemt will not 
rule out casinos in this area 
if the deadline passes 
without a community ex- 
pressing interest. 
"The government stands 
to gain $3 to $6 million a 
year from a casino in this 
region," antes said. 
"They're not going to let 
that slip away without tak- 
ing another shot at it. 
"There's just too much 
money at stake.' ' 
Help us 
light a 
candle of 
under- 
standing. 
(7) 
41 
BRITISH COLUMBIA 1-888-223-3366 
EPILEPSY SOCIETY For More ln.[annatlon 
If you or your employees work 
with trucks or buses and need to 
be in compliance with the 
National Safely Code then this 
course is for you 
COMMERCIAL VEHICLE 
WHEEL SERVICE 
TRAINING COURSE 
COURSE #1 - 
Wednesday, December 4, 1997 
1:00 p.m.- 5:00 p.m. 
COURSE #2- 
Wednesday, December 10, 1997 
6:00 p.m. - 10:00 p.m, 
The Great 
istmas Caper 
Brought to you by 
1 ~ Terrace CO-OP 
& Terrace CO-OPBuilders 
And These Co-Sponsors 
Georgta.Pacific 
MBBM ~ '" I1~ t '~~ 
Now until Christmas we will be giv=ng away 
$4,,000 
in cash & g=ft certificates 
Draws will be held Fridays with the 
first draw on Friday, November 28. 
Details and entries available from, 
any cashier in any department~ 
at the Terrace CO-OP. q 
Enter Often! 
Watch for more details in next weeks Terrace Stand~ 
It Pays To Shop C0-0Pt 
Terrace  CO-OP & 
Ter race  CO-OP Bu i lders  
4617 Greig Ave 
~ & 2912 Molitor Ave. 
~,~ 635-6347 
0nly a #1 s.e||er 
could carry th,s much 
at this price. 
S 3 5 9  oo: 0n PURCHASE FOR 
s31,299 
CHROME R 
\ 
CARGO BOX LIGHT AIR CONDITIONING • SPEED CONTROL/TILT WHEEL 
~ISMISSION 
"/ROME 
tONT BUMPER 
/ 
/ 
LT 245 OWL 
NUM WHEELS 
'98 F-150 XLT SUPER CAB 4X4 
t MOHTHLY PAYMENT $29~_~_  $359 I $492  I 
www.ford.ca/0tters/ 
GET  THE ~ 1  SELLER 
ONLY AT THE~!  ~_TRUCK= - EVENT 
ONLY UNTIL NOVEMBER 30 
i ram] , s  FoRD AND MERCURY COUNTRY 
'$359 rmoeth ba ned on 24 month lease o t 99B F 150 Super Cab XLT with PE P 810A, To a paid based art 24 monlhly paymonls o $359 p u s $2 9S0 downpaymenl plus tax = $11 ,$66 plus tax, Opliona; boyeul al lermlnatiort is $23,802,35 
plus ax Secu ty dopos t ($425) and q man h paymenl required el lease inceplion, L Dense, ax and rtsu anfn ex a F olffh trlcludod Soma condi ions and a mileago mslriction o136 000 km over 24 monlhs apply. Vehicle musl be 
r nd ear Offer ends November 30 Drta a s may ease at' srtl o loss Ave abre on and ovrtd c ed Re al ea~os only Uoe dealer fo de rt s relulned in good working conddian wilh no visible damage subject to normal wea a I , , " " ' i ' ' ' 
~7'TERRAC E 4631 KeithAVenue 
I~OTEM FORD 635-4984. 
I s! 
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A season to 
look inward 
O 
NCE MORE we are approaching 
that festival of festivals, the great 
threat o our bank balances: Christ- 
masl 
It is the time of year when even the least 
aware mortal has to give some passing thought 
to the desires and dreams of loved ones. 
That's a line of thought hat inevitably leads 
to some self examination. What would I like for 
Christmas? In fact, what would I like for my 
life? 
Will I have to wait for Santa or can I help 
myself?. A simple thing to wish for is peace, if 
not universal peace, then at least peace of mind. 
James Hillman in his book, The Soul's Code, 
discusses what he calls 'the acorn theory', a 
concept of destiny, that each person has a 
uniqueness that asks to be lived and is present 
before it can be lived. 
We have all been called to live for some rea- 
son, and we must look within ourselves for that 
calling. Everything that happens to us belongs 
to a pattern, is part of the fulfillment of our 
destiny, how we allow our innate image to 
emerge. 
A living example of this is contained in the 
biography by Richard Meryman m Andrew 
Wyth: A Secret Life. As a baby he looks as 
though he is going to be a great artist. A fas-' 
cinating book about a very talented family, it 
does raise a question about Betsy Wyth: was 
she called to life to serve as archivist and hand- 
maiden to this great artist or has she somehow 
ignored and submerged her own gift? 
To love and be loved is something often 
wished for and not always easily attained. 
Fortunately the cyber age has leapt into this 
breach. Love Online: A Practical Guide to Digi- 
tal Dating by Phyllis Phlegar is a comprehen- 
sive guide to chatlines (Hot Tubs), bulletin 
boards etc. This gives not only technical advice 
but also online etiquette and safety tips for sur- 
viving love with the perfect suangerl 
Some people may be impatient with all these 
abstnct wishes, they just want Stuffl 
A new addition to some obscure collection 
perhaps. Harry L.Renker's Official Price Guide 
W Collecdbles is a fully illustrated price guide 
to over 400 categories of collect~les. L~t  
treasures from childhood, toys, Pez containers 
plus lots of other new cutting edge items are 
listed in this book. It differs from most price 
guides in that it lists collect~les no older than 
between 1920 and now. 
The bottom line seems to take us back 
to love. Love and cherish your family, 
your nei&hbours, your earth. A return 
to basic values is where salvation lies. 
Wealth, or more wealth is something many 
people wish for. My Vast Fortune: the Money 
Adventures of a Quixotic Capitalist by Andrew 
Tobias is a humorous approach to a serious ub- 
jeer. In the book he tells how he amassed izzy- 
ing wealth and the unusual ways he put it to 
work. For instance, he put anti-smoking ads on 
Russian T.V. because it was so much cheaper 
than Americanl 
Money, by itself, is not enough. One must also 
have knowledge in order to use it to the fullest. 
Understanding the cycles of demographics is es- 
sential. In their book, The Fourth Turning, Wil- 
liam Suauss and Neil Howe take the Boom, 
Bust, Echo theory to new dimensions. 
They explore the four cycles of social experi- 
ence that have occurred continuously through- 
out history and chart our progress towards our 
own fourth turning: a world in crisis. They also 
give ways in which we can prepare for this 
coming devaluation. 
The bottom line seems to take us  back to love. 
Love and cherish your family, your neighbours, 
your earth. A return to basic values is where sal- 
vation lies. 
C~ades Santore explores one aspect of this 
theme in his wonderfully illustrated enviroa- 
mental fairy tale William the Curious. A good 
present for a child on your listt 
A murder for Christmas? Valerie Wolzien has 
n series that features a happy homemaker sleuth 
who seems to stumble across corpses on all 
major holidays. We Wish You a Merry Murder, 
All Hallow's Evi~ and The Fortieth B~y 
Body are some of her titles. 
What else is there to wish for? Candies, cakes 
and ktssesl 
Terrace honours 
its war veterans 
By CMDE. PETER CROMPTON 
Past President Legion ]Branch 13 
OUR REMEMBRANCE DAY service and parade were really 
well attended this year. Fortunately we were lucky with the 
weather this year, which was a real bonus. 
A big thank you to everyone involved, Your help was much ap- 
preciated. And a special thanks to the citizens and businesses of 
Terrace for their support. It really shows you do Remember and 
care for our veterans here in Terrace. 
I have a reminder for those veterans. The veterans affairs repre- 
sentative will be at the branch on Dec. 10 from 8:30-10:30 a.m. 
And the day before that, Dec. 9, is a general meeting for elec- 
tions for the 1998 executive. Let's see a good turn out for this 
meeting. " 
As winter approaches the sports scene speeds up. The seniors 
and regular curling takes place at the curling rink on Nov. 29 at 10 
a.m. Those wishing to participate must sign up by Nov. 20. 
The darts and crib branch playdowns are on Dec. 13, starting at 1 
p.m. 
Our first annual doubles pool tournament will be held Nov. 28-"  
30. This is a double KO, with a draw for partners. 
We are also trying to arrange a cribbage tournament for Sunday, 
Nov. 30. If you're interested contact erode. Joyce Bradley at 638- 
8721. 
And of course there's teak night, Dec. 5. 
The end of 1997 is fast approaching and soon after our Decem- 
ber general meeting the tickets for the lqew Years bash will go on 
sale. 
(Remembrance Day photos by GABRIELA RO3AS) 
She's filling big shoes 
TI-BS ISN'T an easy time to take 
over as head of the Terrace 
Volunteer Bureau. 
In the midst of the busy Christ- 
mas season, Pat St. Thomas also 
has to find a new source of 
money for the bureau - -  $30,000 
by the end of March. 
St. Thomas is replacing Lovina 
Tyler as executive director of the 
bureau. Tyler's last day is tomor- 
row. 
St. Thomas was shanghaied off 
the Volunteer Bureau's board of 
directors, where she'd served for 
a year. She didn't even apply for 
the position, admits Tyler. 
"I just knew she was the right 
person for the job," says Tyler. 
St. Thomas has also 
volunteered as the coordinator f 
the Alert Line for four years. 
She's lived in Terrace on and 
off for about 20 years, and has 
worked for many businesses, in- 
cluding hotels, a dental office and 
most recently for Northern Lights 
Studio. 
Tyler says St. Thomas also has 
a good general knowledge of the 
help services available in Terrace. 
"We has a lot of feedback from 
people saying Pat would be 
great," says Tyler. Tyler was also 
impressed with St. Thomas's rap- 
port with seniors, and cheery dis- 
position, 
The latter will help her a great 
deal in the coming months. She's 
going to be asking local 
businesses for donations to help 
keep the volunteer bureau afloat. 
x 
Last year the bureau took part 
in a house lottery, raising over 
$30,000. But bureau staff found 
the lottery too time consuming, 
and are now looking for other 
money raising ventures. 
The project is already un- 
derway. Tyler and St. Thomas are 
visiting local businesses asking 
them for a $1,000 donation in 
return for advertising space on 
the bureau's brochures for one 
year. It's a tax deductible dona- 
tion, points out Tyler. 
This is the fast year the 
volunteer bureau has canvassed 
for itself. 
7" "I hate to go out to the com- 
munity," says Tyler. 
... "Everybody gives so much." 
But the volunteer bureau is 
"~- growing quicldy, and it needs the 
£ cash to keep offering services. 
Tyler points out the bureau helps 
volunteers as well. Over the past 
.five years over 120 volunteers 
• have found paid work through 
'~ their volunteer efforts. 
"I think we' re  a good invest- 
ment," says Tyler. She's hoping 
some local businesses will adopt 
the bureau. 
Pat knows raising the money 
will be a big job. 
"I'll accept he challenge and 
run with it, and do my best to fill 
the big shoes," she says. 
But she isn't doing it for per- 
sonal recognition, she says. "It's 
a job that nccch to be done and 
I'm pleased and proud to be 
asked to help do it." 
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CITY S.CENE 
.t  
M USIC 
A HARLEM SP IR ITUAL  ENSEM.  
BLE ~ The Terrace Concert Society 
presents this unique evening, featuring 
early Negro spiritual songs, some com- 
posed in the fields. The singers will be 
joined by about 50 choir members from 
various community singing groups and 
church choirs. The show starts at 8 p.m. 
fin Nov. 22 at the REM Lee Theatre. 
Tickets are $26 at Erwins in the Skeena 
Mall. 
A F IDDLERS GF-  One of the hot- 
test fiddle groups in the world, the 
youthful energy of its members (aged 
17-22) promises to transform the stage 
of the REM Lee Theatre. This show, at 
8 p.m. on Nov. 29 at the REM Lee 
Theatre, is presented by the Terrace 
Concert Society. Tickets are $20 at Er- 
wins in the Skeena Mall. 
• BYE BYE B IRDIE  - -  Caledonia 
Fine Arts presents this musical comedy 
at 8 p.m. on Friday, Dee. 5 and at 1 and 
8 p.m. on Saturday, Dee. 6. Tickets are 
$13 for evening shows and $7 for the 
matinee. Prices include $1.50 head tax. 
• GEORGE'S  PUB presents the Ole 
• Johnson Blues Band on Sunday, Nov. 
'30 in conjunction with the Shames Mr. 
Volunteer Ski Patrol. Tickets are $10 in 
advance for the 8 p.m. showtime. Play- 
ing 'Thursday night is Northern L!ghts. 
• T I IE  THORNHILL  PUB presents 
Gordon Cormier, Friday, Nov. 28 and 
Sat., Nov. 29. Become an honourary 
Newfoundlander. 
~ AUGIES  LOUNGE in the Terrace 
Inn features Roy Sluyter on Wednesday 
night with a ja,~ trio. GiGi's Pub fea- 
tures Dance Exspress. 
THEATRE 
• THREE TO THE MOON - -  Ter- 
race Little Theatre presents this play by 
one of  Terrace's own ~ Kelly Head, 
It's about three college friends who are 
given an unusual class assignment, 
Their discoveries of each other, because 
of this task, evoke both sorrow and 
laughter. The play runs Nov. 20-22 and 
27-29. Directed by Geri Rasmussen. 
Tickets are available at Uniglobe 
Courtesy Travel. 
ETCETERA 
• THE TERRACE ART GALLERY 
presents Northwest Colours, a show 
featuring multi-media artists from 
Kitimat. Featured are oil paintings, 
pastels, raku pottery and fiber art. The 
show runs until Nov. 29. The Christmas 
Arts and Crafts sale is Friday, Dec. 5 
from 7-9 p.m. and Saturday, Dec. 6 
from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. Admission is $1. 
Regular gallery hours are noon to 3 p.m. 
from Wed. to Fri., Fri. nights from 6:30- 
8:30 p.m., Sat. from noon to 4 p.m. and 
Sun, from 1-4 p.m. 
Make the 'Scene! Call  638-7283 or fax 
to 638-8432 to add your event to the 
Standard's free entertainment listings. 
The deadline is 5 p.m. Thursday for the 
fol lowing week's paper. 
. . . . . .  . • , - , ~  . . .  • • 
: ffyou only go out 
.... one night make it 
/ J  " NOV. 20 Mar. 5 
we'll be giving away 14keys. 
I. per week - to unlock the 
lucky luggage for a trip for 
Door prizes! Games/Live Music/Fun/ 
~ Saturday, Nov. 22 Sunday, Nov. 30 
7pm 8pm 
George Foreman O/e Johnson Blues Band. 
VS. Shanon Briggs i ~a#~,r,~pex, Sm~ 
on . . .  _ .  . and Rosswood Summer Fes#val the Big Screem ~ ~m 
3086 Highway 16 
Ph: 635-6375 
Wednesdsy, Nov. 19 
FAMILY SUPPORT INSTITUTE 
meets at 7 p.m. at the Terrace 
Child Development Centre. This is 
for parents supporting parents who 
have a child with disabilities. Two 
ministry staff will be on hand to 
answer questions. 
CASSIE HALL School holds its an- 
nual scholastic book sale today and 
tomorrow from 2-8 p.m. Everyone 
is welcome, For more info call 635=: 
5646. 
CHRISTMAS BAZAAR - -  Cana- 
dian Women in "13mber host this 
event in the banquet room at the 
Coast Inn of the West from 7:00 
p.m. to 10 p.m. 
TERRACE PUBUC UBRARY 
Registralion for children's programs 
begins today at 10:00 a.m. by 
phone or in person. Programs in- 
dude Tales for Two's, Preschool 
Storytime, and Baby'dme. 'For more 
Information on these free programs, 
you can pick up a flyer at the library 
or call at 638-8177. 
Thursday, Nov. 20 
FREE FAMILY SWIM - -  In 
celebration of National Child Day 
the Family Place hosts this no cost 
family swim night. Bring the kids to 
the pooll 
Saturday, No. 22 
DREAM CATCHER WORKSHOP 
for children eight and older will take 
place at the Terrace Public Library 
from 2:00 p.m, - 4:00 p.m. The pro- 
gram is free, but please register by 
calling the library at 638-8177. 
CHOICES PROGRAM CHRIST- 
MAS PARTY takes place at 5:30 
p.m. at the arena banquet room. 
Clients, staff, friends and family are 
welcome. For tickets call 635-7863, 
or visit the Choices office at 4916 
Lazelle Ave. 
Tuesday, Nov. 25 
MASK MAKING WORKSHOP for 
children six and older will take 
place at the Terrace Public Library 
from 3:30 p.m. - 4:30 p.m. The pro- 
gram is free, but please register by 
calling the library at 638-8177. 
DRY GRAD MEETING at 7:30 p.m 
at the Caledoniafibrary. All parents 
of Grade 12 students welcome. 
Wednesday, Nov. 26 
COMMUNITY CONSULTATIVE 
• COMMI'rrEE meets at the Terrace 
RCMP Detachment at 7:30 p.m. 
Citizens are welcome to attend to 
discuss policing in their community. 
contact Inspector Steve Leach at 
6,38-74.15 for morn Information. 
Thursday| Nov. 27 
THORNHILL JR. SECONDARY 
Parent Advisory Council meets at 7 
p,m. In the school library. Topics in- 
clude RCMP and health unit 
liaisons with the school. For more 
lnfo call Rlna Jeneinhardt at 635- 
4~=0 after 6 p.m. 
Saturdayp Nov. 29 
BAZAAR AlND TEA - -  St Mat- 
thew's Anglican Church hosts this 
event from 2-4 p.m. at 4506 
Lakelse Ave. 
Saturday~ Dec. 06 
gE&RKET BAZAAR takes place 
from 10 a.nl. to 2 p.m. at 3222 
Munroe St. Tables for rent for $10 
each. Contact Randy at 635-4355. 
. . - .  
its monthly meeting the third Wednes- 
day of every month. Meet for lunch at 
the Terrace Inn from noon to 1 p.m. 
Contact Joyce at 635-9660. 
ZAZEN MEDITATION takes place 
at 7 p.m. every Wednesday evening at 
the Terrace Buddhist Center. Everyone 
is welcome. For more info. call 638- 
8396 or 635-9242. 
. ,  . . .  
Sponsored by Terrace Full Gospel THURSDAY;S 
Christia~Fellowship: . . . . . . . . . .  AL-ANON offers a program 
UNITED CHURCH,WOMEN hold 
their annual tea and bazaar from 2- 
4 p.m. at the Knox United Church. 
Everyone welcome. 
CHRIS'rMAS BAZAAR takes place 
from 10 a.rn, till 4 p.m. at the 
Kermode Friendship CentTe. Tables 
available for $25 each. Phone UI or 
Patricia at 635-4906 for more info. 
WEEKLY MEETINGS 
of 
recovery for those whose lives have 
been adversely affected by the problem 
of alcoholism in a relative, partaer or 
friend. Meetings are Thursdays at 71.30 
p.m. at the Terrace Women's Resource 
Center 4542 Park Ave. Call 638-0263. 
BIG BROTHERS & Big Sisters hold., 
a board meeting the third Thursday of 
every month at 3237 Kalum St. at 7:30 
p.m. They're iookimg for volunteers 
and board members, Contact Lois at 
635-4232 for more info. 
WEDNF~DAYS SINGLE PARENTS support group 
PARENTS DROP IN to weight meets everyThursdayfrom 9:30-10:30 
babies takes place Wednesdays from 1- a.m. at the Family Place at 4553 Park 
3 p.m. at the health services ociety 
(formerly Skeem Health Unit) at 3412 
Kalum St.) Public health nurse on hand 
to answer questions. 
TERRACE COMMUNrlT LEARN- 
ING council meets the first Wednes- 
day of every month at the boardroom 
of the Ministry of Education at the BC 
Access Centre at 3 prin. New members 
are vTelcome. For more info call Mary 
Anne at 635-5449. 
TWilN'S CLUB meets the third Wed- 
nesday of every month at 7:30 p.m. in 
the Family Place, Call 635-9669. 
KIl~ETrE CLUB OF TERRACE 
meets every second Wednesday. New 
members are welcome. For more, call 
Ftona at 635-1854 or Jennifer at 635- 
3175. 
747 ROYAL CANADIAN AIR 
CADETS Unicorn Squadron holds air 
cadet raining sessions every Wednes- 
day at 6:15 p.m. at the air cadet hall at 
the airport. For more info. call Linda at 
635-5567. 
TERRACE CESTENNIAL LIONS 
meet every second Wednesday atlunch 
at the Coast Inn of the West. For more 
info call John Wliittington at 635-3209. 
SCOTrlSll COUNTRY dancing 
happens every Wednesday at 7:30 p,m. 
in the Knox United Church Hall at 
4907 Lazelle Ave. For more info call 
635-5163. 
MULTIPLE SCLEROSIS Coffee 
Group meets every second Wednesday 
at the White Spot, at 10 a.m. Call Judy 
at 635-3258 for i~fo. 
LESBIAN DROP-IN happens noon 
hour on every third Wednesday of the 
month at the Terrace Women's Cen¢e. 
Ask for Elizabeth or Mafia, 
TERRACE ]PROFESSIONAL 
WOMiEN'8 ASSOCIATION holds 
Ave. to discuss parenting topics. Su- 
pervised children's activities available. 
Another group is being planned, so if 
this time isn't suitable, phone 638- 
1863. 
THE TERRACE BRIDGE CLUB 
meets the second and fourth Thursday 
of every month. They get started Oct. 
10 at 7:30 p.m. at the Legion. Call Sue 
at 635-2345 or Anne at 798-2250 for 
more info, Newcomers are welcome. 
,f" 
KINSMEN CLUB of Terrace meets 
the first and third Thursday of each 
month until June. The Kinsmen seek to 
build and maintain a first class com- 
munity. For more into call Bruce at 
635-6316. 
formation call Diane at 638-0296. CANCER SUPPORT GROUP meets 
LIVING WITH CANCER Support 
Group meets the second and fourth 
Thursday of every month from 7:30- 
9:00 p.m. in the Stepping Stone Club- 
house at 3302 Sparks St. For more in- 
every second Thursday at 7:30 p.m. at 
3302 Sparks. 
SKEENA VALLEY CAR CLUB 
meets the fourth Thursday of the 
month at 7:30 p.m. at A&W on Keith. 
Call Bob at 635-9214 for isle. 
CHRONIC PAIN SUPPORT 
GROUP meets the third Thursday of 
every month at 2 p.m. in the Skeena 
Health Unit Auditorium. The group 
fights pain with education, laughter, 
sharing and earing. For more informa- 
tion, call Pat at 635-5078 or Diane at 
638-8587. 
The Terrace Standard offers the 
community calendar as a public ser- 
v~tce to its readers and community or- 
ganizations. 
This column is intended for non- 
profit organizations and those events 
for which there is no admission 
charge. Items will run two weeks be- 
fore each event. 
We ask that items be submitted by 5 
p.m. on the Thursday before the issue 
in which it is to appear. 
Submissions hould be typed or 
printed neatly. 
YOII leach them how to read How to write 
TEACH THEM 
And you help them with their homezvork. Teach t/tent 
TO SAVE 
to look I, oth. ways before they spend their allozvance. 
Terrace District Credit Union 
4650 Lazeile Ave. Terrace 
Phone: 635, 7282 Memberlink: 635.0114 
the credit union advanlage: we are a profit sharing, member owned tngttMIon... 
belong to )~. 
Children have a lot to learn 
befi~re they go on their own. 
Teach dtem flw facts of motzey. 
Teach them to save• We can 
help with a children's hare account. 
See us today. 
We belong to you?' 
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Love, loyalty and good friends 
Contributed 
THERE IS sor0ething about quizzes and game 
shows which appeal to all of us. 
Name [hat tune: What does this item cost? 
What book would you take to a dessert island? 
Those fun and frivolous games tell us about 
o.urselves and our friends, and allow us to expe- 
rience, from the comfort of our own live.s, the 
delight of making choices without suffering 
consequences. 
Terrace Litth Theatre's second production, 
Three re tlw. Moot: begins with a game between 
three frieads. Like us, they play with decisions, 
laugh at the possibilities, and believe that their 
answem will have no impact on their lives. 
But theatrc, like life, often turns out diffcr- 
cntly than one lhinks, and the three friends find 
themsclvcs making decisions which are no 
longer games, and living with the conscquenccs. 
It is ironic that Three to the Moon, an original 
script by Terrace resident, Kelly Head, is fea- 
tured in a season promoted as a season of 
laughter. 
The play, with admittedly light moments, is 
redly a bitter sweet ale about love and loyalty 
between three good Mends. 
There are no parsons in underwear here. No 
slamming doors and no mistaken identities. 
This play is a tribute to the commitment of 
friendship and a lesson in facing all of life's de- 
cisions with humour, dignity, and love. 
Head dedicates the play to two friends whose 
lives deeply touched his own. The play is a 
tr~ute to their lives and their strength. 
And here's a quiz for you. What can you 
determine from these clues? I asked the author 
of Three to theMoon the following questions: 
A What music would you take to a dessert is. 
land? 
- "John Mayall - Jazz Blues Fusion" 
A What book would you take to read on that is. 
land? 
- '% Prayer for Owen Meeney" 
A What would you like to be remembered for if 
you were to drop out off the planet right now? 
- "I like to be thought of as straight forward. 
You may not like me, or you may like me but 
what you see is what you get. You can take me 
at facevalue." 
Three to the Moon opens Thursday, Novem- 
ber 20 at 8 p.m., running through November 21, 
22, 27, 28 and 29. Tickets available at Uniglobe 
Courtesy Travel. 
Children feel angry and 
guiltywhe ar drnk • p ents I 
But these children are trying to aRend 
Youth Addictions Counsellor school themselves. 
NW Alcohol and Drug Services It is a lesson in humility for myself, when 
LOUD MUSIC pours out of the stereo, talking with a child who hasn't slept during 
Hazy blue smoke hangs in the air, as the night, to realize they have managed to 
cigarettes dangle from lips, fingers, get themscivcs and siblings to school. 
Spilled beer nmkcs the kitchen floor 
sticky. 
Children hide in the bedroom, 
wondering when the noise will die 
down, so they can get some sleep for 
school tomorrow. 
This is a scene repeated all too often. 
Parents ~ your children have talked 
with me about how they feel when you 
drink on a weekly or nightly basis. 
Your children live in fear of what will 
happen to them during that party you 
might have on any night of the week. 
Children worry they may be hit, kicked, 
fallen on, or at best, ignored by their 
parent(s). 
The older children may take on the re- 
sponsibility of looking after the needs 
of their brothers and sisters. 
I f  you grew up in a home with an 
addict, then you know how your 
children are feeling. You will also 
k~ow tlmt your children will have 
all the reasons to drink that you 
have. 
In.~tcad bf~.p]aying with friends, doing 
homework aad getting agood night's leep, 
these older children feel they are 
.responsible for protecting, feeding and 
meeting the emotional needs of their si- 
blings. They help the younger ones get 
ready for school. 
In spite of these problems, your children 
love you. 
I suspect that my words are bringing up 
feelings of anger and guilt. That's okay. 
Remember anger and guilt is something 
children of alcoholics may live with every 
day. 
Children feel guilty, that it's their fault 
you drink. Angry, because it is what they 
see most. 
Shame be- 
cause  no-  
body  has told 
them it is 
okay to feel 
this way, and 
fear of the 
unknown. 
Children of 
a lcoho l i cs  
are at four 
times the risk 
of becoming 
alcoholic or 
addicts themselves, compared to children 
with non-alcoholic parents. 
If you grew up in a home with an addict, 
then you know how your children are feel- 
ing. You will also know that your children 
will have all the reasons to drink that you 
have. Fear, auger, guilt and shame. 
Remember, your children love youth I 
know, because they have told me. 
I f  you believe you need to make a change 
in your life, call Northwest Alcohol and 
Drug Services at 638-8117. 
Thank you. 
November 16-23 is Alcohol and Drug 
Awareness Week, 
' : :EP ILEP ,  SY .  Ep ILEPSy  '~ EP ILEPSY ,  EP ILEPSY  • EP ILEPSY  • EP ILEPSY  • EP ILEPSY  ,, EP ILEPSY .  EP ILEPSY  • 
More people have epilepsy than 
O) M.S., Muscular Dystrophy and 
~ l  Cerebral Palsy combined. 
BRITI$1~ COLUMBIA  
EPILEPSY SOCIETY 1-888-223-3366 For More Infirma/ion 
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The Members' Conflict of lnterest Act requires elected 
Members of the Legislative Assembly to separate their 
personal interests from their responsibilities as MLAs. 
The Act defines what a conflict of Interest Is for MLAs 
and cabinet ministers, and outlines what they are to do 
Io avoid conflicts and how to disclose them if they 
arise. 
The Parliamentary Reform committee is reviewing the 
Act to see ho~ it ¢ould be improved. We want to hear 
from BrilJsh Columbians: 
• do you believe the current Act is working? 
• does the Act help to foster pubiio confidence In the 
political process in British Columbia? . . . .  
• should the Actgo beyond MLAs and cabinet 
• ministers to apply to other persons involved in the 
political process? 
We want to hear from you( 
Members of the Select 
Standing Committee on Par- 
Ilamentary Reform, Ethical 
Conduct, Standing Orders & 
Private Bills: 
Mr. Graeme Bowbdck, MLA 
(Chairperson) 
Mrl Rick Thorpe, MLA (Deputy 
Chalq~erson) 
Mr. Fred Randall, MLA 
Mr. Tim Stevenson, MLA 
Mr. lan Waddall, MLA 
Mr. Harry Lull, MLA 
Ms. Gretchen Brewin, MLA 
Ms. Joan Sawicki, MLA 
Mr. GaP/Fan'elI-Collins, MLA 
Ms. Katherine Whittmd, MLA 
Mr. Paul Nettleton, MLA 
Mr. Jack Weisgerber, MLA 
To send a written submlsslon, or for more Information, 
contact: 
Mr. Nail Relmer Committee Clerk 
Room 224 
Parliament Buildings 
Victoria, BC V8V lX4 
Phone: 250-356-6318 (colleot) 
Fax:  250-356-8172 ~1 I=~¢lVtNC¢ O¢ _, lu 
r~a~ co~.Ut a¢=" 
e,mail: neil.reimer@legis,gov,bo.oa 
Internst: www, legis,gov.bo,oa/cmt/omt13 
Outstanding Achievement 
Re~Max of Terrace 
congratulates 
Shei la 
Love 
on her 
"Outstanding 
Achievement" 
for the month of October. In recognition of 
this accomplishment, Sheila is pleased to 
make this month's donation to the 
Canadian Diabetes Association. 
TERRACE , il 
EM FORD 
,300 
~ _ _  Cash Back OR 
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~ ~  Cash Back OR 
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T/lose are the best soiling cars and 
trucks/At hese #rices we exoect o 
Purchase any of these vehicles an you could 
be elegible to win  lOyO00 Cash! 
ERRACE 
EM FORD 
463i Keith Avenue 
PH (250) 6354984 
DLR#5548 
I -ag~i l~mmmiB la t -  . . . .  
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MYSTERY MAN - -  Do you know the identity of the man standing on the back of this logging truck? The photo 
was probably taken in the early 1940s..The man sitting in the cab of the truck is Archie Hippisley. 
No skateboarding in 
library park please 
I AM VERY disappointed 
that our city councillors are 
even thinking of putting a 
skateboard facility in the 
George Little Memorial 
Park. 
The idea of putting a 
skateboarding area in the 
park came up in a council 
meeting a few weeks ago. 
It's one of a number of loca- 
tions being considered. 
Do the city councillors not 
have any respect for the 
founder of Terrace, George 
Little? He donated the land 
for a park for Terraccrs 
people. I say it should be 
kept that way. 
I think there are far more 
important things that the 
city should be working on. 
Whatever happened to the 
idea of a convention centre? 
It had been planned for the 
five acres of land adjacent 
to the Willows Apartments, 
Apparently a few years 
ago the city purchased the 
land from the BC Building 
Corporation for $140,000. 
What happened to  this 
idea? A Convention centre is 
what Terrace needs. 
Maybe the city should 
look at developing the site 
of the Farmers Market, and 
making that into a 
skateboard Facility. Perhaps 
the project could be ex- 
panded to include more 
tennis courts, and maybe 
even a toboggan hill for the 
winter. That way we 
wouldn't have to won T 
about children sliding down 
the arena hill on Kalum St. 
What about those five 
ac~es of land behind the 
market? That seems like a 
perfect site for another com- 
munity garden, and maybe 
later on an arts and crafts 
centxe. 
There's many good ideas 
out there and we should all 
work together on them. But 
please, leave our George 
Little Memorial Park alone. 
* * -A-'k* 
A number of people have 
been stumped, trying to fig- 
ure out who the man stand- 
ing on the back of the t~uck 
cab is, in the picture to the 
right. 
I wonder if it could be 
Hugo Johnson? 
And of course, the person 
sitting in the cab is none 
othcr than dear little Archie 
Hippisley. 
We think the picture was 
taken in the early 1940s. 
It's on display in Mr. 
Mike's in Terrace. Maybe 
you could help us f'~gure out 
the identity of the mystery 
mau. . * * -k'k- 
And I have another favour 
to ask this week. Does any- 
one have any old phone 
books dating back to the 
1950s and 60s? 
I 'm also looking for old 
eal~ndars of local Terrace 
businesses, dating back in 
time. 
These items will come. in 
handy for me in doing some 
research into Terrace's his- 
tory. 
If you can help, call me at 
638-0423. 
"A-'k * * * 
Birthdays this month at 
Terraceview Lodge include; 
Nov. 11 Beryle Tracy 
27 Bva Mojah 
28 Caroline Sheshka 
Birthdays at the Willows 
Apartments include: 
Nov. 23 Margaret Cooper 
26 Kay Varaer 
26 Helen Pilla 
i' 
YVONNE MOEN 
LUCkq( DOLLAR BINGO 
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30 
Thornhill Junior 
Secondary 
School 
! 2Thomhill 
Junior 
Secondary 
School 
3 Terrace 4Kermode 5 Terrace 
Minor Fdendship Blueback 
Baseball 
Association Society Swim Club 
9 10 
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Sr. Sec. Minor Hockey 
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Canadian Terrace 
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Association S~rn Club 
16 17 
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4410 Legion, Terrace 
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7 Te~a~ 28~ I.tttle The~e 
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Nisga'a Tnbal 
Council 
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Terrace Community 
Volunteer Bureau Society r~Sh~ 
~ames ~.NC~ub T~TaceAni~ov~ ~R TmceSi~n9 ~ 
Doors 11:30 a.m. 
Doors 4:30 p.m. 
Doors 9:30 p.m. 
Last Wednesday of the month Is DOUBLE BINGO 
SMOKE REMOVAL AISLE CONCESSION 
635.2411 
HEW FROHTIER. 
With tile orriual of tile spori ulililv Dodge ourango and file four-doer Ram Quad Call, lllere's olllu one complete lineup of lrliclls. 
it's all al uour Dodge TrUCll cefllres, which ore flow fealuring o greal deal 09 tile poulerllll Ram ST qxq. 
1990 DOdge Ram 1500 ST 4x4 
q~. 
Official Sponsor nf the 
Can;tdi;m Olympic Tt'am 
t~ FULL TANK OF FUEL 
WITH EVERY PUPCHASE 
OP LEAS E OF A NEW 199B 
(RETAIL AND gLEET) ~ ( :I IR','hl,l'l{ 
,= . ,~. .v ,c ,  OHLV AT YOUR LOCAL BeG. CHRYSLER DEALER, GOLDKey,-- 
.3HKYSLER 
Dodge 
Jodge Trucl~s 
CHRYSLER 
Pl.qmoutli 
Jeepf eagle 
t Ba.~,cl on a 30 month lease. Total lease ob~igat,on is $11,095. Free kilometres are hrnfled to 51.000. Charge of $ 09'km for excess kdomatres. Subject Io approval by Chrysler Credit Canada Lad 
Th=s 6 a dosed Bnd lease wilh no buyback requitement. ?Lease for vehicle equ=ppod as de~ribed. Dodge Ram Regular Cab 4x4 23A+HAA,AJK,DSA. Lease Includes $900 freight and excludes 
hcenco msLJtance, regJstration and loxes. Wheel pad,,age may not be exactly as shown. These are halted brae oilers and apf~y to letail delfvenes of 1998 models for personal use only and may 
n~bec~mbmedwdhany~her~ers~Dea~er~Mermaybenecessary~Dea~ermay~ease~rfessSeedea~erf~rdetaHsandc~nditi~ns~ ~. Olficial mark of the Canadian Olyrnpic Association. 
www0chryslercanada.ca 
Introducing tit0 first ogtondod cad with four doors, How thews rooln fur the wllolo gang to get In and out will1 tho convenionco of tllelr own door, 
With Ram's famous stgllng and a grille lhat will stop traffic, tllo Quail Cab Is Uowored 61/a 5.2L or Ino oeuonal 5.9L go Inat Ulclls out an Incro911110 245 horsopowor, 
• 5,300 ibs, towing capacity 
• Sum-grip axle 
• Cruise control 
• Tilt steering 
1990 DOdge Ram Quail Cab 
• 5,2L 230 tip Magnum UO 
• 5-Speed manual Iransmission 
• Dual air bags to/passenger 
on/off sLuIIcil 
• 40/20/40 Spilt front I]encll 
• AM/Fhl Stereo cassette 
w/4 speaHers 
• Air conditioning 
23A pacNage Includes: 
Games 12:4,5 
Games 6:15 
Games 10:OO p.m, 
mon,,,o ,o oo,, , , .  
PlUS $2,400 downpavmonl 
or edulualent trado, 
$325 socurltu oeuosit, 
$900 freight included, 
@ 
Dodge 
Tru~ Centre 
Local choirs join New Yorl< singers 
FIVE CHOIRS from Ter- 
race, numbering over 60 
people, will be joining the 
Harlem Spiritual Ensemble 
from New York for a unique 
concert on Nov, 22. 
The choirs have been 
practicing six spiritual songs 
since September. During the 
performance they'll act as 
backup Singers for the 
ensemble. 
Choirs participating in- 
clude the Northwest Singers 
and Knox United Church 
and Youth choirs, under the 
direction of Marilyn Brodie, 
the Zion Baptist choir under 
Ruth Bahr and the Kermode 
Choristers, under Terry 
Anderson. 
The choirs have just com- 
pleted two formal rehearsals 
with the ensemble's direc- 
tor, Dr. Francois Ciemmons. 
He tours with the ensem- 
ble throughout the United 
States; Europe and Asia. 
The singing group was 
born of a desire to preserve 
the great Negro spirituals. 
The songs date from a time 
that black Africans were 
forced to work as slave 
laborers in the U.S. 
When African slaves were 
brought to the U.S. they 
were split up and taken to 
farms wilhout i regard to 
family ties or trial affilia- 
tion. Sometimes those 
placed together didn't even 
speak the same language. 
In this alien environment, 
communication through 
music helped the African 
slaves survive. From them 
sprang noble music, which 
is now internationally 
recognized as one of the 
most outstanding contribu- 
tions of American culture to 
the world. 
Because instruments were 
primitive, except for a great 
variety of drums, the real 
THE HARLEM SPIRITUAL ENSEMBLE bdngs the great Negro spldtuab to Ter- 
race on Nov. 22. Five local choirs are joining these talented singers for a unique 
performance never seen before in Terrace. 
strength of African music be used as conveyance of 
came from the passion and hidden messages. The songs 
vocal quality of the singers, became codes used by the 
European music, with its underground railroad to help 
beautiful melodies and slaves planning to escape 
harmonies, was composed north. 
mainly for listening. African For example, "One 
music, with its strong Mo'P,a'bber tuh Cross" sig- 
rhythms, was made for nailed an escapee that he 
swaying, dancing and acting needed to cross one more 
out stories, fiver before the un- 
As decades passed and derground railroad would 
new generations of slaves end and he ~vould be free. 
were born, the culture and "Go Down Moses," sung 
traditions of Africa were in the presence of the 
forgotten and the new masters, openly encouraged 
American culture was ac- those bold enough to rebel 
cepted along with its tell- to do so. Today "Go Down 
gion, Christianity. Moses" has become one of 
Slaves heard b~lical the songs snng by groups in 
stories and put them to many parts o f  the world 
music to help themselves who are fight~g for their 
through daily hardships, freedom. 
These new ritual songs be- With respect to the history 
came known as spirituals, of American Negro 
But spirituals also came to spirituals, the Harlem 
=1 g III =1 Ik ' t 'd [ I  tl d I I I  = l ik ' i ' ra  g L111 =1 Ik ' l  '
The Canadian Taxpayers 
Federation is a national organiza- 
tion based in Alberta, and the 
Citizens Research Institute is an 
extremist group from Vancouver. 
They don't care about what's 
important to the North. 
All they want is your signature 
and your tax dollars to advance 
their own narrow, political agen- 
da. 
We don't support the hidden agenda 
behind recall. 
Skeena Taxpayers Association 638-0062 
Spiritual Ensemble attempts 
to sing these songs as close- 
ly as poss~le to the original 
interpretations. 
For example, the ensemble 
makes sure none of its 
members trip the spirituals 
of their dignity by "correct- 
ing" the original pronuncia- 
tion. "Lord" is pronounced 
"Lewd," "brother" is 
"brudduh," and "these" is 
"dues." 
The spiritual songs were 
born in the fields, often in a 
rural setting, and the ensem- 
ble wants to keep the in- 
tegrity of this music. 
Your chance to hear this 
unique music, performed in 
part by local choirs, is on 
Saturday, Nov. 22 at 8 p.m. 
in the REM Lee Theatre. 
Tickets are $26 at Erwins in 
the Skeena Mall. 
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Lions 3rd Annual 
KARAMA 
I i:i part icipated in making this event  a huge success :  ~ ' 
I ~ . . . . .  Lil" 
FIREWORKS: 
City of Terrace, Downtown Lions, Terrace Nisga'a Tribal Council 
McTerrace Restaurants Inc., McEwan GM, Pacific Northern Gas 
FOOD: . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Canada Safeway, Overwaitea, Terrace Co,op, 
SUPPORTING EVENTS: 
• Monster Bonfire City of Terrace, 
Terrace Regional Correction Centre 
• Haunted House - Kermodei Friendship Centre, 
Healthy Choices for Youth 
• Teen Dance - First Nations Education Centre, Nights Alivel 
• Live Entertainment in the Bandshell - Terrace Sight & Sound 
• Support in the Park - Terrace Volunteer Bureau, Shames Mtn. 
Ski Corp., Terrace Fire Dept. & Terrace RCMP. 
A library 
of books, 
videos and 
pamphlets. 
(7) 
BRITISH COLUMBIA  1 -888-223-3366 
EPILEPSY SOCIETY For,tlorel.fimnatlo,z 
three to the moon" 
ii i 
The Terrace Lille Theatre, i i~!i~i 
in association wilh Thealre DC, I 
] 
iS prOud !0 presenl, , .  
a play by local aulhor 
Kelly Head 
directed by 
6era Rasmussen 
Hovember 
20, 21, 22& 27, 29 
6:00 pm in lhe : 
MCCOIi Playhouse 
. . . ,  : 
3625 Kalum $1. ' :~' : : :  
lickels s 12 
available at 
Uniglobe : 
• CeurtesyTravel:i i 
SCHOOL DISTRICT 82 (COAST MOUNTAINS) 
TRUSTEE BY-ELECTION 1998 
NOTICE OF NOMINATION PERIOD 
PUBLIC NOTICE is given to the electors of School District 82 (Coast Mountains) that a Trustee by-election 
will be held on Saturday, January 17, 1998 to elect one trustee to represent School District 82 (Coast , 
Mountains) as follows: 
Trustee (one)- for the remainder of a three year term (1996/99 calendar years) to represent the 
Municipality of Kitimat, Kitamaat Village, Kemano, Klemtu, Butedale, and Cable Car Subdivision. 
Nominations for qualified candidates will be received during regular office hours at the School Board 
Office (Terrace), 3211 Kenney Street, Terrace, B.C. and the Municipal Office, 270 City Centre, Kitimat, 
B.C. 
Office Hours: : -, 
9:00 a.m.- 12:00 noon and 1:00 p.m. - 4:30 p.m., Tuesday, December 2/97 
8:30 a.m. - 12:00 noon and 1:00 p.m. - 4:30 p.m., Wednesday, December 3 to 
Thursday, December 11/97 ' 
8:30 a.m. - 12:00 noon and 1:00 p.m. - 4:00 p.m., Friday, December 12/97 
NO NOMINATIONS WILL BE ACCEPTED AFTER 4:00 P.M. FRIDAY, DECEMBER 12/97 I 
Nomination documents are available during regular office hours, at the following locations: 
School Board Office (Terrace) 
3211 Kenney Street - Terrace 
Kitirnat Municipal Office 
270 City Centre - Hitimat 
Candidates shall be nominated in writing by two duly qualified electors of the jurisdiction for which the 
person is nominated, the nomination paper shall be delivered to the Chief Elections Officer, or designate, 
at any time between the date of this notice and 4:00 p.m. December 12, 1997. The nomination paper 
shall include the name of the person nominated (both full name and usual name, if different); the resi- 
dential address and mailing address of the nominee, the names and residential addresses of the nomi- 
nators; a statement by the nominators that to the best of their knowledge the person nominated is qual- 
ified to be nominated and if applicable, a statement hat the nominee is endorsed b~ an elector 
organization. 
LIST OF REGISTERED ELECTORS 
A list of registered resident electors will be available for public Inspection at the School Board Office. Terrace and Kitimat Municipal 
Office during regular business hours from November 19, 1997 to January 16, 1998. The list of registered electors has been pro- 
duced on the basis of the Provincial List of Voters in all the areas except the Municipality of Kitimat which uses a Municipal Voters' 
List, prepared under the Provincial Election act, 
SPECIAL NOTICE TO (NON RESIDENT). PROPERTY ELECTORS 
A person who is not a resident of Kitimat, but who has been a registered owner of real property In Kitimat for at least 30 days, may 
register as a property elector, a non-resldent property elector must apply for a Certificate from School District 82 (Coast 
Mountains) at least 14 days before General Voting Day on January 17, 1998, No Certificate may be applied for after January 2, 
1998, 
- GIVEN UNDER MY HAND AT TERRACE, B.C. 
this 19th day of November 1997 
(Mrs.) Elaine Johnson, Chief Election Officer 
For further information contact: 
(Mrs.) Elaine Johnson, Chief Election Officer 635-2965 
COAST MOUNTAINS SCHOOL DISTRICT 82 635-4931 - Local 201 
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DAVE TAYLOR PORTS 
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638-7283 
r] r , 
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LISA HAMER, one of our nominees for Coach of the 
Year, guides her horse over a jump at this years Fail 
Fair. A total of eight people have been nominated for 
the award this year, but just to make sure there aren't 
any stragglers out there we've extended the deadline. 
You now have unUl Fdday to nominate your favourite 
coach .  ~ ,i: ..... 
Coach of the year 
Contest deadli ne extended' 
A FLURRYoflsst-minutc COACH patient guy for littie kids." ¢oaching minorbascballin in the Zones," says Bradley 
nominations has increased Terrace Minor Baseball the spring and minor hockey Gunulaugson. "He's a great 
ourCoach oftheYear con- coach Randy Latimer has in tbe winter. He has also at- coach." 
testants to eight. But we're als0 been nominated for tended several clinics to hn- Those sentiments were 
still going to give everyone ~ / L / /  Coach of the Year. Latimer prove his coaching, echoed by teammates 
one last chance to pat a few ~ ~_x\ - /  has been Coaching in the The Main family says Timothy Nordin, Jason 
more of our coaches on the ~ ' ~  northwest for 26 years, Lathner's enthusiasm is Klein, Steven Gough and 
back. ~ ~ |!]~ since he was 14-years-old. really appreciated by both Steven Biagioni. 
The deadline for the /x ,~ '~YEAR Latilner was nominated by players and parents. "Each year Mr. Fullerhas 
Coach of Year award, Walker and Daniel Main, The final new nominee coached his best and hn- 
sponsored by Keenleyside [-- L~- -  - who say Latimer is "an ex- last week was Skeena Jr. proved the team," Biagioni 
Insurance and Cinaway hn- cellent guy and a very good boyg volleyball coach Gary says. 
pressions has been extended and is working on Level 
by one week. That means Two. She has even travelled 
you have until this Friday, all the way to Europe to im- 
Nov. 21 to get those last- prove her coaching skills. 
minute nominations in to "She's always there to 
our office, loan equipment, give sug- 
T'aen it's up to the judges gestions or listen to your 
to decide who among this riding problems," GaY- 
great group of coaches ronskysays. 
deserves the biggest nod. Terrace Minor Softball 
Last week, four more coach Brian Smith was 
very.worthy nominees came nominated by fellow coach 
forward. They join fellow Nolan Beaudry. Beaudry 
nominees Nick Kollias, says Smith is extremely 
Steve Scott, Steve Smyth popular with the younger 
and Dick Springer. players. 
Horseback riding coach "The kids really, really, 
Lisa Hamer was nominated like him," he says. "Last 
by student Pan Gavronsky. year we had three or four re. 
She says Hamer has quests from kids who 
coached her for more than wanted to be on his team." 
five years and has been a Smith has been coaching 
huge inspiration, since 1992 and has his 
"Your problem is always NCCP Level One certifi- 
her problem," Gavromky cute. This past season, his 
says. "Not only is she a teams were first in the Ter- 
coach to me, she is also a race Minor Softball league 
mentor, a sister and a and he was heralded as the 
fi'iend." league's best coach. 
Hamer is the official "His teams always do 
coach of the Terrace Pony well because he spends so 
Club. She has passed her much time with them," 
CEF coaching Level One Beaudry says. "He's a very 
coach." Fuller. Fuller was 
Lati~ner is well-known in nominated by about half his 
the community, having volleyball team, who all in- 
coached baseball, basketball sist he's one great coach. 
and hockey for both chil- Fuller has been coaching 
dren and adult men and for 13 years, improving the 
women, skills of many young 
In 1986 he coached the players in Terrace. 
won~en's basketball coach "Last year, Mr. Fuller 
that placed first at the took the Orade Eightboys' 
Northern BC Winter Games. team from nothing in the 
More recently, he's been regular season to first place 
So remember, the deadline 
has been extended and 
there's till three days left to 
get in any more nomination 
forms. That form can be 
found on page A3. Fill it out 
with the details and drop it 
off to our office at 3210 
Clinton St. Or you can fax it 
to us at 638-8432. 
This is your last chance. 
Ga~ Fuller ~ . Randy Latimer Brian Smith 
Two-on-two league starts 
Courts 
and hoops 
now open 
THERE'S A new game in 
town.  
Those looking for some 
hot hoop action can now 
head to the Northwest Com- 
munity College for a little 
two-on-two competition. 
The athletic facility at the 
college has reopened after 
renovations and the new 
owner is looking to start a 
two-on-two basketball 
league here. 
Pete Weeber says he's 
pretty excited about starting 
the new activity. 
CENTENNIAL CHRISTIAN'S Kevin Braun spikes the ball at his opponents In 
their first match of the Zone Rnals. Both Centennial and Skeena won their first 
round of the finals. 
Junior boys square 
off at Caledonia 
SKEENA AND Centennial 
Christian's boys volleyball 
teams squared off for the 
lsst time this year at the 
Zone Championships held at 
Caledonia over the 
weekend. 
Both Junior clubs have 
had their ups and downs this 
year, but as Skeena coach 
Gary Fuller says, none of 
the beginning of the seven- 
team tournamenL 
Centennial handily won 
their first two games. 
Skeena kicked butt in their 
first game against Prince 
Rupert, winning 15-2. But 
they struggled a bit in the 
second before mounting an 
amazing comeback. 
The boys were down 11-5 
that matters at the Zone. and on their heelswhen Ful- 
Finals. 
" I  told the guys it doesn't 
matter how you played all 
year," he says. " I t  matters 
how you play today." 
Both Centennial and 
Skeeaa came out strong at 
ler called n limeout to get 
them focussed. They went 
on to win that game, 16-14 
to take the best-of-three in
two straight. 
"We haven't played that 
well this year," Fuller says. 
"But we made some 
changes and they seem to be 
working. We played 
Centennial last week and we 
beat them for the fast time 
this year." 
Cemtraanial also looked 
strong in their first game, 
especially team Captain 
Kevin Brssm, 
The Zone Finals are the 
end of the line for Junior 
players since there is no 
Junior Provincials. 
Final scores at the Zone 
Finals weren't available at 
press lime, so 10ok for 
results in an upcoming Stan- 
dard. 
"You always hear 
about how Terrace has 
no recreation facil&'es 
and that to get some 
will cost millions of 
dollars. But why not 
try to do something 
with what we've got?" 
--Pete Weeber 
"You always hear about 
how Terrace has no recrea- 
tion facilities and that to get 
some will cost millions of 
dollars," he says. "But why 
not try to do something with 
what we've got?" 
So Weeber picked up a 
movable basketball hoop 
and set it up in the racquet- 
ball court at the college. 
"It works great," hc says. 
"There's plenty of room in 
the court but there's no out- 
of-bounds, so it makes for a 
very fast-paced game." 
Wecber says he hopes to 
get some two-on-two 
TWO,ON'TWO ball is the newest game in town now that the college athletic facil- : 
i tyis open again. The courts are open too, and new organizer Pete Weeber is ! 
looking for anyone Interested in getting involved in a two-on-two league or I 
squash racquetball and wallyball leagues 
seeing more families come 
through the doors since he 
replaced the aging exercise 
equipment with pool tables, 
foosball tables and air hock- 
ey games. 
tournaments going to show- greeted wltll great relief by 
case local talent. Terraee's quash, racquet- 
" I  think that would be ball and wailybali players 
really fun," he says. "We who hadtogo without heir 
have lots of talented basket' favourite sports for months, 
ball players in Terrace and But those courts are once 
squash while the kids play .i 
basketball or other games. '
Sundays are especially 
busy." 
Wceber says anyone inter- i 
ested in playing two-on-two i 
basketball, or any of the'. 
other sports can call the club I 
for more information at 638-'. 
5457. ' 
the Native conununlties," again alive with players "We wanted to get more 
There-opening of the struggling to regain their variety in here," he says. 
athletic centre, now call the form. "Now we'll have a doctor 
Oasis Sports Club, ~ was And Weeber says he's and his wife come and play 
i" 
! 
i 
i i 
i • 
!' 
! , !  
i ! 
: ! 
: f 
~. i :  ¸ 
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"e le  b ra  
Ch  r i s  tm a s 
-i 
• "7 f;"/ 
with [ne 
Downtown Me 
and the 
Terrace 
• S opp ing  ( ~ ¢~ 
" "~"3  '''''~ 
with an evening of late night sho Inl 
't Miss The Saving 
. ,  
L 
T 
. j 
L, 
7 ¢ 
Buy Me,,, & I'm Free.! 
Husqvarna Viking # 1+ Huskylock 905 
• Exclusive Sewing Advisor TM -2, 3, 4-thread serger 
• Automatic self-adjusting .Differential feed 
tension .Instant rolled edge 
• Programdisplay window .Auto tension release 
allows you to preview .Free arm design 
stitches .Self-threading lower 
• Computerized hoop looper 
embroidery .Color-coded channels 
• Ten repeat buttonhole styles .Lay-in tensions 
• Omni-motion feed system .Instructional video 
and much more, included. 
Husqvama 
LKING 
,= . ht~:flwww.husq v=.'n Ivtkln I ,corn . • 
~~e fa#i¢ t¢outique 
8 Kalum St., Terrace 638-1335 
4. 
=6 
o r Y o u ,  i , ,  v 
LIFE... ~'XCITING-, 
DAYS! ! 
EVERYTHING 
IN TH[E STORE! 
t ,  
: | :  
J MAKE YOUR PURCHASE AND DIP INTO THE FISH I!i 
I  OWL O ,OU. is ouN, 
All Edgings All Buttons i~ 
50% 
:: 7 
~t 
i?_ 
per metre / -~ t?~ :" 
i,: 
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Friday, November 21 
5 pm - 10 pm 
Terrace Interiors 
4610 Lazelle Ave. 635-6600 
=I 
= Clip & Save 
~ ~ ~ :' * ~~ t,I / U ofl any l the store 
' 5pro- 11pmFridayonlY, i
' ~ *(excluding lingerie) 
~,, :  ,:¢,: ~, ,~ .. ~; 1 m m I i  1 m m m 
ORTHCOAST\ \ A N ~  
We've gone mad... 
Everyt ing in the store is on sale! 
! 
" ScoPes ' Binnoccuiars ' Rods' Reels " ' 
' Aust~lian Outback Collection 
Columbia Sportswear Collection ° 
Plus much, much morel 
MOONLIGHT MADNESS 
Cri, ay, November 21 
Ge in on some EXTRA 
SPECIAL SAVINGS! 
Northcoast Anglers Ltd. 
"We specialize in hunting & fishing" 
Randy & Leona Murray 
3217 Kalum St, Downtown Terrace 
638-6496 
Watch for 
our flyer 
coming 
soon, filled 
with many 
more 
Christmas 
_ . . . .  ; "  
"Unique Clothes & Footwear" ~ ' ; . "  .-- "~ J  
Joinusfor~e~,t:oon:~htMadn~ssSav ~ l  
4548 Laze l le  Ave  ,,~t To Sp,,,0°, A dona#on from this "Sale Event"being I 
,I given to tile Terrace Food Bank I 
.... ;. ,~,:=..~. .~. ~. i~): : J~ ", 
Jo in Us For Super Savings 
F~,day, Nov. 21 5 ~ - 11 ~ 
4~i Snper Stocking Stuffers ~;~ .... :: i --- ~ • Chenille Throws : ' .  • lambs 
,. " • Puzzles~~Ot~~_,.~ ltems ;:i : ' .  ' .  ~'~ ~ - -  ~ " ' ~  " 
,, .~ :  ~.! 
:~" .'..:'. ::::.... t,.'!:~ 
"' : ' "~  !~i 
~:~,~;:!i!!iiii: Located In The Coast Inn of the West 638-1892 
I 
Terrace 
Shopping Centre 
635-5111 
I 
I 
i l 
!i!iii!! 
o 
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===============================: 
• ..:;~:., :::..~:i:i::i~.~::~¢~iiii:~ 
' ,::~i:i::@"::,:~::~:~$:$!: 
~ ~-~;:~;:;.,'i:i~::~!~. 
~;:;:~:i~.:~::~.~;:.;: $ :~: ~::.;:;i~ 
/ r i P .  ' 
•om us e~noay, November  21 
and Saturday, November  22  
Everything In The Store is 
FindgreatgiftsforeveryoneonyourChrisbnas/ist. 
::::::::::::::::::::::: ...... ~ii ~ :  .,~.:~!ifili~!i ~, ~e~ed~:~,~,: ,~,~ 
!iiiiii{~iiiiii!gigi!iiiiiiij!iigii~ii!s;:~il ~ 
i!¢~ii; 
~:ii:i!i 
,......., 
N 
N 
~i~!~i,i , 
i!iii',iiii 
~i:,i! 
?.. 
i 
12i i  
J Santa Sized Savings at 
J ~ Ev's MensWear 
20% Off 
Our Complete Stock 
9 am to 11 pm November 21 
A Great Opportunity To Shop For 
That Special Man In Your Life! 
Ev's Mens Wear 
4605 Lakelse Ave. 635-5420 
I r ii . Put  Some ~ FAr, , . /~  
z/~uis Cbtistm,~/ 
a gift they willcherish forever. ~i!i!~!!~i!i!~!:i!~i!!i:~!~!!~i~ii~i~ii~iiiii!iii!i!~i!iii~ii~i~!~iii~iiiiiiiiii~i~ 
t -  ' -  - -  " -  - -  ' - "  - "  - -  " -  I 
Clip&Save 
I Friday, November21 ONLY I 
I I 
,, 20O o. , 
J Clip this coupon and save 20% of/any regular J 
J price item in the store, 9pro- 11pro one, j l 
(Terrace Shopping Centre Store One,) 
• J ': 
Ter race  Shopp ing  Cent re  635-5111 
7-  8 PM ONLY 
50% oFF 
Al l  Chr i s tmas  
8-  9 PM ONLY 
79¢ 
Lav Chias 
9-  10  PM ONLY 
79¢ 
2L POP 
7 - 8 PM ONLY 
25% o .  
A f l  Tnv_Q In  F ; tnnk  
F•i 
H 
i 
50% oFF 50% off 25% oFF 
All Boxed All Christmas All Fashion Ladies, Men's & ~ 
Christmas Cards Wrapping Paper Children's Wear  
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~ m m m m m m m m m ~ m m m m m m m m m m i i~  
! I, 
i 
ii~1 I : $2.00 COUPON OFF ,, s4.00 COUPON OFF $5.00 COUPON OFF '~ i i i,,~!i 
' Any  Toss  Cush ion  , '  Any  S tar f r i t  , '  Any  Winter  Boot  
i i ~i i i |ii~!. 
In  S tock  P roduct  , In S tock  ,i~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  _ .  _ . . ,  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  .' , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  J:~! 
Va lue  House Bread 
567g i 
$39.99 
"PASTA EXPRESS" 
Pasta Maker 
Pringles 
Come in and check out our 
i |  • Little Tykes" catalogue, 
Get your order in for X-mas! 
Handisnacks 
$16.88 
BRITA "SLIM" 
(~ ii*i !7 
!,!i!: 
ilFi!~i 
!~i!il 
: !  
!/. 
i. 
:i J 
I i 
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¸ ...... ........ ........ .......................................................... ! ...  
• TI : : ;  : :  : : / L ; ;  i ; ' i qT i  :i! "¸,'¸!¸" ~:  ¸." F : !  !i : i i !q i :~ i :  '::i:: : L  :/: L :T: ~:IF il;i!::ii:!ii::!:ili:~;it~:~ii :i::i~i:!i!,!i~:~!~:~:!~::~i~!:~:ii`~ii~!~::(~:~::i:~:;~::;~::ii:::~ii:i:~.:!~::~::~.::~!i~i.`!~::F!:!i!i:!i:.L:i :¸-'¸¸ 
:i?:i~:~i)i!i: :~i~:: i)ii!Ti i~~iF~ !:i iT ~ ~Fi?i!i!i~:!E: ! 
Previously )~) 
Played Games 50  % Off Woo! Friday, November  21 
15% -30% Off 
" ~',',i~ Boxed Sweaters Selected Giftltems 
Game Gear ~ 15O~ o~ ~Cut  out Mis enlry fonn and dmp it off to ::::"--:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~.oe,,.; ,,,., ~))) Cards win aWoodenShelf&CoatRac, ,!:": 
F NAME:" 
::::! Ph: l! Super Nintendo $24.99 ::!: ~ . 
I:1 SwtoJrt°~Ss !:):; Vi'taminCcaplets I"1 '"'"'"~"C0asters i~'ii~'l BarsOrangee~g ['~'~" 
I ~ls.n. 1:~!1 ~oos~moJJsa/e l!lsa/e i 
Great gtfts for every member of tbe family 
can be found right here. 
Short Bread Life Diapers Wooden ~:~1 Patent ,in us for many instore sJ~wdals all eeening long/ 
'o g I ~ Horse )1 Evening Ba ' tion of the season. Come Joi. us today. 
Sale '1 Buy 4 pay , Sale ISale I 
99, i '4" iii '4" 
Open Until 10:00 pm 
Northwestern Specialty Foods & Gifts 
4621 Lazelle Ave. 638-0300 
i)~:)i Evening Bag 
i i::iii:~i)i~)~y~)iii~!~iii~!!i)i~)iii)~iii~iii)iiiii,:ii~iii?:~,~i~i)~)ii~2~!i!)iiii!i!~i~ 
)~)?))::))O~i~' ~))))))ii)i)))))i()i))))))))))i))'~ ~)  ~ ))) (ii 
I:!:!:E:~ 
~:ii~'i:!ii I I )2 iSHOPPERS 
,~,~,~ ' '  RUG~I~~ ~':":'~'~:~::'~'":'b!i i ~ i l  "~ '~re~ure  Ho~e .~.,~, o 
~!~:~::: iii!iiiiiii!;iii!!ii::i:,i!:;::: i~ Terrace  : i  i : i i i  4607 Laze l le  Ave ,  635:3803 . . . .  : : : : :m : : : :  :::::, : : : : : . : . , ,  
Kathleen & Company r~ 
Pepsi  or 7up,~,~ ~ Ladies Fashions & Accessories 
60nlyv~lidm Buy One Imported 138's 
p p Only valid 1 h .^. : ' Sizes Small to Plus 
Nov. 21/97 OetOne 6pmtollprn, ,u. 12DAYSONLY!  While Stocks Lasti FREE! Nov. 21/97 Wt~ [ ]  Aif i  
: • While S~ks Last! : ~ | I/I/ 
~ l ,  Limit.heo per customer, I ~  ] m November  21  & 22  (F r iday  & Saturday) mlm m m m m m mlmm m m m 
: Shady Lane Butter Fresh  Baked  in our  S tore  
°nmyva'id 2 ,~e 3 Onlyvalid Buy Olrl e ~ I ~ 0 0 ~  6 pm to 11 pm 6 prn to .11 pm 
Nov. 21/97 Nov. 21/97 Get One 
While Stocks Losl! WhiieS~ksLast, FREE! ~; ~~~ ~ ~ 
,,.u,,o,~,, ,.,°,,. per ~o~,ooer' ~ ,m, ~o ,.r ~u~,o , , , , r  °~:~::~:::~..:~::~:~:~:~::~:~:~:~:~.~:~:~:~:~°~:~°~~ 
m m m m mm m . m  mmm m n m m 
L CLIP Kraft Peanut Butter SCHNEIDERS BACON ~:,,:,:,,~,:,~:~ . . . . . . . . . . .  ................. ,:::,:,:,::::~:~:::-- 1 
Assorted Varieties 5009 Packa9e I 
Onlyvalid Buy One Onlyvalid Buy One It 
6pmto 11 pm. • I 
Nov. 21/97 Get One 6 pm to 11 pm Nov. 21/97 Get One I 
Whil.S~k, La,, FREEI While Skks Last! FREE! ~:,,~:,:- . . . . .  _ ~_  
L ~ - l . - ~ L ~ i l  PLU #456 iii*iii!i::iiii;!!:,!i)!i:,' : Katldeen &~ PLU #454 Limll ~o per cus lomer  L . . .~~l imi l  two per cusl0mer 
. . . . . . . .  !iii:~i!!)~'/~ii :.~  ~: !ii!i:.i ~ I 
Kra~racker~!!  B.B.Q. Chicken i :i'/ 'e,~Jl~°~ iii::i~:,~,, 
99 I~;~ ~i~"  ' Barrel ¢ 0nlyvalid Buy One ::i:i~i~,::,~:,i~::~,:~,:!i:!~ ....... ~: i:::::::::::::::~: Cheeseqe ¢ pm to 11 pro 
750g EACH Nov. 21/~7 Get One sorry .o,~y.,,.y. or ho~e, 
W~le S~ La,|Z FREE! Friday Only Spe 
7-9pro .................................... 40~ 
I Limit lwo per customer ~ [PLU_#4.58 Lu.mil_lw.o per cusf0mer 9-11pm ................................. 40~ I" m m mm m u m mum m m mm m m W I . . . . • 
ITEMS ONLY VAUD AT TERRACE SAFEWA, DURING Kathleen e 
"MOONLIGHT MADNESS" 6 pm to 11 pm Nov. 21/1997 
Located in The Terrace Shopping Centre 635-1700 
I I  
# 
i ! J 
ACTION AD RATES 
638-7283 
DEADLINE:  FR IDAY 4 P .M.  
Disp|ay, Word Classified and Classified Display 
ADVERTISING DEADLINES: When a stat holiday falls 
on a Saturday, Sunday or Monday, the deadline;Is 
Thuradav at 4 p.m. for all disDlav and classif ied ads. 
TERRACE STANDARD, 3210 CLINTON STREET 
TERRACE, B.C. V8G 5R2 
All .classified and classified display ads MUST BE 
PREPAID by either cash, VISA or Mastercard. When 
phoning in ads please have your VISA or Mastercard 
number ready. 
CLASSIFIED WORD ADS OBITUARIES 
T.Standard ~ insertion - $6.60 (+tax) $25.00 for 3 inches 
W.Advertiser 1 insertion $7.61 (+tax) *Additional at $6.94 
Both Issues {consecutive) - $11.50 (+tax) per column inch. 
ADDITIONAL ISSUES - $6.00 ea. No copy change - consecutive 
issues. *Additional words {over 20) 15¢ each per issue. 
CLASSIFIED DISPLAY ADS CONFIDENTIAL BOX SERVICE 
$1E.84 per column inch Pickup $3.50 Mail out $5.00 
BIRTHDAY/ANNIVERSARY LEGAL ADVERTISING 
$25.00 for 3 inches, includes 1 photo. $12.78 per column inch 
*Additional at $6.94 per column inch 
For regional coverage place your  ad in the weekend 
edit ion of the Weekend Advertiser. 
10' REAL ESTATE , .. . • : 10:: REAl, ESTATE 
THE OWNERS SAY S-E-L-L 
Price Reduction On 
5223 Mountain Vista Drive 
NOW $173,900 MLS 
% 
5304 Mountain Vista Drive 
NOW $159,900 MLS 
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CTION AD 
The Terrace Standard reserves the right o classify ads under appropriate headings and to set rates therefore and to determine page location. 
The Terrace Standard reminds advertisers that it is against he provincial Human Rights Act to discriminate on the basis of children, marital status and 
employment when placing "For Rent:" ads. Landlords can state a no-smoking preference. 
The Terrace Standard reserves the right o revise, edit, classify or reject any advertisement and to retain any answers directed to the News Box Reply 
Service. and to repay the customer the sum paid for the advertisement and box rental. 
Box replies on "Hold" instructions not picked up within tO days of expiry of an advertisement will be destroyed unless mailing instructions are received. 
Those answering Box Numbers are requested not to send original documents to avoid loss. 
All cMIms of errors in advertisements must be received by the publisher within 30 days after the first I~ublication. 
It is agreed by the advertiser requesting space that the liability of the Terrace Standard in the event of failure to ~ublish an advertisement aspublished 
shall be limited to the amount paid by the advertiser for only one incorrect insertion for the portion of the advertising space ocaupied by the incorrect or 
omitted item omy, and that here shall be no liability in any event greater than the amount ~aid for such advertising. 
Name Address  
Phone  Start Date  # of Insertions - -Ter race  Standard #Weekend Advertiser 
CLASS IF ICAT ION.  .Credit Card No. Expi ry  Date__  
E3 V ISA  [ ]  MASTERCARD 
PLEASE CLEARLY  PR INT  YOUR AD BELOW - ONE WORD PER SPACE 
6 
11 
7 
12 
16  17 
6 .75  6 .90  
7.55 
Cl ip & Mall Th is  Form To: 
Terrace Standard 
3210 Clinton St., Terrace, B.C. VeG 5R2 
OVER 30 
CLASSIFICATIONS! 
10. Real Estate 
20 Mobile Homes 
30 For Rent 
40 Commercial Space 
For Rent 
50 Wanted to Rent 
60 For Rent Misc 
70 For Sale Misc 
80 Wanted Misc 
85 To Give Away 
90 Cars For Sale 
100 Trucks For Sale 
110 Aircraft 
120 Recreation Vehicles 
130 Motorcycles 
140 Snowmobiles 
150 Boats and Marine 
160 Heavy Duty Equipment 
170 Farm Machinery 
180 Pets 
190 Livestock 
200 Farmers Market 
210 Garage Sales 
220 Lost and Found 
230 Personals 
240 Bidhs 
250 Card of Thanks 
260 In Memorium 
270 Obituaries 
280 Busines.s Services 
290 Bus Opportunities 
295. Courses 
300. Help Wanted 
320 Work Wanted 
325 Situations Wanted 
330. Notices 
340. Legal Notices 
7,70 
8 
13  
18  
7 ,O5 
8.00 
14 
19  
7 .20  
8 .15  
For longer no, 
4 5 
9 10  
15  
20  - $6 .60  
7 .35  
U,30 
)loano use a soparnt~ sheot  
DICK EVANS 635-7068 
Rr~/HI~ = Of TerraCe 
638.1400 
2 BDR mobile home with OKANAGAN 2000 beach 
garage on large fenced lot,  'Treed lots', 'rec centre' level 
Copper Mountain area. N/g building sites. Serviced lots 
fireplace, chest freezer, f/s from $27,900. Home & Lot from 
included. $85,000 or rent $750. $110,900. Information/video. 
mnth. Avail. immed. 635-6772 package toll free 1-888-431-' 
or 250-567-4730. 4411. 
Home With In Law Suite 
2 year old home tht is 
immaculate. Nicely done. 
$198,000MLS 
PRIVATE SALE, 1565 sq It 
rancher, 3 bedroom, 3 bath, full 
unfinished basement, double 
garage, oak kitchen, close to 
Uplands Elementary in New 
Subdivision, priced below re- 
placement cost @ $189,900. 
Phone 635-4311. 
READY TO DEAL 
1200 sq h top floor, 
inlow suite downstairs, 
upper & lower pahos, 
sun room off 
master bedroom. 
Open to reas0n0ble offers. 
635-9058 
Perfect Family Home 
Re-done up and down. Very 
3505 Orr Place 
WELCOME HOME// 
To this new 4 bedroom home. 
2 skylights,: crown mouldings, 
family size kitchen with 
breakfast bar and nook. New 
multi-level deck with planters 
and sandbox. Great Ioaationl 
Great pricel 
$189,500 MLS 
ili~ili~i~i~ ONE FULL FLOOR OF MODERN LIVING. 
[~: :~ i i~:~,~i~!~.1~ New 3 bedroom rancher offers 
- - -  ~'~------J~!~'.:~g~L~j!~<:"~a spacious European kitchen 
~ . ~ w i t h  island, 2 skylights, 2 
~ ~  ~ilJ| J~r '~baths ,  vaulted ceilings, and 
. . . . . . .  i~ l~ lbeaut i fu l l y  decorated. Don't 
~ ~ ~  waitl Call todayl 
~ $~69,500 MtS 
4018 Temple Street 
~.  , ;~ .~J~ I 3 bedroom rancher on a 
' i i -~ .~J~ J fenced lot. New oak kitchen, 
~ ~ . ~  ~ patio doors off the dining 
_. .~ room and livingroom. 24'x24' 
~ : : ~ : ~  wired shop with concrete floor 
and 9' door. 
$144,900 MLS 
2186 Hemlock Street 
L/~ ~ Sheila Love 635-3004 P .~,~ of Terrace 
clean. Beautiful yard. 
Reduced to sell 
$159,900MLS 
NewListing 
Well maintained 3 bedroom 
mobile on pad. Natural gas 
heat Priced to sell. 
$28,~00 MLS 
Call L~ - " -B - "  ce Office 635-2404 
y,ua uy Pager 638-3063 
SINGLEHURST FOREST 
2 to 8 acre parcels located 15 minutes from town. 
Each parcel offers a great view, stream, beautifully treed, 
and all back onto crown/and. 
"You'll/ave the very nature of if." 
$69,000 to $93,700 lifts 
Buy NOW and SAVE the G.S.T 
Sheila Love a 635-3004 
roll  m m I 
- - : t  ~J h / : t :~  :t :If t ~'f f , l :~ :1 :l'J ~'ff.,1:~ :i#lib f ' .~ ;~ :i I1~ if:t: a 
~ ~ ' ~  Log Home Living At Its Finest/[:~j 
~ | ~ ~ & J  - Less than one year old [ ]  
I ~ d [ ~ l l r ~ ~  . Li.qht, natutal colored logs 
~ [ j ~ ~ ~  • Vaulted ceilings 
]~  ~ ~  .] ° Pine finishing throughout 
~ - ~ ~ ~  ° All Iocated in a coun/ry atmosphere of
~ : ~ ~ ~ ~  approximately 2 actes 
~ ' ~ ~  Seeing is believing. 
. Priced for a quick sale at 
I~  315 Lodge Pole Street $'22Z,500 MLS ~J  
~ 638-14OO 141BP~ I IL~ 
tq ,g~%. 63~-sz9s ~,,~.,,~,.~= I~11~ 
I [~  ' I  Ca l l  SUZ~] I~ for I ~ .  lIE::! 
~t :11' I ~'~1,.1'.~ ~I ~l'J ~v~/,.t:J ~i :FJ ~rj/,.);~ [i ~'Jh Y,.)Jll :t ~l~'ff,.tNl~ 
The Ace 
& King Are Gone... 
private lot. Excellent Condition. 
$89,900MLS 
KING: 3 bedrom, "Save-Morn" in great condition. 
Original owners. 
S~ O~,OOO MLS 
QUEEN: 5 Bedrooms, fenced yard. attached 
garage, paved driveway excellent condition. 
$99,900 MLS 
JACIC" In town locetion, 4 bedrooms large garden 
area, omen house, 
$108,00~ MLS 
#you want  to be part  
of our Listing DecM!!  
Call DIANA & ERIKA at 
RIE"/14~ of Terrace 
~ 638-1400 "Dedicated to Your 
Success" 
Your We/come 
Wagon 
Hostesses for 
Terrace, B.C. 
are: 
Elaine 635-3018 
Terry 635-6348 
Crysta l  635-3531 
Gll l lan 635-3044 
If you  have 
moved to Terrace 
or have just had a 
new baby, or are 
getting married, or 
starting a new 
business, just give 
~e of us a. call. 
STAN=== ARD Phone Fax 638-7283 638-8432 
26 PRIVATE acres, 10 minutes 
from Terrace, 4 bedroom, 2 
bathroom rancher. Fenced pas- 
tures, 30 x 40 shop. Call 638- 
1080 6 - 9 pm or weekends. 
3 BEDROOM HOUSE, situated 
on nice sized lot and quiet 
street. Close to school, hospital 
and park. asking $130,000. Call 
635-1554. 
EXCELLENT 2 bedroom ranch- 
er on .35 acre lot, Quiet street, 
new shingles, new lin0, re- 
painted throughout, includes 
four appliances, nicely land- 
scaped with fruit trees. MUst 
see. Southside Terrace. 
$109,000 firm. Call 635-4252. 
IN SMITHERS Area, 1.59 acr- 
es, zoned heavy industrial for 
timber processing. 3000 sq ft 
building, 208 volt, 600 amp, 3 
phase electrical service, 1200 
sq It home with basement, 900 
sq It office, 3000 sq R covered 
storage. Asking $275,000 847- 
5551 days. 
LARGE SPLIT level home, 
1946 square feet, 4 appliances, 
firePlace, central van, deck, fin- 
~.]shed. basement .doubte'~paved 
"" :': drivei clouble garage/claimers,;4 
bathrooms, den,'fenced back2 
yard, 5 bedrooms. Many other 
extras, asking $184,500. Call 
638-8089. 
GRANISLE, B.C. Clean 3 bed- 
room, 1000 sq ft bungalow with 
basement. Sacrifice at $36,000, 
$5000 down, owners will 
finance 1-250-697-6359. 
HORSESHOE AREA, 4712 
Walsh Ave., Handyman special. 
Old house on 50' x 122' lot. 
Asking $42,900 obo. Serious 
enquiries only. 638-0050. 
THREE BEDROOM full base- 
ment house for sale. Large lot. 
Phone 635-3831. 
VILLA FRONTERRA - Carefree 
Riverside living in beautiful 
downtown AshcroftH One level 
townhouses from $79,900. No 
maintenance, a/c 5 year new 
home warranty. Call 1-250-453- 
2035 or 1-250-453-9648. 
NEW HOME ON desirable 
Shuswap Lake. Lake shore lot 
near Chase, B.C. For sale or 
trade 1-250-847-3229. 
REAL ESTATE termination 
causes $5000 price reduction. 
3 year old executive duplex in 
like new condition. 1400 sq fl, 3 
bdrm, NG heat, 3 baths, 2 fire- 
places, all appliances, ceramic 
tile, paved i:lriveway, RV park- 
ing, a must see~ $120,000. Buy 
one side or both sides. For ap- 
pointment phone 638-8084. 
REDUCED PRICEI 3 bedroom 
1200 sq fl upstairs. 1 or bed- 
room downstairs in law suite. 
New carpet and lino, n/g, heat 
and hot water. Southside, Call 
635-9058. . ..... 
~Sherry Anderson ~ 
Notary Public 
Real Estate, 
Conveyancing 
V~lls, 
Mobile Home 
Transfers, 
Declarations, 
Mortgage 
Documentation, 
Nolarizafions Member 
4921 Gair Avenue 
Terrace, B.C., V8G 2K1 
Tel: (250) 635-5988 
%.~ Fax: (250)635-5926 j 
OWNER! RNANCING ' Retal;~- 12:~"X,:60 ~'tr'ailer;:~:ffidge~ stove, 
; setting close to towni ~4 bed- natural gas, skirted, good Ioca- 
room, 1 1/2 bath, large shop, 4 tion, nice view, lot #128 Ambas- 
1/2 acres, 160,000. Call 615- sador Park Houston, $18,500 
6410. obo. 847-8986. 
, ~ j~. Black Bear  Pottery 
~r I~D-~E,  ~IEFL-TIIROWN ~{RY 
~"~Saturdays  at the Terrace 
..~ ~-Co-op  in the Lobby 
• ART POWELL 
i r (250) 632-2136 
T. N.A. 
ENTERPRISES 
Gravel • Top Soft * Mulch • Lawns 
irewood • Tree Removal, Tree Topping 
Fence and House Painting 
VING Tel/Fax 635-7764 
[@l--P ntifulPre- rves 
EXCmNG NEWSI Mui has just rolumed ~ 
Toronto Convention Hair 5how with hot new ~ ~ Looking For That One Of a Kind Christmas Gift? 
intematlonal s],altestles and [ashians,. Stop .by and ~ / We have fabulous check ou= the trends in hair a'nd J:~eauly , J 
care. Get a FREE Consultation. Bring o friend a l~.  Families l 
.,oma I/ 
I ~ ~ i  Fax (250) 638-8958 I / 
l i ~ J  4844 Walsh Ave I / Contact: Jeff Town 3675 Walnut Dr, Terrace 
MUI LUC Terrace, S.cvac, tY9 ] / Ph: (250) 635-3259 Fax: (250)635-0186 
THE. PARTY PEO LE: 
, . _3.  Service (with or without O._, :!!: John & Heather Austm 
Distributor J Certif ied Bartenders i I 
l Letusorganizeyeurnextparty, :;; 
for bookings call Paul Lebmn at :: i
8813 i 638- (250} 635-2365 
4815 Scoff Avenue 
Terrace B.C V8G 2B5 
WALLPAPER AND PAINTING 
4908 Graham Avenue, 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 1 B2 
FAY HOPP 635-1914 
Star Sate,tes 
Now You 
Have An 
~ ~  Alternative. 
Your Business i  our N0. I pri0ril 
^P,  Ph: (250)635-1725 
IIs  . . . . . .  J ] re • " . . . .  : Absolute Pet Ca 
• , .  OIdmuknow~ Professional 
I I PIAIK bALUN I I L.,v~x~xt.,n~ I IW~m.~)J Petand I 
unMtended wh//e o~ O 
I I  EVEHINGAPPOIN'I'MENISAVAILABE I I  ~=~rnm ~ ~ I~ii 
I I ~  ,a.o~ tn your .~ :: CINDY ZAFORZAN I ~  ~ :;! 
2041 HEMLOCK STREET J l  - -  Jayne Bury 
I:1 THORNHILL, BC. J I Ph 635-9193 Ii:'! 
;I VeG 5A9 1250) 638-2075 I J Reasonable Rates Fax 635-0130 j!!i 
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• 20 :MOBILE  :, 
rl . . . .  HOMES; ' :  
ANYONE WHO has had bad 
experiences with Triple E or 
SRI mobile homes and wishes 
to talk to someone about them. 
Please write b file #91 c/o Ter- 
race Standard, 3210 Clinton St., 
Terrace, B.C. VSGI 5R2. 
1979 MANCO Meadowbrook 14 
x 70 mobile home with 8'x22' 
addition in Terrace Trailer 
Court, 3 bedroom, 5 appliances, 
new flooring throughout. 
$57,500 obo. phone 635'2746. 
1979 14 x 70 mobile home. 3 
bedrooms, ng heat, newly re- 
decorated. Needs to be moved. 
Phone 638-8084 to view. 
$36,000 askinq price. 
BY ORDERING now for spring 
deliveryl Our modular homes 
feature painted gyproc Interiors, 
silent floors and nine foot ceil- 
ings, See your "Dream Home" 
at Chaparrars Factory, 3075 
Sexsmith, Kelowna or cell Don 
Purdia or Eric Shelby, Sheldon 
Modular Homes. Toll free 1- 
1980 MOBILE home, 14 x 70 888-765,8992, DL10146. 
appliances Included. Excellent HAS TO got Brand new t4' x 
condition: $24,500 delivered. 70' mobile home on private lot. 
Other's available. 1-800-809- Has everything, Come seel Lets 
8041 or 1-403-458-6398 Jerry talkl Offers to $115,000, No 
or Joanne. reasonable offer refused, Call 
1980 MOBILE home. 14 x 70 638-8084. 
appliances included. Excellent KERMODE PARK Home Sales 
condition. $24,500 delivered, located accrues from weigh 
Other's available 1-800-809- scales, featuring SRI modular 
8041 or 1-403-458-6398 Jerry home and 14 x 70 mobile 
or Joanne. homes. Call 635-5350. 
1996 DOUBLE wide SRI manu- 
factured home, 2 bedrooms, 2 
baths, includes ensuite with ja- 
cuzzi tub, 5 appliances, 3 sky 
lights, full drape and blind pack- 
age, n/g free standing fireplace, 
adult section in quiet park. 
Phone 635-t 821. 
PAD AVAIL.~BLE for new 
home Boulderwood MHP. To 
order your new home call Gor- 
don 638-1182. 
• ' =, 
lO, REAL ESTATE 
" -  ==/IJ Ca,, '~ Steve Cook 
( 
,,.~=:.~ Day or Night I 
~,~. . , ,  " 638-7144 
ilL  ,, ~1 charm&c°"venienc' 
~ :~ Brand new family home with 
I=!~1~ 4 bedr°°ms' 3 baths and 
i !~  over 1870 ,q. ft. Full base- 
I l IEZ . . . ,~t~rL! IL  I ment adn an over-sized sin- 
gle garage NO GST! 
;,;. : ,:;, $199,900 MLS 
BENCH 
A LOT for a Little 
A few quiet cul-de-sac lots still available starting at 
$42,500+GST. Average lot size is 73 x 132. 
Don't wait call today. MLS 
SOUTHSIDE 
Dare to Compare 
New 2 storey home with cus- 
tom woodwork, upgraded 
fixtures and unique decor, 
Out-standing quality 
throughout his 2 bath, 3 
bedroom home, 
$149,900 + GST MLS 
MOBILE HOMES 
: ' i" II ~'f:;i: :"  
Spotlight on Valuel 
1990 mobile home in nearly 
new condition, 936 sq, ft, 
with 3 bedrooms and a large 
bathroom, This family mobile 
home is in a stable park 
environment, 
$40,900 MLS 
Family Park 
Good basic mobile home 
with 3 bedrooms in Pine 
Park, Very suitable for a fam- 
ily. Good condition but needs 
some refurbishing. Won't last 
long at 
$24,900 MLS 
~"~, , ~:::,"ii~;! i I The Price is Right 
~:~!~iii:~i~,~:~t J1974 Mob,e home in 
~ ; i ~ : t ~  .,.:~| Woodland Heights Mobile 
~. .¢~~'*~i~,  ~] Home Park, 12 x 64 plus 
~~~i~l~; i l~  ;~] expando ffers over 960 sq, 
i ~ l ~ ~ i ~ . ; - ' ]  ft. of comfortable living, 
~ ~ ~  ] Attached storage shop, ffldge 
. . . . . . . . . .  "& stove included. 
$26,900 MLS 
I~ . . .~~.~ t/~.~::r~ 
Exceptional Value 
Custom built 3 bedroom, 2 
bath home on a quiet 2 acr- 
es. Spacious kitchen with a 
separate dining that leads to 
a private deck. In-law suite 
with separate ntrance. 
$189,900 MLS 
. . . . . . .  ~, ,~ ,~, ,~ 
,.~ ,~.~ ~i.,~.~.~. '. 
a l i~ ,~ ~ , . ~  
Country Elegance 
A beautiful home on over 5 
Acres of tranquility, Just 
minutes from town this home 
offers it all with magnificent 
kitchen, hardwood floors, cathe- 
dral ceiling, a balconey off the 
master bedroom and 2200 sq, 
I ft. of gracious living. 
$254,900 MLS 
Affordable Acre; 
~ ~ ; ~  This tranquil rur 
~ ~ C "  ~ Ieatures 1,2 acres, 
~~'~'~;  !," 1 ft house shell built 
~.- - Jm- -  ~2x~0 mobile home 
i i==nl~ama~~~~. . : i l  :leck. This property 
J ~. ~;~;/-:,.~;~. Lothe Handyman. . 
~49,900 MLS ; 
~.__~~_M_M_ERCIAL _. 
III l Freight Terminal For Lease 
II I] ~ [ Good HWy 16 East exposure, 
II It [ 2900 sq, ft. dock level with 
I I I 1 ~  ~ [ 1280 sq, ft, office adjoining 
I I1~. ; ~  on 1.25 acre gravelled site, 
I ~  Open to Offers 
age 
i  al setting 
f  , a 1256 sq. 
f . arround a 
12x50 il  e, Has a large 
d . will appeal 
t  
$49,900 
5,9 Acres Ready For Development 
Excellent Hwy commercial site for motel, conven- 
Ience/gas bar etc, 5,9 acres of prime highway frontage 
onZy $204,000 MLS 
Mobile Home Park 
Mobile Home Park on 5 acres fronting on Old Lakelse 
Lake Road and Lodgepole Road, Includes 6 pads of 
which 5 are rented at $125.00 per month. 
$109,900 MLS 
Development Site 
313 X122 lot on 4600 block of Walsh Avenue, Ideally 
located for re-development, Includes 2250 sq,ft, hall, 
$209,000 +GST MLS 
NEWLY RENOVATED, 1977, 
14 x 70, Moduline, 3 bedroom, 
1 bath, 2 appliances, new car- 
pet, new linoleum, freshly paint- 
ed, very clean, Delivered to Ter- 
race for only $24,594. Phone 1- 
800-470-5444. 
MINT CONDITION, 1986 Atco, 
14 x 70, 2 x 6 walls, 8 ft high 
ceilings, 4 newer appliances, 3 
bedrooms, 1 bath, separate util- 
ity room, open front livingroom 
and kitchen, excellent floor 
plan. Priced right at only 
$36,694. delivered to Terrace. 
Phone 1-800-470-5444. 
12 X 60 2 bedroom mobile 
home for rent. Includes fridge, 
stove, washer, dryer. $550 per 
month. No pets, references re- 
quired. Available immediately. 
635-6662. 
2 BEDROOM townhouse, 
fridge/stove, no pets, referenc- 
es required. Suitable for profes- 
sional couple. Call 635-3796. 
2 BEDROOM basement suite, 
private ntrance, prime location, 
available now, f/s, g/w & heat 
incl., $550 mo. Call 635-5431 or 
635-4430. 
2 BEDROOM MOBILE HOME, 
close to everything, references 
required, $530 per month. For 
appointment to view call 635- 
1326. 
2 BEDROOM mobile in 
Thornhin, $700 per month pad 
rental included. References re- 
Cluired. Call 624-2995. 
2 BEDROOM trailer complete 
with jury shack in Thornhin on 
private lot. four appliances, n/g, 
no smoking, no pets, $600. Call 
635-9171 after 5:00. 
2 BEDROOM UNIT in 5 plex on 
Haugland, f/s, no pets, $600 per 
month. Available Dec. 1/97. call 
635-5213. 
3 BEDROOM CHARACTER 
home located beside the Pizza 
Hut. $800 per month. Available 
Dec, 1. Pets optional 638-8443 
or 635-1168. 
3 BEDROOM clean house for 
rent. $800 a month, Call 635- 
4138, 
3 BEDROOM duplex and one 
bedroom suite with fireplace, all 
utilities included, f/s, w/d, and 
cable, $850 per month and 
$600 per month located upper 
ThornhilL Call 635-3756 non 
smokinq. 
Summit Square 
Apartments 
1 & 2 Bedroom Units 
Quiet & Clean 
• No Pets, 
Askfor Monica Warner 
Call: 635-4478 
3 BEDROOM duplex with' 
fridge/stove, large yard, close to 
schools, on bus route, $650 per 
month plus damage deposit, 
available Dec. 8th, References 
required. Phone 638-1691 
3 BEDROOM HOUSE (upper 
level) close to downtown, fruit 
trees, newly renovated, 1300 sq 
ft $750/month. Call 638-1135. 
3 BEDROOM house in Home. 
shoe, Full basement, 1 1/2 
bath. 3 appliances, no smoking, 
close to schools & walking dis. 
lance to town. Available Nov, 
1st, $950 per month and dam- 
a~e deposit, Phone 638-8430. 
3 BEDROOM HOUSE, large 
need 1900 sq fl shop, ooncmte 
floors, 2 large overhead doors, 
Infra-red heat. Shop and house 
$1600 per month. Phone 635. 
5513. 
3 BEDROOM newly built side 
duplex, in Terrace, available 
Nov. 1/97, $850 per month and 
damage deposit, Call 632-5249 
or 632-4406. 
3 BEDROOM top floor of 
HUNTINGTON Ill " w/o inc 12x12out- door storage, large yard, close to town, n/s, n/p, $800 per 
month. Call 635-5459. 
APARTMENTS Ill ..o.oo. ,ow. house, 
Taking Appllca~ons Now for I1~ walking distance to town. $795 
1 &2 Bedroom Suites III per month. Available now. 
Clean, quietren0vated suites Il l  Phone Steve at 632-5918 and 
/~plepad~ing ~11 leave message. (townhouse in 
Laundry fadlities on each floor ~1| Terrace.) 
Close to sch0ols & downtown IJl 3 BEDROOM townh. No pets, 
Onbusroute Ill ref. required. Available Nov, 15. 
Secu~entrance Il l  Damage deposit required. Call 
On site management III 635-2479. 
N0pets Ill "I ~f4 B'ED'ROOM house, f/s, dish- 
Referencesrequired III washer. For more information 
To vie.w call Ill call 635-4648. 
APARTMENT AVAILABLE im- 6381748 IJ mediately" Very c'°se t° Th°rn" 
hill schools, hook up for washer 
& dryer available. Phone 635- 
3563 or leave messa.qe 
FOR RENT IN Thornhill, 2 bed- 
room basement suite. Available 
Dec. 1 $550 per month. Utilities 
included. Phone 635-8199. 
CLINTON MANOR 
Bachelor suite for rent," 
$420 per month. 
No pets. 
References required. 
PHONE: 635-3475 
PARK MANOR 
For rent: 2 bedroom 
apartment $560 includes 
heat and hot water. 
Adult oriented, no pets. 
References required. 
Phone 635-3475 
i 
* "WE PAY For Your Heat & 
Hot Water 
• "WE PROVIDE Mini Blinds" 
• "WE PROVIDE Laundry 
Room Fadl~es" 
• "WE ARE PROFESSIONAL 
AND LIVE ON SITE" 
VIEWPOINT APTS. 
632-4899 
KULDO COURTS. 
632-2450 
Kitimat, BC 
3 BEDROOM tri-plex unit. 
Hardwood flooring, 4 applianc- 
es, families welcome. 3 
bedroom suite, In town, excel- 
lent condition, family nstghbour- 
hood, very affordable. 1 
bedroom suite. 1 1/2 yr old im- 
maculate. 4 appliances. Inqui- 
ries call: B and D Properties, 
638-0797, 
FOR RENT: Small bachelor unit 
in Thornhtll, suitable for single 
person only. Asking $450 per 
month Including utilities. Avail- 
able immediately, 2 bedroom 
suite in fourplex situated in 
good location close to down- 
town, asking $650 per month 
plus utilities. Available Novem. 
ber 15th. One bedroom mobile 
home tn Thornhitl situated in 
quiet trailer park, asking $500 
per month plus utilities. To view 
these properties, call Gloria at 
Re/Max of Terrace Property 
Management Services. 638- 
1400. 
APARTMENT FOR rent, 2 
bedomm f/s, private entrance, 
w/d hookup, over 900 sq 'It 
living space. Call 635-5061 for 
mum info. 
AVAILABLE DEC. 1st a one 
and two bedroom apartment. 8 
months old. Includes fridge, 
stove, washer, dryer, blinds and 
gas fireplace. No pets, nor 
smoking. Security entrance. 
References a must. Please call 
635-2250. 
AVAILABLE DECEMBER 1, 
1997. 2 bedroom duplex in 
ThornhJll comes with fridge, 
stove, washer and dryer, gas 
fireplace. Prefer working cou- 
ple. $650 per month. Tele- 
phone: 635-3546, 
AVAILABLE IMMEDIATELY 
bright ground : level one 
bedroom basement suite, n/s, 
n/pets includes utilities and ca- 
ble. $550 per month 638-1341. 
• ~ ~ "  ~'"~'~:"~":":~¥!~!!~i~i~  
" " " "  " P r o  V a c  
........ *~-~: ~:~=~-- - - - -~-  Chimney Furnace and Duct Cleaning 
~ ~ =  Cleaning of air ducts reduces maintenance problems, 
improves air quality, and furnace fficiency and reduces 
allergies, d 
'qb We also do Septic Cleaning & Wet & Dry Vacuuming 
• Insured and Bonded, We work weekends. 
Ph:635-1  
, II .: . . . . . . . .  - - - - =  ' r  
. ,~  ' _ r~ .......... .~.,l~-- c~ _ .1  
,~ . ,~  : .6,~u~... . . ~.,~,~" 
, , . ~ . - ,  ~ '~,  . . . . . . . . .  - . , - - , - , , .  , • . , 
I ~--1. ,[:l ~ IAL COMMERCIAL 
m ~: iy~,~.~!  I- " •Licensed Gas 
!~ ~ ,.. l,.~ ~ ~_~ ' Air Conditioning 
• Fireplaces ! ~V 
F 
~,~ House Plans Available Through THE TERRACE ,,,~, , .  ~, ,~, ,~, ,~ , . ,  ,~, ,~,-.,,o .,, ,,. ~, ,~ ,~ ,o J~ !~1 H l;J I ]  FI I:1 I:~,1 I;q I~l Eq E! H I~.! I#Jl~-~l I.~1 ~r "~! i qB~,f 
~ (~1~¢3 ~ Ceramic ~ Nl~rb/¢ andGlass Bloci~ 
• ~ ~'~ p,. & r.= 635-9280 ; ~  Total Home Renovations 
1 1 1 t  • Interior o Exterior ~ ~,~-  GARY CHRISTIANSEN ~ ~ 3207 Munroe, Terrace auoli~ Work At 
Affordable Prices ~1 Site 41, R,R.£, Cutup 18, Terrace, B,C, V8G 3Z9 
" 635-6273 ~, .#.~.  For Froe Esfimalos Call Norm ,H  ,it i:1 ,~, lil I;! ,,t I.'! v~.l H',.~;, !,! I:':~, ,,, ,~.-1 .~.:! ,~ 
Pager: {250)638.29e9 could be • Carpet ~ • Lighting Fixtures 
o Linoleum F~" .~"~ • Hardw09d 
, yours, • Ceramic Tiles ~ ~ .  Window 
' -~  (:emmet,ld • Resldeatlal * Indmrlal Ca l l  • Area Rugs  ~ ~ ~  Coverings i~  
~O.DEOGAS~.TE,S 638"7283 YC}I TR T3~("f'IR 
• Pumps * Repairs * Installations * Service * Conversions •Water Heoten 
k * ,Sewer & Draln Cleon;ng • Fireplace Furnacm I~; ,~ l  ST., ,qDAR D 
i I Panasomc 
• " ~ I~:(~s0) m.2~m _1 ~ I I home decorating I;,.=,,Lc..,,¢, ~ I I  
I ~x: (25°) 6353612L~~ I 
~t 'o  Window(overings Hardwood • Wallpo,r e (eramlclila [ TOLL FREE ~ i~- -~ l  G @ 
~r~o ,eFodudi0nFurnilure. oPidur0~ .Mirrors , L0mps '1'800"635-2801"" ' - - - - ' . -=N. .A0r~ 
JR, Price & Sons Ltd. I Totem Countr v, de Furniture 
635-7466 I J 
I I  
40: COMMERCIAL 
SPACE FOR RENT BACHELOR SUITE, F/S, utili- 
ties included, $500, close to 
town. Quiet person only. Refer- 
ences required, available Imme- 
diately. Call 638-1396. 
CHRYSLER COZY 2 bedroom house, re- 
cently renovated, large fenced 
backyard, closa to downtown 
core & pets are welcome. $850 
per month, availalbe Dec. 1st. 
Call 635-5262. 
~0.~ FOR :IsALE I ::ii 
:: .-. III(MiSc::):":i " i  
:~ :i :~ i ' 12011,ii ~.,: ;: i~ :. 
i ~ECREATION ' /  
~,::~ VEHICLES ;~i:: 
COZY COMFORTABLE 3 bed- 
room house. Close to schools 
and town. Gas fireplace, w/d, 
f/s, references and deposit re- 
quired. $850 per month, Call 
635-7473. 
FARM PROPERTY: 3 bedroom 
- 2 bath, bath house, close to 
town suitable for horses & ani- 
mals. $800 per month. Refer- 
ence required, reply file #88 do 
Terrace Standard, 3210 Clinton 
St., Terrace BC VSG 5R2. 
FOR LEASE: cabin on the lake. 
2 bedroom, newly renovated, 
close to park and Mt. Layton 
Hotsprings, No pets, m 
smokers. Call 796-2496 or 730- 
8074. 
NEW 3 bedroom condo's 1320 
sq ft; c/w 5 appliances, blinds, 
on site mini storags, non 
smokers, no pets. References 
required. $875 per month. 
#2609 Braun St. Terrace. Call 
1-250-632-6636. 
ONE AND two bedroom apart- 
ments, country setting, lkm to 
bus, 2 bedroom available imme- 
diately. 1 bedroom available 
Nov 1st,  $325/month 
$425/month. 638-2099. 
ONE BEDROOM apartment- 
Summit Square ground level 
entrance - Local owner manag- 
er. $500 per month available 
Dec. 1/97. Call 635-5338. 
ONE BEDROOM apartment m 
site management, no pets, ref's 
required. $450 per month. Call 
638-7725. 
ONE BEDROOM BASEMENT 
SUITE for rent close to town, no 
pets, no smoking available now. 
References and damage de- 
posit required. Phone 638- 
8874. 
ONE BEDROOM duplex, c/w 
fddge and stove. Two bedroom 
house c/w fridge and stove. 
Both in town. No pets. Call 635- 
5464. 
ONE BEDROOM suite with 
bath laundry facilities and 
utilities near NWCC $400 per 
month. Call 635-5506 after 6:00 
gm. 
$6;599 
RESPONSIBLE WORKING 
PERSON to share large 
beautiful home. 635-1147 $400 
per month includes utilities. 
ROOM 2 or 4 appliances 
(negotiable) mobile home, 
fenced yard in Pine Park, avail- 
able Nov. 15 or Dec. 1st. $650 
par month. Call 635-2126. 
ROOM FOR rent, close to col- 
lege on bus route, no smoking, 
no drinking, no laun.dry avail- 
able. All utilities included. $350 
per month. Call 635-3790. 
$5,399 iii 
ROOMMATE WANTED one 
bedroom shared kitchen utilities 
included, Horseshoe area. $350 
per month. Phone 635-3307. ~'$5;599 ~iiii 
SPACIOUS 2 BEDROOM 
BASEMENT suite on private lot 
on the Skeena, private en- 
trance, f/s and heat included, no 
dogs, $500 per month. Call 
638-1292. $4;999: 
THORNHILL - two-one bed- 
room houses, $415 per month 
and one older two bedroom 
trailer suitable for bachelor or 
couple $450 plus damage 
deposit. No pets. Call 635- 
9530. 
THREE BEDROOM home in 
quiet subdivision near Upland 
School. Includes washer/dryer, 
dishwasher, ensutte bathroom, 
high vaulted ceiling, rode fire- 
place, 16 x 25 deck. Available 
Dec. 1 $750 per month. Call 
635-1214 leave message. Will 
respond by Nov. 22. 
~ $1,899: ~/~ 
THREE BEDROOM spacious 
bright basement suite with 
fenced yard, across from ele- 
mentary school, 5 minutes 
walking distance to town, $700 
per month. No pets no smoking, 
available Dec. 1. Call 638-1584. i 
SNOWMOBilES 
, • , . . .  
. . . . .  . . .  , . . .  - -  
TWO BEDROOM apartment 
with 5 appliances, gas fireplace 
and mini storage. No pets, ref- 
erences required. $750 per 
month. Call 635-4954 or 636- 
2071. 
TWO BEDROOM duplex for 
rent. Horseshoe area, n/s, 
$575. Call 635-77t 9. 
160; HEAVY DUTY 
EQUIPMENT i; 
"1~/0 BEDROOM house, fridge 
and stove elec. heat, $400 per 
month, security deposit & ref's 
required. Nelson Road - New 
Romp available Nov. 15. Call 
.635-6904. 
IMPORTS 
TWO BEDROOM trailer in Cop- 
perside Estates, 4 app., $550 
per month, Includes utilities. 
Single person or couple pre- 
ferred, references and damage 
deposit required. Call 635-3767 
after 5 pm 
WE ARE accepting applications 
for a clean well-maintained 2 
bedroom house located in 
Thornhill. Ideal for 2 people or 
couple with one child. Ths rent 
Is $600 per month with hydro 
and gas Included. Security de- 
posit required. Sorry no pets. 
For appointment to view call 
635-7467. 
OFFICE SPACE - 500 sq ft 
across from terrace Coop, 4614 
Greig. Second floor, a/c, $525 
per month, plus utilities. Call 
632-7502. 
WAREHOUSE SPACE up to 
9000 sq ft. 4931 Keith Ave. Ter- 
race B.C. loading docks, office 
space, 1-250.635-7171 or 1- 
8OO-990-3524, 
\ 
WAREHOUSING 50 x 80. 
Downtown. Call 635-1166. 
RETAIL OR OFFICE LEASE SPACE 
Almrlin Bug¢lin9 
' 3219 Eby St. 
2,500 sq.h, Retollor Office, Ground i1~ 
l,O00 sq.fl, fo 1,500 s¢lt. Office 2ndFIoor 
Ph: 635-7191 
OFFICE SPACE 
FOR RENT 
Single or combined offices 
available immediately. 
Starting at $170.00 per 
month. Call Steve Cook at 
1st TERRACE REALTY 
638-O371 
: • . . . , . . . ~  :~  . 
Terrace Professional Building, centrally 
located. 5,000 ft. available. This space can 
be divided. Exterior newly renovated. 
Contact John Strangway at 635-3333 
1993 FORD RANGER XLT, 
fully loaded, canopy, tow pack- 
aqe, $13,500. 846-5818. 
8000 LB Warren winch, no tog- 
.qle switch, $275.847-9865. 
CELLO FOR SALE! JUST IN 
TIME FOR CHRISTMASI THIS 
IS A SECOND HAND CELLO 
IN VERY GOOD CONDITION 
AT A VERY REASONABLE 
PRICE. MOVING MUST SELL 
OPEN TO OFFERS. CALL 
SYLVANA AT 638-1512. 
MOVING, MUST sell every- 
thing. 18.5 foot Stamraft with 
115 hp Merc and trailer, $5000. 
China cabinet, Antique piano, 
antique dining room set, Ja- 
panese Tatami mats, Japanese 
coffee table, dolls and dishes, 2 
fi:ldgi~s, washer and 'dryer.' Call 
635-2515. 
ONE YORK 1001 gym set, 
professional $200. One sofa & 
chair - Sklar $175. One set of 
two and tables and coffee table, 
$150. One kitchen table & 
chairs, $150. One stationary bi- 
cycle, very quiet, $200. All is in 
very good condition, for more 
information or to view call 635- 
4840. 
T 
BUY OR SELL 
Tupperware 
KAREN MATI'EIS 
635-7810 Pacific 
'•Skeena Dr iv ing  Schoo l  
"The Keys Io Safe Driving" 
I Gift Certificates I 
Looking for that 
hard to find gift for 
Christmas, 
Birthdays or 
,," Graduat ion~ 
• E,,oluofion$ ~'~ 
Terroc., Kifimat, ,/'~/f// 
Prince Rupert ~" ~/ 
Toll Free 1-800-665.Z998 
i P,/.x 636.7m_ 
Noffhwost Antiqu, eB 
I FURNITURE REPAIR & REFINISHING I
Old- New- Small or Big 
Stripping- veneer eplace- 
ment or repair. Inlay repair. 
Office furniture 
Specialties- Piano and 
antique pool tables 
25 years professional experience, 
Pick up and delivery 
Free EslJmates 
Back End of Bandstra Trucking 
3111 Blakeburn St, Terrace, B.C 
Murray T0mkinson 
638-0435 
E SKATE sharpening machine. 
3 head Flemming Gray (FG-5). 
2 blade holders and accesso- 
ries. Excellent condition, like 
new, $6000 new asking $4000. 
Call 847-3787. 
FALL FLOORING Salel Lowest 
price ever! Solid pine flooring - 
rustic grade 'shorts', (3/4" x 2 
1/2") 12.5" to 27.5" in length. 
Only $.98/sq ft. Cash & Carryl 
The environmentally alternative 
to any synthetic flooring, at the 
lowest price ever. suitable for 
low traffic areas, very easy to 
installl Also available, solid 
birch flooring, T & Gwood pan- 
eling and moulding to match. 
Francois Lake Woodworking. 
Phone: 1-888-532-0288 or 695- 
6405 tax:,695:6550. : .~i, . :~ ..... 
FIREWOOD FOR SALE: Ter- 
race Correctional Centre, 638- 
2171 Monday through Friday - 
8:00 am to 11:30 am. $47.00 
plus GST fora pick-up load. 
FRIDGE FOR sale 29" x' 30" x 
60" high. $225. Phone after 
7:00 pro. 638-0402. Good work- 
in.cl condition. 
GOOD USED 1/2" plywood $10 
each lots of kitchen cabinets 
$10 up. School lockers $10 per 
door. Jack's used (604) 299- 
2967,. 
MFG. AGENT seeks local pea- 
sons to restock est. locations 
handling Hershey's Chocolate 
products. Over 200% profit, 
rain. investment $8,900. Work 
full or parttime. For courier 
package with complete details 
call toll free 1-800-336-4296. 
MOVING OVERSEAS. MUST 
sell: Fridge & stove, washer & 
dryer, freezer, stereo, TV, VCR, 
baby furnishings. 635-9543. 
OSBURN WOOD stove, $500 
obo. C/W' piping. Phone 635- 
3997. Mew flood condition. 
SNOWBOARD BOOTS, size 
11 and bindings, Airwalk Free- 
rides, $175. Morrow bindings 
$175. Both like new, phone 
638-7632 evenincls. 
SONY SPORTSCAM WITH 
hard case and extra batteries. 
$475. 638-8336 after 6:00 pro. 
STIHL TREE SPACER'S chain 
saw $300; call 638-0403 after 5 
Am. 
YAKOTA GRIZZLY Peak Mtn 
bike, 18", 15 gears, good 
shape. Asking $225. Phone 
638-7632 eveninqs. 
WANTED! BIRCH logs or sawn 
Cants?Lumber. Fresh cut pro- 
ducts onlyl Please call for de- 
tails: Francois Lake Woodwork- 
ing Phone; 695-6405 Fax: 695- 
6550. 
1984 CHEVROLET Cavalier, 
power windows, power steering, 
power seats, a/c, good tires, 
runs o.k. but needs little t.l.c.. 
$1200 obo. Call 635-9065. 
1988 F150 XLT Lariat, auto, 
e/c, loaded. 302 C.I. propane 
. canopy. Box liner, trailer, pkg. 
$6500 1-250-692-7767. 
Split and Delivered by 
The Terrace Totem Ford Midget Reps on 
NOV. 30, 1997 
within the Terrace/Thornhill area 
SSO.OO/plckup load. 
Cash Sales Only. To Preorder Phone: 
635-1878 (Roxanne) 
OR 638-1552 (Ann) 
1987 TOYOTA SUPRA, 6 
cylinder, 5 speed, air condition, 
power seat ~.~d windows. Ex- 
cellent condition. $7000. Phone 
638-1156. 
1988 MINI Toyota Cargo van 
E.R.C., new brakes, new bat- 
tery, $2800. Alsofor parts, 1981 
Diesel Volkswagon Rabbit 
$200. Phone 635-4600. 
1988 TOYOTA Fourrunner 
Sport utility. Recent clutch, 
tires, brakes, timing chain and 
valve grind. Very well main- 
tained. Bush bumper. Utile rust 
on roar fenderwells. $8995. Call 
1-250-392-3851. Will deliver an- 
ywhere in BC. 
1989 HYUNDI 5 speed stan- 
dard, excellent working condi- 
tion, body good, moving must 
sell. Asking $1500. Call 635- 
0952 or 635-7719. 
1990 PLYMOUTH acclaim 4 
door, 5 speed, new tires, very 
good condition, asking $4400. 
Phone 638-7632 evenin.qs. 
1990 TAURUS wagon V-6 auto, 
a/c, well maintained, excellent 
value, includes winter tiros. 
$5000. Call 635-9543. 
1992 GEe Metro 2D, 5 sAd, 
hatchback, 3 cyl, 55 mpg, 
113,000 kms. Very good condi- 
tion, $3200 obo. Burns Lake 
692-6602. 
1992 HONDA CIVIC SI hatch- 
back, black. Standard, fully 
loaded with sunroof, alarm, 
cruise, bra, visor. Excellent con- 
dition. $11,000. Call 635:9566. 
1995 HONDA Accord EX, low 
kin, security system, $19,000 
firm. Phone 635-6795. 
1995 THUNDERBIRD 2 door 
coupe, silver, VS, auto, loaded, 
22,000 kms. Great touring car. 
$22,000. Call e35-1865. 
1978 18 passenger Thomas 
bus. Rebuilt 454, new blue 
paint, and new radials. Excel- 
lent condition, used only in 
summer, no rust, fully certified. 
$6500 obo. 847-2885. 
1978 32 passenger Ford bus. 
Propane, new Michelin radials, 
new brakes, certified, no rust, 
excellent fuel mileage, good 
shape. $6500 obo. 847-28e5. 
1981 FORD 1 ton, 4 new tires & 
new brakes in Oct. Rebuilt mo- 
tor in June, new lransmission in 
May. Front end done in July, 
new king pins, etc. $7500 832- 
0139 after 5 Am. 
1984 NISSAN 4x4, runs, for 
pads, call 635-9377 Jordan. 
1985 FULL size Jimmy, new 
tyranny, new engine, auto, full 
time four wheel drive, new 
.- fenders. $4000 obe. Call 846- 
5151. 
1986 GMC Suburban 4x4. 
$9,000. Call 1-250-e46-5061 
Crelkwa). 
1987 PATHFINDER SE, V6, 
auto, 4x4, loaded, 145,000 kms, 
$9500. Call 638-7712. 
1987 WAYNE 36 passenger 
bus. Dual propane tanks with 
custom luggage and safety 
racks. Only 48,000 original kms. 
Barely driven, $11,500. 847- 
3787. Great for sport teams, 
etc. 
1988 4X4, GMC, 350 motor, 
good condition ~000, obo 847- 
9113 eave messa.qe. 
1991 AND 1993 Ford Van, 
E350 XLT, 15 passenger, fully 
loaded, excellent condition, 
great for a big family or group. 
$7800 and $11,600 obo. 847- 
4715. 
1991 FORD F150 Lariat XLT 
Supercab, trailer, special cano- 
py, running boards, eto. only 
64,000 kms. Asking $14,800. 
Call 635-4672. 
1991 GMC three quarter ton 
pickup; 6.2 diesel; auto; 
$190,000 in bush. Rack. New 
Trans. Asking $11,000, Phone 
845-7289. 
1991 WHITE Jeep Cherokee 
Sport, 2 dr, 4x4, am/frn cas- 
setts, tilt/wheel, privacy glass, 
new tires, excellent running 
condition, 5 speed, standard 
transmission. Call evenings be- 
fore 9 pm 638-7770. 
1993 MAZDA pickup in excel- 
lent condition. Low low mileage, 
a one owner vehicle, $9500. 
Phone 638-8084 to view. 
FIBRENEW IND ..... We Repair, 
Restore and Re-dye... leather, 
vinyl, plastic, and fabrics. Auto- 
motive: cigarette burns in 
leather, plastic/vinyl and carpet, 
cracked and split automobile 
dashboards, door posts, mold- 
ings, torn vinyl seats, consoles, 
armrests and door panels, 
cracked and dry leather car. 
seats, faded fabric car seats 
and cabriolet roofs, broken rub- 
her and hard plastic bumpers, 
we deodorize all pungent odors, 
rockchips In windows. Com. 
merclal & Residential: homes, 
offices, restaurants, bars, rhea. 
Ires, transportation companies, 
scuffed and torn leather desk 
tops an dear tops, scratched, 
worn and faded leather furni. 
lure, patio furniture, etc, theatre 
and restaurant seating, doctors 
tables, dentiats'schairs, aircraft, 
bus, train, and taxi Interiors. 
Marine & Recreational: boat 
tops, seats and covers, snow. 
mobile end motorcycle seats, 
recreational vehicle Interiors. FI. 
brenew uses flexible latex 
dyes. (We do not use potentially 
harmful lacquers or lacquer- 
based products), Our dyes are 
FAA approved for use in air. 
craft. Flbrenew Technidans Id- 
eated in Pdnee Ruped, Terrace, 
Sin,,hers. Ssrviclng the entire 
Northwest. Call for free es- 
fimate, In Terrace 63B.6197 or 
call toll free 1-888-624-6214. 
'82 CHEVY S-10, new brakes, 
new tires, new balljoints, good 
running condition. $800. Call 
845-2573. 
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'88 PATHFINDER 4x4 6 cylin- 
de=', 5 speed, new winter tires, 
$7300 obe. TeL 635-9121 
1978 VANGUARD 10.5 foot 
camper. Fridge stove with oven. 
Hot water, heat prop. heater, 
toilet, shower. Phone 635-9496 
after 6:00 pm $2400 obo. 
1988- 11.5 foot Bigfoot Camp- 
er. $8500 or will trade for Travel 
trailer of same value, Tilt dou- 
ble-bed skidoo trailer for sale, 
$600 firm. Call 1-250-845-2645. 
DISCOUNT RV'S over 200 new 
& used motorhomes, diesel 
pushers, slide outs, trailers, van 
conversions, campers, trades 
are welcome, we deliver. Only 
at Voyager RV Centre Hwy 97 
Winfield BC. Call us free 1-800- 
668-1447 or Interne, www.voya- 
.cler-RV.com. 
KEN'S 
MARINE 
1997 Yamaha MM700 
2" track, Mntn Bars 
1997 Arctic Cat Panther 
440, reverse, 2 up Seat 
0nly 300 miles 
1996 Yamaha VX600 
Long Track 2", Smart Carbs 
1996 Arctic Cat Bear Cat 
550cc UC 
Long track, reverse 
1995 Ski Dog 
Formula Z 583 cc, 
long track 
1995 Yamaha VX600 
2" long track, twin pipes, 
mint condition 
1995 Polaris XLT 600 
1 1/2 track, pipes, 0nly 925m 
1994VX600LongTrack 
Reverse, electricsta~ 
1991 Honda 
CR250 
1989Johnson 
30 hp, w~et 
KEN'S 
MARINE 
4946 Greig Ave. 
Ph: 635-2909 
ORTOVOX AVALANCHE safe- 
ty equipment sales and rentals. 
Beacons, shove.s, probes, 
packs, bivy sacks. Competitive 
pricing, excellent warranty. Call 
638-0828. 1-888-887-9453. 
ATCO 10 x 24 construction 
trailer with axles, tires and 
wheels. $5000. To view phone 
638-8084. 
CAT 980 Loader, 5 yard bucket, 
for lease for winter months. 
Reasonable months 847-9603.h 
JUST IN time for snow removal. 
1993 Thomas Skidstesr loader, 
new tires, closed in heated cab, 
1700 Ib lift capacity, 2200 
hours. $17,500. 847-4236, 
PELTON HYDRO-electric Wa- 
ter Wheel and Generator 
$6,500. Ja(~k's Used, Bumaby. 
(604) 299-2967. 
ATrENTION DOG lovers, CKC 
registered black lab puppies. 
Tattooed with shots. 11 weeks 
old. Ready to go. Call to view 
638-8482. 
BRED ENGUSH Springer 
Spaniel Puppies, medium size, 
groat family pets, 1st shots, 
greet Christmas gifts for the 
famllyl $350. 635-4600. 
PUREBRED FEMALE Chihua- 
hua puppy for sale to a good 
home. Call 635-7719. 
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'97 Chrysler Intrepid 
V-6, Auto, NC, Tilt, Cruise, 
Power Windows, Locks, 
Cassette 
$19,995 
'97 Jeep Grand 
Cherokee 
Laredo 
6 cyl, Auto, A/C, Tilt, Power 
Window & Locks, Cassette, 
Keyless entry alarm 
$34,995 
'97 Jeep Grand 
Cherokee 
6 cyl, Auto, A/C, Tilt, Power 
Window & Locks, Cassette 
$33,995 
'96 Plymouth Breeze 
Auto, A/C, Cruise Control, Tilt 
$16,995 
'96 Chrysler Intrepid 
6 Cylinder, Auto., Cruise, 
Cassette/Stereo &more 
was $18,995 sale $17,995 
'95 Plymouth Voyager 
6 cyl, NC, Cassette 
$15,995 
'95 Dodge Club Cab 4X4 
Laramie SLT 
V-lO, Auto, NC, Cruise, 
Tilt, & More 
$31,995 
'95 Dodge Laramie SLT 
Cummins 4x4, Auto, NC, 
Cruise, Tilt, Power Windows & 
Locks 
was $29,995 sale $27,995 
'95 Dodge Ram 1500 
4x4 pickup Laramie SLT, V-8, 
Automatic, NC, Cruise, Tilt, Power 
Windows & Locks 
was $23,995 Sale $21,995 
'93 Dodge Car~:~ ES 
C-6, Auto, NC :~T!!t~!~!~r~:~i~ower 
Win~~0re  
!ilili'iiii~i' .......... 
'92 Dod ge;~!:]v~t, WD 
'91 Jeep YJ 4x4 
6 Cylinder, 5 Speed, Tilt 
was $16,995 sale $14,995 
'95 Ford Escort Wagon 
Auto, NC, Power Windows & 
Locks, Tilt, Cruise - $13,995 
'95 Ford Mustang 
Auto., NC, Cruise, Tilt, 
28,000 km 
was $17,588 sale $16,588 
'94 Mercury Topaz 
Auto, NC, Tilt, Crulse 
$8,995 
'92 Ford Bronco XLT 
4x4 Lariat, V-8, Auto, NC, 
tilt, cruise, power windows & 
locks, cassette 
$15,995 
'92 Ford F-250 4x4 
Extra Cab 
V-8,Aut0, NC, Cruise, 
Tilt, Cassette 
was $16,995 sale $15,995 
'92 Ford F-150 4x4 
8 Cylinder, Auto, Cruise, 
Cassette/Stereo,/VC, Tilt 
was $15,995 now $14,995 
'95 Chevy Tahoe 2dr 
4x4 Sport, NC, Tilt, Cassette, 
Power Windows & Locks, 
plus more 
was $31,995 now $29,995 
'93 Chevy Cavalier 
4 door, Auto, NC, Cassette 
$8,495 
'92 Pontiac Transport 
6 Cylinder, Auto, Cruise, Tilt, Power 
Windows & Locks, Cassette 
$10,995 
'89 Chev Celebrity 
6 Cyl., Auto., VC, Cruise, 
Tilt, Stereo- $4,995 
'96 Toyota 4Runner 
Limited, V6, auto, leather, 
sunroof, loaded, 
was $42,995 now $39,995 
'95 Nissan Ext. Cab 4x4 
6 CyI., 5 Sp, Tilt, Cruise, 
Cass./Stere0, Canopy 
was $21,995 sale $20,995 
'95 Toyota 4 Runner 
V-6, 5 speed, Tire pkg. 
- $30,995 
'95 Toyota Corolla 
Automatic, Airconditionlng 
- $1 4,995 
'93 Toyota 4 Runner 
4 dr,, V-6, Auto, 50,000 km 
was $26,995 sale $25,995 
'93 Mazda 323 
Auto, 3 dr. hatch back 
$9,999 
TER~CE 
4916 Ilwy. 16 V/est 
635-7187 
1-800-313-7187 urn. ~gse 
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for sale, $,350. 3 females and Watchtower Society of Jeho- 
one male. Call Magnum Board- 
i~  Kennels at Houston. 1-250- 
845-3170. 
I WANT a purebred Ycrkshire 
Terrier female to mate with my 
tiny male in excltange for pick 
of litter. Call 635-6291. 
MINI DOBERMAN Pincher pup- 
pies, non registered, black & 
tan. Ready to go in 6 weeks, 
Asking $450, Prefer older cou- 
ple 846-5758, 
TWO ROTTWEILER pups left 
looking for a family. 2nd shots 
and deworming done. 10weeks 
old and ready to go. $350. 
Please call 635-3931. 
WRINKLES: BLACK or brown, 
p/b, Shar-Pei pups, firs1 shots, 
loyal and protective family pets. 
$650. 842-1060 Vernon. 
• 190. 'L IVESTOCK 
BEEF, LAMB, port & goat. 
Hamblin Farms Lean n Tender- 
Naturally Produced, Satisfaction 
guaranteed. Customized or- 
ders, Plus custom butchering 
and sausage, delivery available 
Prince George to Prince Rupert. 
Phone 845-2133 or 1-800-665- 
6992. 
COUGAR HOUNDS, purebred 
registered Bluetick hounds. 3 
months old, from excellent hunt- 
ing parents. First shots, 
Smokey River Breeding $,300 
each. Phone 545-3476, 
CUSTOM MEAT Cutting. Do- 
mestic Uvestock only. Custom 
sausage - all species fresh 
smoked, Sausage making sup- 
plies. Hamblin Farms Meats in 
Houston. Phone 845-2133 or 1- 
800-665=6992. 
ECHINACEA - verified high 
quality seed, dried plants and 
roots. Purpurea, angustifolia 
and pallida. Phone (250) 747- 
8402, 270; OBITUARIES 
FOR SALE: 105 bred cows. 
Variety of breeds. Preg. 
checked, ready to go. You se- 
lect. Phone/fax: Air King (250) 
992-3048. 
HOME GROWN Fleckvieh 
Simmx Heifers. Bred to proven 
red Angus bull. Lots of red 
white faces. Your choice out of 
45. Phone 1-250-847-6301 or 
leave message at 1-250-845- 
7027. 
HORSE & tack auction, Sun- 
day, Nov. 23 11:30 an]. Con- 
sign horses 'and tack early. 
Phone B.C, Auctions 1-250- 
992-9325 Quesnal. 
OATS, BARLEY, rolled/ground. 
Pellets, molasses, Custom 
grain ailing grinding, mixing 
service, available on your farm, 
Southside Feeds. 1-250-694- 
3500. 
SEVEN MONTH old registered 
.Norwegian: Fjord. Filly, $2,250, 
14-  month old.  registered., gold- 
ing,. $2000. Both ate gentle and 
excellent color, Phone (250) 
376-7732. 
SQUARE BALES d good qual- 
ity first cut, second cut hay and 
straw delivered In from Alberta, 
no order to small. 847-4083. 
THE TACK Store. 8tart thinking 
about Spring orders nowl Open 
from Thursday - Saturday 10-4. 
Open by appoinlment after 
hours, Please call 847-9863. 
FOUND CAMERA, found on 
Hwy at Lakelse Lake, Call to 
identifv 638-2470, 
FOUND: CAUCO adult female 
cat, Siamese colouring on loot- 
tom. Blue eyes, Mountainvista 
area. Call 635-2232. 
Lost: pearl and gold bracelet 
Saturday Nov. 8th, between 
2:00 pm and 4:35 pm, Call 1. 
604-438-9426 collect, or 635- 
6O2O 
43 YEAR OLD female enjoys 
gardening, theatre, friends and 
family. Seek male with similar 
Interests. Reply to File//82 c/o 
The Terrace Standard, 3216 
Clinton St. Terrace B.C. V8G 
5R2. 
48 YEAR old white female, born 
again Christian, seeking mean. 
ingful relationship with born 
again Christian white male. Pro. 
ferably over 5 ft 10in. Reply to 
File #81 c/o The Terrace Stan- 
dard, 3210 Clinton St, Terrace 
B.C. VSG 5R2. 
270. OB ITUABIES  
. . , .-.. 
BC'S  LARGEST CHATUNE, 
Over 4000 men & women call a 
day. Connect live or lust listen, 
For a free trlal 1-604-257-5700 
or 1-800-551-6338. 
BEAUTIFUL WOMEN waiting 
to talk to youl Uve 1 on 11 24 
houml Call nowl Only $3.99 per 
minute 1-900-830-5999 18+. 
BEAUTIFUL WOMEN waiting 
to talk to yeul Live one on onel 
24 houml Cell nowl Only 
$3.99/min. 1-900-830-5999 18+ 
CHRISTMAS TREASURES 
Arts & Crafts Show Friday Nov. 
21 4 pm - 9 pm Saturday Nov. 
22 8 am - 5 pm, Terrace Inn 
Chlnook Room Local Adisans & 
Creative Craftwork's, 
DIET CENI'iER:'" ~iil l ths I~stll 
"Success to Gor' Inexpensive, 
easy long distance program, 
Lose weight fo~ Chdstmas newt 
Call 1-800-4.31.~.48. 
DO THE COINCIDENCES in 
your life predict #our future? For 
answem consult the kNOw CO- 
INCIDENCE PSYCHICS at 1- 
900-451-8814, 18 years or old- 
er, $2,99 per minute. 
• FOR FREE Inf0rmattol~ on th0 t. 
Watchtower society d Jeho. 
vah's Witnesses or the church 
of Jesus Christ Latter Day 
Saints, The Mormons, call 1. 
250-847-5758 for recorded 
FOR FREE information on the 
vah's Witnesses or the Church 
of Jesus Christ Latter Day 
Sainls, the Mormons, call 1- 
250-847-5758 for recorded 
message. 
GAY BI Curious? All gayl /NI 
livel All the time! Connect live or 
just listen. Try us for freel 1- 
604-257-5656 ext 437 or 1-604- 
257.5555. 
IF ALCOHOL is the problem, 
many have found he lp  with 
ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS, 
Phone 635-6533. 
DID YOU know that.....? Within 
three weeks of conception - be- 
forethe mother even knows she 
is pregnant - the tiny head d 
her preborn child is already 
beating, circulating blood 
throughout a system separate 
from the mother's, Terrace Pro- 
Ufe, Box 852, Terrace 635- 
9552. 
PSYCHIC READINGS by 
Valerie. Advice on all problems 
such as Love, Business and 
marriage. Reunite the separat- 
ed. Guaranteed results. Major 
credit cards only, 1-415-731- 
4377. 
WHITE MALE COUPLE 
LOOKING FOR other guys for 
intimate encounters. Discretion 
assured. Call 635-3626 even- 
in.qs and weekends, 
PSYCHIC 
ANSWERS 
LIVE & PERSOHAL 
UTF•  #1 IH  CAHA•A 
EVAHLY IUYS  TALK 
LIVE 1 QH I 
LOVE ~ GIFTE• 
"MONEY ~ u" ACCURAnE 
CAREER ~ _ ~  PSY(HI(S 
1-900-451-4055 
24 HRS. $2 .99 /min  - 18+ 
AI1E YOIJSAEil 
TERRACE TRANSITION HOUSE 
offers 24 hour safe shelter to 
women with or without children. 
You can call. Even just to talk. 
Battering is not o.kl 
It is nol o.k. for someone 
to hit you 
or push you 
er yell at you 
or scare you 
You can be safe. 
There are safe places. 
TERRACE TRANSIT ION 
HOUSE:  
635-6447 
24 HOURS A DAY 
~THANK YOU ~ 
Evelyn Baxter and her family would 
like to thank everyone who helped 
her celebrale her 751h birthday and 
family reunion on November 8. A 
special thanks to Eli and Roy for the 
music, the Royal Canadian Legion 
and LK for their cooperation and 
the use of their facilitles. Guests from 
out of town included son Ken from 
Port C~luiUam, son Bernie and his 
wife Leslie of Calgary, daughter 
Bernie #am Nova Scotia. sister 
Edna, Sherd, Gabe and Debbie from 
Wiliams Lake, friends Peter & Pat 
from Hazeffon. Evelyn would like Io 
say a vary special thank you for the 
lovely c~'ds and gifts. It was a mat- 
velous surprise and one she will nev- 
er forget. 
Signed Evelyn, Chris, Ken, Bonnie, 
CUSTOM MEAT CUTTING. DON'T REPLACE that old tub 
Custom sausage, all species, sink etc - Reglaze iU No need IO 
fresh & smoked, Sausage mak- remove, saves money! Colour 
ing supplies. Hamblin Farms. changes and chip repairs, avail- 
Houston. Phone 845-2133 or 1- able. 1-250-567-4171 or 1-250, 
800-665-5992. 562-6766, 
DON'T REPLACE that old tub HOME & Pet Care. Going out of 
or sink - reglaze itl Colour town? Call "Keep Them Alive' 
changes and chip repairs Two visit/day $10. References 
available. 562-8766 or 567- available. Call and leave rues- 
4171. _ saf:le at 638-8069. 
CALL NOW! 
" .. ~::::~: ' : '~  ~i" ~?." ~;: ' 
II  °:iil 
II I and still having fun 
U, (Peacock) 
M 
Twin River 
Power Ltd,, 
Class ",4" Powerline Contractors 
3992-C Lakelse Lake Drive 
Terrace, B.C, V8G 3V1 
Contractor #17741 
Toll Free: 1-888-891-1113 
Fax: (250) 635-3279 
CONSOLIDATE VOIlR , ,,. ~7 !(£1~I-~"T~¢~N:\L tlOME 
inents. One f-2,1",-£ P.c~,/mc.n: .:., n,-, ; ;~ ,  , >,~l.::.lfi? compnny look- 
More slres~, r :n  -'<~:i,rV--~[{ ." ':,it ,"~ ~';t n~km~ for Terrace 
ly. Gocxl (:~t ;:.;:~t (.,~.~,'~! :,~, , , .  .- ;p::cia',i2'ing lrl water 
d:ate Approv,!d. : r i i t l :H j Ju ' i{ : :  ~{ 17 . :~- : .<: i i .  bop,  it l lCt)S, e tc .  
lief. National '.'.~,;di~ t-.:t~ . . . . . .  - .... t,:'.r ;!t, .': ,>l 1, };)boris 635- 
Of C;,4~larJa. Fo i  :"!L-; .~ ~ : : ; ;  ..... .'.7;¢'-2: . . . . . . . .  
1-888-777-0747. L ~:-.,' r,::~; ~ : ~.~,~L:SCA'.;~!,~,IG AND BobDat 
Bonded ,~,-,.,, . , ,-~,~<~ !y, $190,000 as- 
L,~.RN, TO SE~,~-]i ' . 7 - , " ' ,  • . . . . . . .  - the Bulkley Val- 
learn b..ut arraid k; :r;" ~, ,,,,- - ~'k-~Ifi Western BC 
Ol' le o r  ~-~.3 ,= t_jroH<;. ,.-L ,.,, ;:.,>,: ,;~rli½, diversilied. 
schedu le .  Ou ier<v(}a i  t,:!,•.i;i i)l!. -•:.  ,! t>~:r~, ,o:ufcict. '4 SiX figure 
. n ' Lq~,_ .  fieirloonl, quiifim') t - , , . :~ .  , :  ,, <, uonsistent 
. , -. . . . . .  ; .  lb il ~s Ask (custom sew ,ji ,~:,: :. h'.,., .,u,, i ~' , • -'. • " 
2862. ' " .- ' . .  ,~00 :,,p'.,u~ eliquiries 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  • V ,  . < :,,,~:, .~,~d (Jnal,,rial in- 
. . . . . . . . . . . .  ` :. :> :..~i;h[;d;I.~ " ,~DU- i : l l l / ;  " 
CO lpan7 10ok i i l t~  fc.c "uh - "  
tial backhauls tr'o~n --" ,,'. '~. . . .  '-:' . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Atber~a or St~sk;+>icn<',~ > 2idC:? P, CI:~LICED! For l ime-  
liver [lnyWht-'.~e i-.:-.u, {:, . . . . . . . . . . .  5; ;d;,,.cits.~r $69,500 ot.Yo. Ex- 
George to Plific~: i],A',Jt:~r 7;;/- ,,,:iR!l!t tluSttlS'£-s opportunity. 
4083. . ,r,~•;~~ir c)ri rti,3irl street, 
.................................. _.r,: : :  ,s, : )CAI fOu i ld  traffic. 
ANNE DAUMONT 
Passed away Nov. 5, 1997 
In Mills Memorial Hospital. 
Anne was a resident oF 
Terrace for over 50 years 
end leaves Io mourn many 
friends and family. 
She will be sadly missed 
but always remembered by 
her children Don (Sharon), 
Diane (Ken), Darlene (Lynn), 
David, Douglas (Brenda), 
Danny, 19 grandchildren & 
5 great ~randchildren. 
Special thank you o her 
long time friend and :lector 
Pieter - Also thanks to 
Gordey &Bef iy  Dorey for 
always being there. 
Together aga in  with 
Char l ie  & Denise - 
Donat ions  to Terrace 
Viewlodge in Anne's name 
would be appreciaied. 
, ,  K 
SPOTLESS DRYCLEANERS & TAILORS 
SPECIALISTS 
• Leather Cleaning 
• Bridal Gown Restoration 
• Drapery Cleaning 
Same Day Service 
Over 100 years experience. 4 generations of 
service. 7 family stores serving B.C. 
Qual i ty Serv ice  
4136 Lakelse Ave. 
Next to Mr, Mikes Grill 
635-2820 
Terrace, B.C. 
WI I .L  SET  UP  nr!c~ i~:;l~: ' : : ,~ 
your Sn la l l  bH: ; i r :e f l s  i~.:+,,;~;.:, , o  
ing require~ne;~l:-;;. I;), ;z ., 
perienc','. Exc(~l!~il~ rcf~'n.:. • 
U~)OI1 reQLhtSt ,  i~i'lOri'L:: 6~5" i~!S~:  - 
o r  E r l lS i i :  il} ~Jil t i cd ; ' l i  i >-:.:" : d 
s~31ve ,co l  
48 YEAR old ox, prm.~u0on[ inrcv~ 
corporalion t!~v(;s uo .,{4hr'il:~y 
career Io work 18hr-v~:ek nay. 
ing fun arid rnaJn(.~i!!i;lfl a i-~.,':l~ {~, 
figure income Huw? 13:;inh 
what? Details call: R,m iY.{kte••,¢~sli 
(604) 951-2524 
AFTER OVER 40 ye;~rs n, sc:,r" 
J08 to  thE-- ~ cOl l l r} : l~,q i ;~"L  C,! ~,i:L~ 
blorthwosl iI~{- ~ qw~-, .~ ,-,'~ tl,:'.: 
well established i-eT<~ [;i~s:n~-t,.~ 
located in Kilir;laL are ~i:skliql for 
qualified buyers is take c~vo,- 
lhis enterprise: trainffi,q will 1~ 
orovided. Plense res!D.)o.d to.. il,.,~ 
file #86 o's Terrace!; S~r,;id~,r,.~ 
3210 Clinton St. Yen:co i3.L; 
V8G 5R2. 
FAST FOOD ou!le ~, in For; ~:~!. 
James. Pizza gdll, .~;ofl ic.r: 
cream, delivery, S,,na!i yn~',,'~at~ 
communi~, ex0ellent F, oten!',,:~i 
Recipies arid lrcdn{fl~] r.~ossth}o 
Serious mquiries o~iv. 264.~3f)g 
Phone 1-250-.9£6-8455. 
FOR SALE truck ~iih i~i) - 
1996 freiglrtliner cla.<.:sk: >~' 
sleeper 525 Cummins. 46JJ0o 
Ibs rear, 230,000 krns oxte~td- 
ed warranty, tarps, 8 '::qfTtrf~er 
tires, nt l lber  0 Sen l , )h~v .t:t-I 
lob $105.00o, r:r. ,,,,.<. - 
phone ]-2 r- 0. Gg '.~:.. { I'. ~ I -,:- 
phone leave n]esm~!]e if n,..~,~ 
swer. 
! : ; : i ; t .q  H~:',t iSO a i ld  estab- 
,:.:i i,.,l 2!., All imorove- 
. . . . .  :IC.: l . :L iUl ; ) l l lOnl  in Oxoe l -  
• <.~ , .  : ,d lhOv:  ",.'f4ry lOaSor lab le  
y , . ,  OVE~f 
? , i  *':7!I . !qdc!  o r  George  
. ] >; ,~7. : ; ; ;  - 
,~.; : ~; ,  :!.OTHII'IG STORE. 
," " '< 'Y  ' : .  . ' "i SLd!I fo r  men,  
~:/!',;s n:~; ;.=,n~s {3300 sq It 
: ,~rl~e ;u:x'h;::; iq lho strip rnaJl 
:,l/l;q [:~ttR;-I in Fort St. 
, i . :~,, , : ,~. P,:; more into (250) 
7::~;;.i<'7'f~i~ d: - ' : '~  250)  996-7833 
t ?V~ '1 l lPi{i':. 
:~L;'fh-'.;.~ I;'~ 2 years on a 2nd in- 
, :bhl , J ,  l~4:c-}:!t,~li t. f l ew opportuni- 
;.',! ,,. nlessage: 1-800-348- 
lt~:]:., 
¢<7!:{ c{}: l::~-{'dflE FOR 7our- 
~f:',t ic! ~{J".; rl Irl(ILl,~iry. Tour- 
I:.;!i1 pr:=iT oltE't's t;IO most COl- 
f,'= lttPril;:TlllOl1~ltty recognized 
w-,;Dic,.lib., 1 .,rpo stlidy pro- 
.~.~;,,m L.~.;Jr:t v4}',ie you earn in 
u,,:, ;.,~r, t to~t  ol your home at 
, ,v.r ,/÷<n p~ce. 1-888-303- 
,;:-~/'8, 
~t .... -~..-L.. IAI. caretaker and 
qlp: i ' , i~r~; lF iC,  ~, ~(:~r~::orl IS required 
',,'.- "~ cht J tch  Ca l t lp  OR Tyhee 
.,:,- .~<,~, Sl i thers und Telkwa 
~:c~t..[l~il ,J;;it~;tlsr7 I ,  1998. Ap- 
,:',i(:;::o,','~ apply with resume and 
-,:lu:, ,~(~,~.; i,> Cha i r  Camp Gale- 
v,.-4fiu. ,L..'o,,~ ;73v.:8 Sn'lithers, B.C, 
';~)j ::r.lf7 Apr;lir:ants will be 
r'~'-".'¢~{i Iq I:,:;;[i, '~rl'iC/:- ~, 
HELP V¢/~PITEI): Registered 
pUl.$rJs, c.-'Jstral work for both 
FOR SALE Video Game Sk,r~ Pe'.~,r¢~ :)rid long term care in 
franchise. Winnipeg. HKjtlo,~t 
volume store in Canada. E!xc~l- ~k,:,n,.~ D dee. Also activity Aide 
::a~:tx4. l%oly Colleen Nichol- 
toni profit, great Iocat',on Fc>r !~o;~ D.R.C, Box ,179, Bums 
more into. call Andro Chain- i.,¢.c, r.!i.O. VOJ 1E0. 
paqne at 1-800.705.0057 
# ,! ~ ", ~,"~i ' t ' t  IMAGINE YOUR OWN i~tJ.t;!- ,,..CKLc.~-,~:,,RY COUNTRY, 
J,!oustcm."'i CIC. Christian hair rlESS. With low siari-up co..~i r~.:, 
overhead  and  troril~-~li{IO!,l::4 Cis- ..t,;¢ r~ ,,..,;{ifii,~fi tRIP non.slneking 
portunity, t4igl] Inch nan}e, r;mn;~ m'.,n C,~,r~lni'~:.~ion-chair rental 
products & ,":;0FV!C@S ]-iFJ=rll{!,l ,i~,{J or minimum wage. Fax re- 
'-'~] r Q St i i i i{ J ;  t-250-845-2666 or provided coril~.~r:t I-~,. 0-a&.- 
3315. ohnm~: 1.250-8,15-7035. 
Claire & Bemb 
..~ 
The family of Eunice Nordstrom would like to , .  
express their thanks to all the friends and relatives 
who have given their care and support at this diffi- 
cult time. Would like to especially mention the staff #:1 - 4748 LAKELSE, TERRACE 
of Terraceview Lodge, Terrace, <B.C., Inez 
Nordstrom, Jan Wilson and Laura Lawson of 
North Battleford and Soskatoon, SK. 
Mary Ann Burdett, Rod, 
Lianne & Michelle 
i 
NORDSTROM 
The death oF Eunice Nordstrom, age 85 years oF Terrace, 
British Columbia and formerly of Spears, Saskatchewan occurred 
at Terrace, B.C. on October 26, 1997. 
Eunice was born on December 17, 1911 at Chamberlain, 
Saskatchewan. She taught in various places in Saskatchewan 
irom 1934 to 1970 and from 1970 to 1974 was a substitute 
leacher in British Columbia. 
638-8055 
(Also Mth locations in Smithers and Houston) 
i 
She was i: member of the I.O.D.E. and a life member of B.C. 
SAPS. Eunice was a strong worker for the church. She also 
enjoyed reading, sludylng, gardening and spending time wlth her 
grandchildren and great grandchildren. 
Left to cherish Eunlce's memory are her loving daughtsr, Mary 
Ann Burdett of Terrace, B.C.; three grandchildren: Rod (Trudi) 
Cross of Fort McMurray, Alberta; Lianne Cross of Terrace, B.C.; 
Michelle Phillips of Grand Pmlrle, Alberta; eight great grandchil. 
dren: Roddy Roy, K C ,  Sassy, Tiffanl Bobby Jo, James, Beth and 
Jesse; Iwo sisters: Sybil (Dudley) Collins of Moose Jaw, SK; Verna 
(Charlie) Stewart oF Regina, SK; numerous nieces and nephews. 
She was predeceased b~. her husband Roy in 191 :rents, 
John & Bertha Norman; ..our brothers: Irvin, B0ver lrdoch 
and Milton; two sisters: Leon: Hickson and Annette Pa 
Funeral Serv;ce was held on Friday, October 31, 1997 at 1:00 
p.m. from Zion Lutheran Church Nor~ Bafl{eford, SK w;Ih Paster 
Roger Pannell Haugen officiating. 
Interment followed in Woodlawn Memorial Gardens, North 
Battleford, SK. The eulogy was given by Laura Lawson. Organist 
was Edna Soule. Honorary Pallbearers were:  Nell Nordstrom, 
Larry Nordstrom, Rueben Nordstrom, Rodney Cross~ Charlie 
Stewart and Dudley Collins. Act ve Pallbearers 'were: Ran Collins, 
tyle Stewart Garry Wilson, Dorrel Nordstrom, John Norman and 
Doug Norman, 
~e family have requested Ihat memorial donations be dlreded 
Is the Alzhelmer Association. Funeral arrangements were entrust- 
ed ta Sallows & McDonald Funeral Home, North Battleford, 
W~ skatchewan, 
_ . ,  
r_,, ~ lT -  ~ Residential & Commerci r 
I ~ . , ~ i ~  Carpet & Upholstery Service I 
~- t~ l  ~~E~ 'Flood Restoration ~ 
~ ' ~  FREE ESTIMATES ! 
VIVA OLINIO 
lli  Ww llillb a 
I 
¢, ,% 
Frances Birdsell 
NORTHWEST ACAL E Y OF:  
PERFOR t ! NG ARTS 
30~ - ,+; ..... L .k 'e l se  Ave  
Natural Health Practitioner 635-2194 
Ins t ruct ion  in P iano ,  V io l in ,  F:hit~, Guitar ,  Vo ice,  
Instrur~ierltr_t! o.rtd C.~.i'Ot.l|) PiBu"to 
P re -Schoo~ GroL l r~-  fuesdays  
MUSIC  tS  J .  ~:r~ ~;:~" ~r: ;"<,~,,.,. n.. L IFET IME 
l )e~kt~p t~ub!i~i~i~? by f ,~  $~urkitt 
t:-'l;,:e, n~, 6.1, L { /7  
, dl lSi[!r i  ,'lnlt t, ' lVil l it iir(icht'.~'o,,~, ti?~.':;4, ;ltltl, lr l l j lt l lS, tlf~Stel*-~ f~lc. 
SC,-tll lltotB~, ~rf wilrk, Ioq0..', rot ,~iinl r~r c0111pllter use 
• .. / " de,li!Jli ¢oml~ail 710g0S, " " .... , .,i , r,m'd.,;, lutterheM 
¢t~¢~ • ~1;1.111 v l l l t l lne !l;!ni>n:J ; ; t  :~_ifnr4allle r ; l~es  
t "m " t  o 1~ ',dn~ss f'ei'~ls i~rii;h;d while V0u wait 
3 (  - Ci];i:;iq{~'i sti l l , .  ~ t,'r~imtation5 
! 
4 i /7 i ~ f-"<0 (' Yr-cs  t:. .- <-,+, .... 
", i . .  ; .1 ;77 ,7  ' . >. +/ . i~ , .2  
Sf4ALf,. ~' . . . .  ~ ........... ;~ . . . .  " 
[ Terrace Sf nd<,rd 1 
L_ ._J niu,, C,:,i ,: , . . t , i  , ~. ~x~t, #+hi ILl( I 
St. Matthews Centre 4506 Lakelse Terrace, BC V8G 1P4 ~./  _l t i{ !: ) ; °  ~" " 
PIONEERUPHOL'STERYi SEAPORTL Mo " LrD I , .  US NE ' 
FOR ALL YOUR UPHOLSTERY NEEDS Passer E×press Se ice 
I ' /Daily schedu,ed bus i;ervmo !rnm Stowart o terrace / --~- " trelurn ,?rid aii ,c~r~,: ;i~ tJd,,'.'{,,:, ;"!::'.~, it ,, :.n'i Celiver7 of / 
i { , , .  . . . . .  ,. : . . . . . . . .  ' 
3901 Dobbie St. I ~P'O" Box 217,> ,-,o Stewart, ~.C. 
Claudette Sandecki 635-9434 ' [ P h : (;35~r~6~" F: ~'~ : ~ ~ " ;~a  3 
................. . . . . .  "-,'G . . . . . . . . .  
~ Northwest Community College 
Resident Care - Home 
Support Worker Programme 
The NWCC is pleased to announce that the Resident Care 
• Home Support Worker Programme will be offered in both 
Terrace and KiUmat next semester. The programme is 24 
weeks in length and will begin January 19,1998. 
Information sessions have been scheduled for interested 
students in Terrace on Nov. 27,1997 and in Kitimat on Dec. 
4, 1997. Sessions will begin at 7:00 p.m. and will take place 
in: 
Room 15 at the Kitimat Campus 
Room 1105 at the Terrace Campus 
Unfortunately the NWCC was unable to secure funding to 
subsidize tuition for this programme. As a result he College 
is compelled to off thls training on a cost recovery basis. 
This means the tuition is set at $4,525. 
Students who require financial assistance should contact 
the Financial Aide Officer at their local NWCC Campus for 
details. 
Students are requested to apply as quickly as possible as 
seating is limited. 
For further information please contact: 
Judy McCIoskey @ 635-6511 (Terrace) or 
Lynn Gould @ 632-4766 (Kitimat) 
NWCC looks fo~azd to mooting your traJni~ needs. 
310. CAREERS 
MOTEL MANAGER required. 
24 unit motel in Terrace, duties 
include bookkeeping, managing 
staff, reservations etc. Wage 
package includes on-site 
accommodations and salary 
based on experience. Suitable 
for semi-retired couple. Reply to 
File //93 do Terrace Standard, 
3210 Clinton St., Terrace BC 
VSG 5R2. 
REQUIRE EXPERIENCED 
grader/cat operator. Send re- 
sume to File #89 c/o Terrace 
Standard, 3210 Clinton St.,Ter- 
race B.C. VSG 5R2, 
REQUIRED IMMEDIATELY: 
Telemarketers, Terrace & ~-  
mat area. Hourly plus bonus. 
Call 635-1725. 
REQUIRED: LIVE in apartment 
manager for small 8 unit apart- 
ment. Rate and job description 
negotiable. Call Norm 635-4954 
or 635-7335. Richard 638-2071. 
RESIDENTIAL HEATING serv- 
iceman/installer equired imme- 
diately Kitimat area. Current 
class B gasfitters ticket re. 
quired. Knowledge or installa. 
tion of gas appliances. 
Resumes in confidence to Ter- 
race Standard c/o File 87 3210 
Clinton St. Terrace B.C. VSG 
5R2. 
330. NOT CES 
Gitwangak Band Council 
E0. Box 400 Kitwango B.C. V0J 2A0 
" EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUIIIff 
Band Administrator 
Hegotia~a, deped'~ m e@e~nc,. 
Deadline: Novemb~" 26,1997 
Band Admintstator t  r@od to ~ Gitw=gak Ba~d com~l, the mdidata will p~,~ m I~st (5} fiw 
yem exp~denm in 8and A&~nislzation.~ i d~dml wg h sdf stinting, laxls o~ m=~o~, to t=h 
chaq~e o|~ fi~ndd and admini~aSm resporabitities o f the I~nd, 
BIqllllNG: 
QUAUFICATiON3: 
KNOWLEDGE 
e 
In Supavid~ ofStaff 
In 1111 De~ery ofBand ffogr~ 
In Hnan~l Manoge~t and A Wmk~ 10mwk, cfge W'dh Compare 
Devdoping RelotimshipsW'dh01he~GovmmenfAgendes and Indudry. 
o Variety ofPro~roms htmd to 8taxi 
~ ,  In - -e ,  Housing ond Econa~c Devdo~. 
Com~ ~ ~ Preme hp~xt~ ~ Co~ 
eu=ld o Good Worki~ Reisiomhtp Wdh Ir~vidu~s oM the Publk Semr 
A~lyze, Ad~ =d Re~ on Mat~ Oear~ W'~h 
Redlocotiea of Funds mt Org=iz=tka 
Of Funding kt~ti~ I~e  
of Fderul =d h~ndd L~a~0~ =d pogrm ~eain~ Bands 
Of Lad Politics, Sodo, E~oaomk Ends, etc. 
FORWARD RESUMES AND REFERENCES TO:. Gihvang~ Band Cmmdl 
P.O. Box 400 
Kihv~ B.C. 
V0J 2A0 
POSITIONS AVAILABLE 
North West Community 
Health Services Society 
Positions: 
Location: 
Hours of Work: 
Locallom 
Hours of Work: 
. !  - Note: 
. / .  
S~rp 
Duties: 
licensing Officer 3- Two Lncelions 
Smlthers- Competition #NW97024 
Permanent Pad-time- 45 hours 
hi.weekly 
Terrace • Campe$ion #NW97025 
Permanent Part.time- 35 hours 
hi-weekly 
Both positions my be required to work up to 
70 hours be-weekly on on interim basis. 
$20.69 to $23.61 per hour 
1he Community Care Fodlifies Blanch is responsible for the adminislralion f lhe 
Communfly core Fodli~ M, Child Core Licensing oed Mull Care Regulations. 
pdmary fundion of this position is the inspediea nd licensing of chld and 
aduh community care fadlities. 
Qualifications: 
Minimum Grade 12. Relevant Degree plus 1 year experience, relevant Diploma 
plus 2 years experience, orrehvanl CedificCe plus 3 years experience. Good 
adminidrelion a d i~erpenonal skills, probhmolving, wri~en and verbal 
communication skills ere essenliel. Afundamental knowledge of Ihe prindphs 
and processes of naluml justice is required. Appkanls must be self-d~reded and 
possess lrong decision making skills. ~lity.ta work as a member of a multidis- 
dplinary teem is essenliol. " ' • 
1he quolificolions for Ibis pedlico ere fypkolly ochievnd through Iraining and 
I experience inpositions ~at require intem~n wilh other egulatory agencies, 
provindsl end community organizations. Background experience must in&de 
interviewing fechalques nd Ihe obilily Io deal with ¢rmflid silualions wilh fed 
end good judgment. 
Applkolions for ihis IW,~ion must dearly desarih ow.your education and 
experience meels Ihe ebme qualifications. Applkonls who have an educational 
~kground of work history in child core may be ghen preference. Lesser qual- 
ified applicants may be comider~ d o lower dmificatiea. 
Other Requirements: 
Applicanls mug be willing to trmel extensively and may be required to use their 
own vehicle in the performance ofduties. Applitanls ore subject to safisfadory 
reference checks including crtminsl reords review. Certain criminal records may 
predude appoinlmnt. 
Please send or fax resume to: Gory Roper, Acting iredor of Puhlic 
Hmllh NWCflSS 
3412 Kolum Street, Terrace, BC V86 4T2 
Fox: (250) 636-2251 
CLOSING DATE: 4:30 pro, Novmd~er 28, 1997 
Id - please quote compefltie~ # 
am (0ntod Barbara Mohon .t (250) 636-2507 
for a complete Odemflon Package. 
I 
CONTROLLER 
Our client is seeking a professlonal ccountant with a minimum of 3 years 
experience. Strong financial skills, a 'hands on" approach and good interper. 
sonal skills are critical. Computer accounting and spreadsheet skills essen. 
tial. Monthly financial statements and cash management for a Group of 
Companies. 
eta J.B..Riding, Me/Sjplne & C0. 
46,34 Lazelle Avenue Terrace, B.C. VSG lS7 
Fax: (250) 635-4975 
it 
3467 Hwy ! 6 East, Terrace 
H.D' OR COMMERCIAL 
TRANSPORT MECHANIC 
Positions available at Prince George, Quesnel, and Terrace. 
Qualified technicians familiar with all phases of H.D. truck repairs. 
Preferred qualifications would include,motor vehicle inspection 
licence, air brake ticket, welding and diesel engine repairs. 
All applicants n~ust be self motivated, outgoing and energetic team 
players. 
We offer excellent remuneration and a comprehensive benefits 
package. 
Please phone for an appointment or send resume to: 
Paul Monette 
LEJ International Trucks Ltd. 
Phone (250) 635-9198 / Fax (250) 635-9115 
Currently required are: 
- substitutes for group or Family child care, and/or 
care providers available to provide care evenings and 
weekends, and/or 
- care providers willing to care for infants and toddlers 
Please call Skeena Child Core Resource and ReFerral 
Program (formerly Skeena Child Care Support Program) 
at 638-1113 or drop in to 
The Family Place for more information. 
Skeena CCRR is a program of the Terrace Women's Resource Centre and is 
funded by the Minlsh'y [or Children and Families. 
The First Nations Training 
& Development Centre' 
is a private post secondary institute, registered with the 
Private Post Secondary Education Commission, lhat 
provides quality education to First Nations people. 
We are currendy seeking a candidate to fill the following 
position; 
Program Coordinator/Instructor 
for the First Nations Business Management Program. The objec- 
tive of this program is to provide opportunities for participants in 
management and community development, as well as provide a 
background for completion o~ a diploma or degree in Business 
Management. 
Interested candidates hould possess a Teaching Certificate or an 
Adult Instructor Diploma as well as knowledge and experience in 
teaching related courses. Knowledge of First Nations culture and 
traditions an asset. 
Resumes will be accepted until November 28, 1997. For a 
detailed program description or to submit a resume please 
conh:lct: 
First Nations Training & Development Centre 
820-3rd Avenue West 
Prince Rupert, BC V8J 1M6 
~,  Tel. (250) 627-8822 Fox (250) 624-2813 
Chubb Security Systems 
Seeks a sales professional to service an extensive Commercial 
and Residential customer base in the Terrace/Kitimat/Prince Rupert 
region. 
Chubb Security Systems is Canada's leading supplier of quality 
security systems and service, It's line of Canadian manufactured ISQ 
9002 systems are considered of the highest quality available, and 
are used by financial institutions around the wodd. 
Proven sales exparience and skills essential, strong communica- 
tion and computer skills required, excellent customer service skills 
mandatory. 
The position offers an attractive compensation plan, benefits,and 
a company car provided. 
Resumes may be submitted at 4443 Keith Ave 
In Terrace until Dec. 12, t997 (fax 638-1338) 
Attention: Chris Sitter, District Manager 
We thank all applicants, however only those selected 
for interviews will be selected 
LBI~ ! RRS't fiR) ~V(B) 
Saturo~/, Nov. 29 8:00ore .4:00~ 
So~tdoy, Dec 6 
Id~doy, Dec. 15 
Sun~. , Dec. 7 8:00am .4:OO pm 
Tuesday, Dec. 16 
LEWl 3 F1RSr fur ~)  
Dec. 1.12 8:00am. 4:00pro 
bn. 12.23 
$~ 
$7S 
$ses 
'98 Endargered Species calendars will be J
here soon. Place your order/ f 
OIE(X OaT ~ (migete line pf gaa~ ~st Ag & ~e~ Bts. We 
lmo di ~ ~ to rest~ y~ la A~ ~ to WO $f~r~ 
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:i 300,:, HELP  
WANTED ,i 
, . , . .~" ' . .  
ULKATCHO FIRST Nations b 
offering a 6 month contract for a 
Soclal Welfare Administrator 
Position. Qualifications: 1) Prov- 
en experiences in Provincial 
and Federal Social Welfare Gui- 
dlelines and Policies; 2) Knowl- 
edge of Rrst Nations Social 
welfare Program Is an asset; 3) 
Proven team management and 
Administrative Skills; 4) A back- 
ground in accounting & Book- 
keeping. Responsibilities & Du- 
ties: -to be able to do 
Administrative Restl'ucturing 
and automating the social wel- 
fare program; - ability to train 
the social welfare clerk In alp 
proprtale computer applications 
for client caseloads;:- to pre- 
pare and submit monthly statis- 
tical reports (SDFSR) to INAC 
Deadline: November 21, 1997 
Position to start Monday, De- 
comber 1, 1997. Wage is nego- 
tiable. Submission of job appli- 
cations and resumes, to be for- 
warded to: Brenda Jack, UI- 
katcho Band Councillor Ad- 
min/Finance Portfolio, P.O. Box 
3430 Anahim Lake, B.C. V0L 
1C0, Phone 250-742-3260, 
250-742-3288 Fax: 250-742- 
3411. 
? t . . ,  
.% =F" 
SCOTT VOHORA 
& COMPANY 
Char tered  Accountants  
requires an 
ACCOUNTANT 
who wishes to become a key 
team member of our firm. 
Previous public practice 
experience and computer skills 
would be an asset. Must be 
registered in an accountancy 
,program (CA, CGA, CMA), We 
offer a competitive renumeraUon 
package. Please fax or mail 
your resume to: 
Scott, Vohora & Company 
P.O. Box 728 
Pdnce Rupert, BC VSJ 3S1 
. Fax (2501 624-6929 F =" 
STRICTLY FLAGGING are BANDSAW MILL for hire. C,e- 
looking for flag persons to fill in dar for sale. Will cut to order, 
for on call work. Applicants reasonable rates. Phone 635- 
must have certified flagging 9620. 
tickets endorsed by Hire A Log- CERTIFIED HEAVY duty me- 
get" or the College Call for inter- chanic with inspector cert/class 
view at 638-8888. one and welding fabrication ex- 
perience seeks work in Terrace 
area. Part time and odd jobs 
considered, call 635-6758. 
WANTED: A nurse to carry a 
pager on weekends & respond 
on-call to provide in-home care 
to convalescing clients. Phone 
Home Suplood at 635.5135. 
WANTED: A nurse to carry a 
pager on weekends and re- 
spend on-call to provide in- 
home care to convalescing cli- 
ents. Phone Home Support 
635-5135. 
FLooking For h 
|Ch i ld  Care? |  
J Skeena Child Care Support J
I Program has information I 
1 on child care options and I 
on choosing child care. 
Drop by The Family 
Place at 4553 Park 
Ave. or call 638-1 ! 13. 
Skeeno CCSP is e program o[ the Terrace 
Women's Resource Centre and 
is funded by the Ministry for Children , 
and Families. 
MOVE INTO the futurel 4 new 
career programs offered in the 
lower mainland. Forklift repair: 
Canada's only comprehensive 
Electro Mechanical Course. 
Building Repair Technician. 
Broad Job Prospects for grads 
of BC's only Handyman Coursal 
Business Equipment Techni- 
cian: Fast Track Program, Na- 
tional Award Winner for training 
excellence. Telephone . and 
Wireless Equipment Installer: 
Easier program with broader 
employment options. For an 
into package or funding infor- 
mation, call G.R.Tech College 
1-800-646-1477. 
Local Retail Business 
requires a 
Finance Manager 
Assistant 
The successful candidate must have 
computer and clercial skills, retail 
experience, plus be enthusiastic and 
get along well with others. 
This is a full-time posistion .with full 
benefits, salary plus commission. 
Apply with resume to ,. 
File #90 , 
c/o Terrace Standard 
3210 Clinton St. 
Terrace, B.C. 
V8G 5R2 
MOTHER OF one, registered 
with the family place, Is provid- 
ing LNR Childcare Monday - 
Friday in Kiti K'shan area. One 
space available for 2 year and 
older. Criminal checks done, 
635-5472. 
PAINTER 15 years experience, 
Interior exterior, Low rates for 
seniom. Free Estimate. Phone 
635-3783. 
VERY EXPERIENCED older 
lady will child mind any child 
any day anytime. College area, 
my home. Call 635-6291. 
WOULD LIKE to do house 
cleaning. Spruce up for Xmas 
Call 635-1914. 
I 
Richard Thornton 
Construction 
Fully experienced carpenter available 
for construction, renovations or repairs. 
Call 638-8526 
Tutoring 
Available! 
Does your child struggle 
in school? lain looking 
to tutor school children 
grades 1 through 8 in a 
wide variety of classes. 
Reasonable Ratesl 
For more Information 
Call Kelly 635.2606 
CHEEKY'S CONSIGNMENTS 
OPENING IN HOUSTON, 
SEEKING TO CONSIGN 
WOMEN'S AND CHILDRENS 
CLOTHING, ACCESSORIES, 
AND UNIQUE FURNISHINGS. 
FOR APPOINTMENT AND 
CONDmONS CALL 1-250- 
845-2222 OR 1-888.784.6444. 
FREE BROCHURE from Dr. 
Joel Kaplan. Male Organ En- 
hancement. Permanent, safe, 
Call (312) 409-1950, 
GET OUT of your timesharell 
Guaranteedlll Call now toll free 
1-888-470-0001. 
http://www.holidayr.com holi- 
davr@aol.com 
PIANO LESSONS! Learn to 
play piano for funl All ages 
Including adults,, beglnner,lo 
RoyaIConservatory 'Grade 6. 
Register ASAP as spaces'ilke 
limited. Call 638-1512. 
KNOX UNITED 
CHURCH 
4907 Lazelle Ave. 
635.6014 
10:30 A.m. Sunday 
School 
And Worship 
Minister 
The Rev. Michael 
Hare 
THO~HILL  
COMMUNITY  
~unday~r~S~r~Jce~IO: 45  
t t ' l~ ' f i~ '  ~L~.~ Hall 
Tccns ~mt  ble Classes 
iua~zr') cool (;llm [' Igcs 2.12 9:30i 
KOl leOf l  ~ :g reets  
zeenm rou ,  Groups 
~dult MIO-W~ek I|ble Studies 
cS L 
Thursoavs s-~u - )ct.May 
Lu~astor go] t~0oKcr 
" t~ " O1 ~X'l~eou 
LEADERS WANTE D 
Olfl Guides 
of Canada 
Guides 
du Canada 
Call for Details: 
1-800-565-8111 
Where doYou turn 
with a complaint 
against he press? 
To us... 
The British Columbia Press 
Council is an independenr 
r~wiew board whidl considers 
unresolved complaints about 
newspapers, To lodgq a 
complaint, all i :ak~'is the 
cost eta letter, 
B. C Press¢oundl 
900 - 1281 W, Georgia St. 
Vancouver B.C. V6E 3J7 
TeI/F~: (604) 683.2571 
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Skaters score in tests 
MEMBERS OF the Terrace 
Skating Club had an ex- 
celleut showing Nov. 14, as 
a number of skaters scored 
high on their test day at the 
arena. 
Some 20 members of the 
Terrace Skating Club, along 
with members of the 
Hazelton Figure Skating 
Club performed a variety of 
routines to pass their tests. 
Patricia Davis passed her 
Jr. Bronze Freeskate and 
Skills Class Six. Danielle 
Richey passed her American 
Waltz and Skills Class Five. 
Sabrena Harvey passed 
her Harris Tango, while 
Sandra V~ittington passed 
her European and her Skills 
Class Five. 
Kimberly Wilcox passed 
her Ten-Fox, Willow and 
Skills Class Seven tests. 
And Gall Whittington 
passed her Baby Blues and 
Skills Class Seven. 
Other skaters who passed 
their tests with flying 
colours include: Megan 
Mahoney, Jennifer Roy, 
Shelby Staeh, Erin Arndt, 
Nicele Lindsay, Khalie Eys, 
Stephanie Huisman, Nicole 
Wilcox, Caitlin Westerman, 
Amy Mattem, Jocelyn Mil- 
ler, Kelsey Minhinniek, 
Kasia Lamb and Allison 
Young. 
FIGURE SKATER K]m Wilcox and Coach Harold 
Sher were all smiles on test day Nov. 14. Wilcox 
passed several challenging tests. 
Sport Scope 
Dragsters meet 
THE TERRACE Race Association is having its gen- 
eral meeting, Nov. 20 at 1 p.m. at the Coast Inn of the 
West. 
Topics wil l  include new rules for street vehicles and 
a speed cap for 1998 racing. 
For  more information call Dennis at 638-8975 or 
Rick at 635-5284. 
Club hosts Cash Spiel 
THE CURLING Club will be hosting the popular 
Terrace Men's and Ladies' Cash Spiel Nov. 21-23 at 
the club. 
For more information, call 635-5583. 
Score Board 
Terrace Minor Hockey Association 
Nov. 7 
Atom Division 
All West 5 Copperside 1 
Bargain Shop 5 K]timat 2 
Novic Division 
Td-City 13 Knights 1 
Nov. 8 
Atom Division 
All Seasons 7 Bargain Shop 6 
Centennial Uons 8 Copporside 1 
Novice Division 
Terrace Elks 5 CEP 1 
Ikon 7 Carpenters 2 
Nov. 9 
Lazelle Storage 6 Kinsmen 2 
Terrace Men's Recreational Hockey 
Nov. 6 
Skeena Cable 7 All Seasons 4 
Nov. 9 
Skeena Cable 6 Chapter One 2 
Precision Blues 3 Back Eddy 7 
Nov. 11 
White Spot 6 All Seasons 3 
Skeena Cable 6 Preclsion Blues 6 
Terrace Men's Oldtimers Hockey 
Nov 5 
NMI Okies 6 SRD Blues 3 
"l]mbermen 3 Subway 0 
Nov 8 
"fimbermen 4 NMI Okies 1 
Subway 6 SRD Blues 2 
Terrace Women's Indoor Soccer 
Top five teams to date: 
1. Skeena Pub 
2.Mother Goose & Beginner's Luck 
3. Back Eddie 
4. Red Rover 
f TYLER'S PLACE 
Opening 
Saturday November 22, 1997 
4639 Lazelle Ave 
Between Webb Refridgeration 
and RJA Forestry Ltd. 
Knitwear from the Shetlands & Ireland 
(unique designs, incredible colours). 
Linens from Ireland 
,en s SHET~ND'!I:;!; I 
• : : : : I d : l~  •n | , I o ]~ l l l~t |? 'd l~| lkd~|e]  | l$$1o]  lad  I I~ . l : l ) t I  [01~1~1 
(Only time to shop on your lunch hour? 
- Bring your lunchl There is lots of room) 
VISA MASTERCARD & DEBIT CARDS 
Hours: 9:30 - 5:30 Men. - Sat. 
635-8150 
Return 
those 
jerseys 
TERRACE YOUTH may 
be over but according to 
Mary Hernes, the final 
goal hasn't been scored 
yet since some of the 
uniforms are still off-side. 
She wants to remind 
players and parents that if 
they still have a uniform, : 
to please return it to All 
Seasons, Misty River 
Books or 4721 Scott Ave. 
And make sum to indicate 
the player's name and 
division. 
Referee and select team 
uniforms can also be 
returned to these locations. 
"We are now into over- 
time," Hernes says. 
"Please return the 
uniforms by the end of 
November so we can 
prepare for next year and 
blow the whistle on rising 
COsts." 
Hernes adds that she 
would also like to thank 
all the parents who have 
helped collect the more 
than 1,100 uniforms. 
Junior teams clash at Zones 
CENTEICNIAI., Christian's undefeated, 
Jr. Girls' volleyball squad 
finally met their match at 
the Zone Finals in Hazelton 
two weekends ago. 
The girls had started the 
year with an incredible 16-0 
record. But other zone 
teams had quietly been 
honing their skills, readying 
themselves for the Zones. 
Two Terrace teams were 
at the Finals - -  Centennial 
and Skeena Jr. Secondary. 
The two teams were placed 
in different pools for round 
robin play, so they didn't 
see action against each other 
until the semi-finals. 
But both teams enjoyed 
success in the round-robin. 
Centennial made it through 
beating 
Hazelton, Prince Rupert 
Secondary and Kitimat for a 
3-0 record. 
Skeena wasn't far behind, 
fudshing second in their 
pool with a 2-1 record. 
That sent the two local 
squads into the semi-finals 
against each other, and 
Centennial coach Edgar 
Veidman says it was an 
emotional match. 
"It was an incred~le 
match-up," Veldman says. 
"Many of the girls knew 
each other and there was a 
real friendly rivalry between 
them." 
Centennial scraped by 
with a win in the first game 
15-13. But in the second, 
the squad found themselves 
down 14-2 and Skeena was 
on the verge of forcing a 
third game. 
Then Jen Vandeflee 
started serving. 
"She got us going," 
Veldman says. "We became 
the aggressors and retry 
went at them. It's crucial in 
"We weren't ready," he 
says. "The girls came out 
slow and hesitant." 
But Charles Hays didn't. 
They put the Terrace squad 
on their heels, hitting ag- 
gressively and pounding 
Centennial back. In spite of 
some great fan support from 
the Skeena girls who 
volleybaB ;o have an am~ 'cheered their fellow Terrace 
game." team on, Hays took the 
Centennial ended up beat. 
ing the Wildcats 16-14 to 
take the semi-finals. 
Veldman says the win was 
highly emotional and ex- 
hansting for the team. And 
finals in two easy games. 
"It was a disappointing 
finish," Veldman says. 
"But we couldn't have 
asked for a better year. We 
finished with a 22-4 record. 
15 minutes later they had to And Charles Hays has been 
start the final round against improving all year. They 
a tough Charles Hayssquad. deserved towln." 
Network Classi f ieds " 
A II I (I ¢ I A r I 0 li These ads appear in approximately 100 I(~ t )  C l~ for25words To place an ad call 
]ltflll I, Cd|mil6 a l l  YII'Ol community newspapers In B.C.and Yukon ~ L ~ ~ S S.00 each this paper or the BeY- 
and reach more than 3 million readers, additional word CNA at (604)669.9222 
AUTO 
LEASE REPOS. Returns 
4X4's, Trucks, Vans, 
Luxury Cars, Gas Savers, 
Caravans, Jtmmys. Take 
over lease. G.M., Dodge 
Club-Cab, 4X4's, Gas, 
Diesel. Marly Kozak (604) 
464-3941, (604) 525- 
0408. 
BUSINESSESFOR 
SALE 
FAMILY BUSINESS - 
Billiard Club, Ca fe& 
Arcade. All equipment in- 
cluded. Assets total 
$180,000. Best offer or 
sell equipment separately. 
Phone: (804)485-8788, 
(604)485-7156 Powell 
TRUCKS - 4X4's, Cars 
Lease or purchase, all 
makes and models new or 
used. Free delivery in 
B.C. Access Leasing 
Corp. D#10387. 1-800- 
330-0299. (604)821-1118. 
BUSINESS 
OPPORTUNITIES 
GOVERNMENT FUNDS, 
Government assistance 
programs information 
available. For your new or 
existing business. Take 
advantage of the govern- 
ment grants and loans, 
Call 1-800-505:8866, 
CHRISTIAN FRANCHISE 
$100,000 per year poten- 
tlal servicing the explosive 
Christian market w!th 
today's technology; 
Home-based, full training 
and support. Call now 1- 
800.663-7326; 
. River. 
LAW PRACTICE For 
Sale, Sole practilloner in- 
tending to retire from the 
practice of law. This prac- 
tice, which has existed in 
downtown Vancouver for 
16 years, consists primari- 
ly of real estate work, cor. 
porate work (representing 
approximately 160 active 
non-reporting companies) 
and civil litigation. It occu- 
pies a pleasanL fully out- 
fitted suite of offices and 
employs 2 very capable 
secretaries. It possesses 
an excellent collection of 
approximately 1,000 well- 
ordered precedents in 
machine readable form; 
All inquiries will be re- 
ceived in strict confl- 
dence. Interested persons 
are invited to correspond 
by fax to (604)986-2956. 
BUSINESS 
PERSONALS 
$150,g00 PER YEAR po- 
>tential as Information 
Broker. No inventory, low 
overhead. Cash business. REAL PSYCHICS for 
Canada,s fastest growing Real Peoplel Clear caring 
franchise. Join others answers to all your ques- 
earning up to $1,000. per tions, Know what he is 
d.ay. 1-868-889-1010. thinking. Love, 
Relationships, Career & 
COLLECT CASH. Coke, Family 1,900-830-9100, 
Pepsil Hostess, M&M, $3.99/min= 1_8+. 
Cadbury, etc. Restock es- 
tablishedunique vendors ADVICE? RELATION- 
in your area. No selling, SHIPS, Money, 1998 
full-time, part-time. Forecaster anytopic. You 
Minimum investment choose who you want to 
$13,980. 1.800-546-2799 talk to. We have several 
(24 hours) .  Member live Psychics 1-600-451- 
B.B.B. 7865, 24hrs, 18+, 
PREMIUM VENDING $3.99/mln. 
Routes rival the best CAREERTRAINIMG 
RRSP for high profit re- CHOOSE YOUR 
turn. Ask us for detailsl Career/start your own 
Eagle Profit Systems 1- business. Earn an Interne- 
800-387-2274 (Dept. tional diploma/A.I.N.S, of- 
134). fore over 100 home study 
DYNAMIC CANADIAN programs. Alternative 
Company requires sales health, counseling, self- 
representative to promote Improvement, nutrition, 
their new product within new age, business, 
B.C. if you have superb sports, beauty, writing. 
presentation and commu- Free Prospectus 1-886- 
nication skills fax your re- 5 1 6 - 1 2 1 2 ; 
sume (250)344-7865. http://www.tains,com. We 
have a career for youl 
CAREER TRAINING EDUCATION LIVESTOCK 
WCB AOCREDITED/CSA 
Standard. Occupational 
Scuba Courses: New leg- 
Islation took effect 
01/01/97 which requires 
trade certification for com- 
mercial scuba. We offer: 
Working Diver's Upgrade 
& Basic Occupational 
Scuba. For more informa- 
lion call us Toll-free: 1- 
888-356-2288. Nordlys 
Diving Ltd. 
EARN EXTRA Moneyl 
Learn income tax prepa- 
ration or basic bookkeep- 
lag by correspondence. 
For free brochures, no 
obligation contact U & R 
Tax Schools, 1345 
Pembina Highway, 
Winnipeg, MB, RgT 2B6, 
1-800-665-5144. Inquire 
about free franchise terri- 
tories now available. 
COMPUTERS 
THE BEST Computer, the 
Best.Price. Delivered right 
to your door anywhere In 
Canadal Just $79. per 
month, No Money Down. 
For Tymannus loaded 
166MMX Multimedia 
Package: 166 MMX, 
Motorola 56.6 fax/modem, 
Stereo surroundsound, 
digital full-motion video, 
3.2 GB HD, 24X CD 
ROM, full colour 14 inch 
monitor, loaded current 
software (list is too long 
for this ad, call us). Instant 
credit approval available 
right over the phone. Call: 
1-800-551-3434 - to 
order/more information. 
EDUCATION 
COUNSELLOR TRAIN- 
ING Institute of Canada 
offers on-campus and cor- 
respondence courses to- 
ward a Diploma in 
Counselling Practice, to 
begin this month. Free 
catalogue, call 24hrs 1- 
800-665-7044. 
A NEW Career? Trained 
apartment/condominium 
managers needed - all 
areas. We can train you 
right nowl Free job place- 
ment assistance, For in- 
formation/brochure call 
681-5456, 1-800-666- 
8339. 
CANADIAN ELECTROL- 
YSIS College #201-13303 
- 72 Ave. Surrey B.C. 
V3W 2N5. (604)597-1101, 
1 -888-561 -441  1,  
Electrolysis, Therm01ysls, 
Bland. Variety of ma- 
chines, multiple needle, 
microscope. 500 hours, 
B.C, Standard. Loans 
available, 
EMPLOYMENT 
OPPORTUNITIES 
BUSY FORD Dealership 
in N.E. Alberta requires 
the following personnel: 
Service Manager/Parts 
Manager, service writer, 
parts person, sales con- 
sultant, licensed techni- 
cians. We provide full 
benefit packages, excel- 
lent wages, new facility. 
Send resume to: OK Ford, 
Box 1530, Lac La Biche, 
AB, TeA 2CO or fax: 1- 
403-623-3111, Attention: 
Roger Monahan, 
FOR SALE MISC... 
PERSONALIZED PHOTO 
Calendars featuring your 
own pictures. The Perfect 
Christmas gift for family 
and relatives. Call 
Linmark Publishing @ 1- 
800-663-181 1 for 
brochure and order form, 
SAWMILL $4895 Saw 
Logs into Boards, planks, 
beams. Large capacity. 
Best sawmill value any- 
where; Free Information 
1-800-566-6899. Norwood 
Sawmills, R.R.2, 
Kitworthy, Ontario, POE 
1GO. 
FOR SALE MISC. 
ALPACAS - THE world's 
finest livestock invest- 
ment. Calm, intelligent, 
profitablel Mind-boggling 
returns with few animals. 
Free report shows profit 
potential, tax advantages. 
No need to own a farm or 
have experience. 
Excellent starter pack- 
ages available. Subsidies 
for first time buyers. 1- 
403-440-4697. 
MOBILE HOMES 
QUALITY MANUFAC- 
TURED Homes Ltd. Ask 
about our used single and 
double wides. "We Serve 
- We Deliver". 1-600-667- 
1533w DL#6813. 
PERSONALS 
PSYCHIC SECRETSI 
Unlock your potential. 
Honest, accurate answers 
by Canada's most gifted 
Psychics. Live & 
Personal. 1-900-451- 
3778, 24hrs. 18+ $2.99 
per rain. I.C.C. 
CANADA'S BEST 
Meeting Place for singles 
talk openly to other adults 
for romance and more. 
Meet someone in the next 
5 minutes. 011-592-588- 
758 L.D. only. 18+ call us. 
REAL ESTATE 
SELLING PRIVATELY? 
BC Homesellers Network 
Inc. provides marketing 
packages featuring 
Internet listings, yard 
signs, highlight sheets 
and much more. Call 1- 
888-248-5581 or view 
www.bchomesellers.com 
THREE MONTHS Freel 
Complete computer pack- 
age specially designed for 
children's education and 
home business. No 
money down. Low month- 
ly payment G.A.C. 
Haven't you put it off long 
enough? Toll-free 1-868- 
528.8818. 61 SMALL AND Large 
HELP WANTED Acreages, beside the 
ATTENTION: MOM & Thompson River, West of 
Others, We pay you'to Kamloops, Financing 
lose weightl Wanted 49 available. Phone: 
people to look and feel (604)606-7900, Fax: 
good before Christmas. 
Call 1-800-732-0374. (604)606-790 1 . 
www.newbody.bc.ca for sa les@niho .com.  
free booklet. Internet: www.nlho.com 
RECREATIONAL LAND 
"I don't take chances with safety. 
So it's a safe bet I'll have my GM 
L brakes serviced at GM 
%  iiiiii!iii,     Goodwrench 
• }7  
Service. 
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Nobody knows your GM car better than we do. 
After all, we designed and built it in the first 
#ace. As a result, our technicians are factory- 
i trained, our diagnostic equipment and tools  
are defigned to service GM Vehicles, and 
we only use genuine GM parts. So we get 
the job done rlght, the first time, at exactly 
ii the price that you're quoted. That's a brake 
::l]~::iii: 
Li : service you won't find anywhere else. 
~ i i i : : i i~:  That's Goodwrench Service 
BRAKE S1699S  'ILTEROIL s299s SERVICE 
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• Parts & Labour included • replace Front pads or rear shoes with OM AC Deice 
brake lining' re-surface drums or rotors if necessary •inspect and lubricate hardware 
• inspect: master cylinder, calipers and brake lines ' road test ' limited lifolime 
warranty on GM AC Deice brake pads and shoes • applicable to most GM cars 
and light duty trucks, 4x4's and 3500 series excluded • shop and envlronm0ntd 
charges included • taxes extra ' dealer may sell for less • limited time offer 
• Covers AC Defoe bloke pads/thoes for as long as you own lee vehicle when professionally installed 
15 point inspedlon includes: •quality GM oil filter, lube chassis and up to 5 lltres of 
GM Goodwrench Premium motor oil • top-up windshield washer fluid' check the 
following fluids: brake, power steering, differential, transfer case, transmission 
• inspedion of: tires, air filler, coolant, hoses, windshield wipers, drive belt, baflery, 
lights and Indicators •shop and environmental charges are included • synthetic oils 
and diesel engines excluded *taxes exlra • dealer may sell for less • limited time offer 
